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GLOBAL ENERGY OUTLOOK
R.G. Skinner
Director
Long-Term Co-operation and Policy Analysis
International Energy Agency
OECD
2, rue Andre Pascal, 75775 Paris Cedex 16, France

All indicators point to continued growth in world energy demand over the
next 10 to 20 years and this growth could be especially rapid if the
economic expansion on non-OECD countries continues to accelerate.
Growth will likely occur in the demand for virtually all forms of
energy, but that will continue to be particularly strong for
electricity. Growth in the electricity demand of industrialized
countries is likely to approximate the rate of economic growth, but the
demand increases in developing countries are likely to be much more
rapid.
Environmental restrictions on energy supply and use will become
increasingly stringent. Although cleaner fuels — such as natural gas
and renewals — will certainly enjoy increased demand, no major shifts
in fuel shares are expected. But the impact of environmental concerns
is still highly uncertain. Efforts to cub emissions of CO- and other
greenhouse gases are likely to increase and, if the more pessimistic
assessments of risks of climate change are confirmed, could result in
significant shifts in fuel shares and a major re-emphasis on energy
efficiency. "Sustainable development" may turn into "restricted
development", although there would be clearly strong resistance to such
restrictions by developing, as well as most developed, countries. The
electric sector will have to adapt to these environmental pressures and
to increasingly competitive markets. While few countries are likely to
attempt the type of major restructuring now underway in the United
Kingdom, there will be more efforts to strengthen competition in this
sector and to require utilities to operate more like private businesses.
These trends have many possible implications for nuclear power. The
increasing demand for electricity means that there will have to be
substantial new baseload capacity, especially towards the end of the
1990's notwithstanding continued strong efforts in Demand Side
Management. The emergence of environmental concerns as critical factors
in virtually all stages of energy supply and demand holds both great
promise and risk for the nuclear industry — and is clearly the area
requiring the most immediate attention. But rising costs and increasing
pressures on the utility industry from governments to be increasingly
competitive, in particular to use higher discount rates, will also pose
difficult challenges. Clearly, the nuclear industry cannot expect a
return to the heyday of the 1970's, but with continuing efforts to
address these challenges, it should be able to make a growing
contribution to future energy requirements.

PROVIDING THE BALANCE OF POWER
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Alan R. Holt
Vice-President
Corporate Planning Branch
Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario

Ontario Hydro is relying on a variety of equally important measures to
balance electricity supply and demand requirements over the next 25
years. We are giving high priority to increased efficiency,
conservation and load shifting to temper demand. To achieve diversity
and flexibility, we are emphasizing a balance between demand reduction
and new supply.
New supply will come from a mix of new hydro-electric stations,
purchases from private producers and utilities outside Ontario,
gas-fired combustion turbine units as well as new nuclear power
stations. The nuclear power industry has a solid legacy of service
and safety in Ontario and will almost certainly continue to be a
central element in our planning for the 21st century.
.Nevertheless, it must be emphasized that Ontario Hydro's prime goal
remains to meet the needs of our customers through the provision of an
economic and environmentally acceptable supply of electricity from
whatever sources that may originate. In that respect, Hydro's
interests are not necessarily always identical to those of the nuclear
industry. Although the nuclear industry clearly has an important role
to play, the degree of importance and the magnitude of that role will
be directly related to the industry's ability to help Ontario Hydro
supply safe, reliable, reasonably priced power, in a manner acceptable
to the public.

STRATEGY FOR THE NINETIES
by
Dr. Stanley R. Hatcher
President and Chief Executive Officer
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
344 Slater Street, Ottawa, Ontario, K1A 0S4
SUMMARY
As the Canadian nuclear industry enters the nineties, it leaves behind a decade
featuring unprecedented accomplishment as thirteen new CANDU reactors began
operation and two older ones restarted after retubing of their cores. The decade
also featured substantial progress in answering the criticisms which have been
voiced by the critics of the industry. Frequent examination from outside and
within the industry addressed issues of safety, economics, and the environment.
While manufacturing activity in the latter half of the decade dropped to levels
barely sufficient to sustain the industry, the promise of future opportunities
hardened the resolve to continue. Those who believe in the value of nuclear as
an important element of Canadian and global energy supply have seen their
perseverance rewarded as the value of nuclear energy has gradually become
recognized more widely, although still not universally.
As the '90's begin, the industry faces the prospect of a new wave of orders that
will again challenge its capabilities. Achieving the promise of the '90s requires a
strong and unified industry, comprising R&D, design, manufacturing, construction,
and operations working together toward a common goal; economic, reliable, and
safe nuclear power for Canada and the world.
The industry must continue the initiatives that have been taken to improve public
awareness of nuclear issues. It must also ensure that the nation's decision-makers
recognize the importance of the nuclear industry to the long-term prosp ^'ty of
Canada.
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THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE URANIUM INDUSTRY
S.E. FROST
CAMECO
A CANADIAN MINING & ENERGY CORPORATION

Tbe impact of the uranium industry on the environment is examined, from
exploration through mining, milling, refining, fuel conversion and fuel
fabrication. The evolution in environmental thinking is traced from the
early days of the industry to modern operations. Exploration camps
must be cleaned up to leave virtually no trace of human presence upon
abandonment. Mines must be planned with a view to decommissioning.
Trailings management has undergone revolutionary change. Wastes from
refining, fuel conversion and fuel fabrication, which were once simply
buried in the ground, are now being recycled, both within the industry an
as non-nuclear by-products.
However, progress does not come without cost. The path has not been an
easy one and much work remains to be done. Some fundamental changes in
public and regulatory thinking about waste management would greatly
improve the situation.

NUCLEAR PLANT OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
AN ENVIRONMENTAL PERSPECTIVE.

A.R. McKenzie
Chief Engineer
New Brunswick Power
527 King Street
P.O. Box 2000
Fredericton, NB
E3B 4X1

NUCLEAR PLANT OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE AN ENVIRONMENTAL PERSPECTIVE.
A.R. McKenzie
Chief Engineer,
New Brunswick Power
It is veil known to all who work in the Canadian nuclear industry, that
the public perception of nuclear power plants is that they are dangerous and
liable to unacceptably serious accidents, that they pollute the environment and
in so doing harm people and that they produce wastes that are impossible to
dispose of safely. . These perceptions are enhanced by the news media who in the
process of selling new stories, are inclined to bias news in favor of
sensationalism rather than fact.
It is important that the risks associated with the operation and
maintenance of nuclear power stations be put in a proper perspective because
choices have to be made for new generating plant and it is becoming clear that
fossil fired power stations are contributing significantly to a degradation of
the environment both in the emission of acid gases such as sulphur dioxide and
the various oxides of nitrogen but also potential damage due to the "Greenhouse
Effect" caused by carbon dioxide and other 'greenhouse gases'.
Nuclear power has by any measurable standard, demonstrated that it is far
away the cleanest, safest and most environmentally benign of all the ways of
producing electricity in commercial quantities. It is today, for Ontario
Hydro the recommended means of meeting the future electricity needs of the
Province of Ontario. For N.B. Power, nuclear power is not yet competitive with
coal in the short term, as New Brunswick cannot build the multi unit stations
of large size, as Ontario Hydro does. Nonetheless, environmental requirements
for alternative conventional generating stations are rapidly moving the cost
for these stations to the point where it may be economical to build nuclear
power plants as a first choice in the near future.
A major impediment to the choice of a nuclear power station is the public
perception about their safety and the concern about the ability to dispose of
nuclear wastes safely and economically.
The performance of the Point Lepreau generating station has made it
recognized as one of the best nuclear power stations in the world. This
performance is not only in the production of electricity where the unit has
demonstrated a Lifetime Capacity Factor of 89.6%, second of 339 nuclear units
operating in the non communist world. It has also produced a superb
environmental and economic performance in which more than Can $1.39 Billion has
been saved in fuel cost over the alternative - oil, and also there has been the
displacement of 500,000 tonnes of sulphur dioxide and 100,000 tonnes of
nitrogen oxides which have not been produced because the power has been
produced by a nuclear unit.
The harmful effects of radiation are greatly exaggerated by those who are
opposed to the construction of more nuclear power stations. Radioactivity is
easy to measure at very low levels; in fact at levels about one million times
less than the most sensitive chemical analysis will permit. This allows

radiation emissions from nuclear power stations to be measured vith great
accuracy and it can be shown from these measurements that the effect on the
environment and on the public from nuclear power stations is negligible.
The paper claims that the environmental effects from the operation and
maintenance of nuclear generating stations is extremely small and that
radiation from its operation poses a very low risk to the plant workers and to
the public.
Ve are now seeing large changes in the environments in terms of acid rain
and possible effects due to carbon dioxide emissions. Although nuclear power
cannot on its own solve the problems of world energy production, it does have
an important role to play. It would be unfortunate if excessive fears of
radiation prevented at least some displacement of the more environmentally
damaging technologies involving fossil fuels.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS
STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION
P-D. Stevens-Guille, P.J. Armstrong,
K.J. Donnelly, J.F. Tanaka
Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M5G 1X6
INTRODUCTION
Ontario Hydro has generally centrally managed radwaste at the Bruce
Nuclear Power Development (BNPD) located on the east shore of Lake
Huron. Waste is transported by road in Strong Industrial Packages, or
Type A and B packages as appropriate from the generating station sites
to the BNPD Radioactive Waste Operations Site-2. Ontario Hydro stores
all waste in engineered structures. Planning has focused on an
integrated approach incorporating as many factors as possible including
environmental aspects. The planning results include waste minimization
at source, acquisition of a supercompactor and incinerator which will
replace aging equipment. In addition, new types of transport containers
and in-ground storage devices are under development.
Irradiated fuel is stored at reactor sites in water cooled storage
bays. The seven fuel bays at Pickering and Bruce contain virtually all
Ontario Hydro's used fuel. Operating experience has generally been very
good; there have been no instances of unacceptable environment
releases. The technology and operating experience exists for the
storage of used fuel in either water or air for long time periods, thus
ensuring that deleterious environmental effects are minimal.
Recent efforts to develop a system of dry fuel storage as an
alternative to secondary bays has been successful and pians call for
developing a storage system at Pickering utilizing Concrete Integrated
Containers (CIC's) to meet the demands for used fuel storage until end
of station life. Efforts are also being made to certify the CIC as a
Type B transportation package adding further value to the system.
WASTE STORAGE SYSTEMS
The BNPD Waste Site-2 has been geologically and hydrogeologically
characterized. The results of these investigations has confirmed its'
suitability for on-site waste management. Low and intermediate level
waste are retrievably stored in both above ground and in-ground
structures that have a design life of 50 years. Waste Site-2 is paved
to prevent surface water from seeping into the ground in the vicinity
of the storage structures. Surface water is routinely sampled and
monitored for contamination, where the potential exists, before leaving
the site.

- 2 The above ground facilities include storage buildings and Quadricells,
while in-ground facilities consists of concrete trenches, tile holes,
and various sizes of in-ground containers. Recent storage facilities
have been engineered to be leak tight with the intent to prevent
environmental contamination of the subsurface. Some earlier in-ground
storage facilities provide a subsurface drainage system to ensure a
preferred drainage route which is routinely sampled and monitored,
providing confidence that contamination is not being transported offsite. In the decommissioning phase contaminated material may have to be
removed form the site.
Newer in-ground facilities provide a "failsafe" principle. If the
multiple barriers fail, groundwater enters the container driven by the
available hydrostatic head. Monitoring detects the presence of water
which can then be pumped out and treated without any contamination of
the surrounding soil.
TRANSPORTATION CONTAINERS
Unlike many utilities in North America, Ontario Hydro designs, builds,
tests and certifies its transportation containers. The utility has a
fleet of containers ranging from Strong Industrial Packages for low
level liquid or solid waste to Type B packages which meet the most
demanding transportation requirements. A recent addition to the fleet
are 4 Type B packages of 5,000 litre capacity for liquids or solids. A
prototype used fuel cask with a capacity .of 196 fuel bundles or 4
tonnes has been built and certified but has not, as yet, been placed in
service.
MINIMIZING FUTURE WASTE
The low level waste volumes are forecast for the next twenty years at
7,000 m3 per year. It is projected that an overall waste reduction of
25-35% is possible from procedural changes and the installation of
waste monitoring systems. Initiatives are planned in the following
areas:*
*
*
*

Implement materials control procedures.
Provide each station with proper modern waste monitors.
Improve waste handling and shipping areas at all stations.
Establish performance targets, training and awareness programs
for the station staff.

It is important to recognize that minimising active waste may only
remove it to the inactive stream with environmental implications of its
own. Thus a total waste minimization approach including both active
and inactive streams will be optimal.
In summary, reactor waste storage and transportation can be
accomplished with little deleterious environmental effects provided
prudent plans are made and sound operational practices are followed.

NUCLEAR WASTE DISPOSAL AND THE ENVIRONMENT
David F. Torgerson
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Whitesbell Nuclear Research Establishment
Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada ROE 1L0
The objective of nuclear waste disposal is to permanently protect people
and the environment from the waste so that no burden or responsibility
would be passed on to future generations. Permanent disposal in stable
geological media is considered by most countries with nuclear power
programs to be a practical and safe disposal method.
The Canadian research and development program has three major goals:
1.

to develop and demonstrate technology to site, design, build and
operate a disposal facility in plutonic rock that will satisfy
Canadian regulatory safety criteria,

2.

to develop and demonstrate a methodology to evaluate the performance
of a disposal system against the safety criteria, and

3.

to show that suitable sites in plutonic rock are likely to exist that
when combined with a suitably designed facility, would meet the safety
criteria.

In 1981, the Canadian government approved a ten year generic research and
development program to assess the concept of nuclear fuel waste disposal
deep in plutonic rock of the Canadian Shield. The results of this generic
research will be reviewed under the Federal Environmental Assessment and
Review Process. The Environmental Impact Statement for this review will
be submitted by AECL for an in-depth scientific and technical review
followed by public hearings. No screening or selection of potential
disposal sites will occur until a decision on the concept is made by the
government following the hearings.
The Canadian waste disposal concept, developed by AECL, involves
construction of a vault 500 - 1000 m deep in plutonic rock of the Canadian
Precambrian Shield. To meet the safety requirements, we have adopted a
passibe multi-barrier concept for disposal that combines the structural,
hydraulic and geochemical characteristics of the rock mass with a series
of engineered barriers to provide effective containment of the waste.
Over the last decade, AECL's scientists and engineers have developed a
comprehensive understanding of the chemical and physical processes that
affect the safety of such a disposal vault.
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ADVANCED COMPUTER METHODS TO DESIGN. CONSTRUCT AND
MAINTAIN CANDIJ REACTORS

Authors
J.W. Burroughs REng.
Supervising Design Engineer
Computer Aided Engineering Systems
Design & Development Division
Ontario Hydro

T.H. Prescott P.Eng.
Manager
Computer Aided Design & Drafting Systems
CANDU Operations
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd
Summary

In order to provide electrical energy for the competitive world markets of the 1990's,
CANDU plants will have to be built economically to very demanding schedules. The
design, analysis and construction of a CANDU reactor is a complex process with many
multi-disciplinary groups interacting. Advanced computer-based tools are being used to
assist this process. The tools are used to create, manage and exchange the large volumes
of technical information and are expected to reduce the costs for a constructed plant by up
to 10%.
In engineering activities, computers have been used extensively for some time. To date,
these efforts have developed as individual isolated solutions automating segments of the
overall work flow. Major benefits in overall productivity are possible only if these computer
tools can be linked together in an integrated environment and the work processes
rationalized to effectively utilize these new tools. Ontario Hydro and AECL are integrating
the computer-based tools used for all phases of the plant life cycle from initial concept
through construction to the ongoing station maintenance. The plan is to progressively build
an informationally complete electronic model of each power station and to use this technical
data for the 40 year station life. Currently, integrated information technology techniques
are being applied to design of the CANDU 3 and to construction of portions of the
Darlington project. For both projects, 3-D Plant models are linked to databases of technical
information followed by extraction of design and construction information directly from
these electronic files.
The 3-D computer model approach has been very successful for the design phase of the
CANDU 3 most notably in the piping, equipment and structures design. Electronic models
are very fast to build and allow efficient evaluation of engineering concepts. Drawings are
extracted from the model in a straightforward manner. To produce drawings from the 3-D
models in the traditional fashion requires a greater effort than expected. Special software
as well as changes to the expected presentation format can reduce this effort as the drawings
should be thought of as a report, not primary information.
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Integration of tasks allows bills of material, isometrics, stress analysis geometry for piping
and structures and geometry for thermohydraulic analysis to be prepared from the 3-D
model in a fraction of the time compared to conventional manual techniques. Consistency
across the documentation is assured since all information is derived from a common data
base. Equipment and structural layout interferences are checked throughout the design
process. Overall this approach means that the plant is built twice. The first build is in the
computer and therefore, if the design is followed exactly during construction, there will be
no errors at site.
The benefits of 3-D models for the construction phase have been demonstrated during
construction of the Darlingtion project. The Fuelling Facility Auxiliary Area design was
completed in 3-D. The design models were then transferred to site where a small team
extracted the piping fabrication spools and prepared the erection isometrics with real-time
input from the construction forces.
Effective technical organizations are effective managers of information. A CANDU plant
is fully described by technical information. There is an enormous volume of data that must
be created, managed and cared for throughout the plant life cycle including operations and
maintenance. Information technology tools ensure that what is needed is available,
consistent and up-to-date. One example is the Ontario Hydro on-line wiring system used
during design and construction and which is currently being modified to be a common
management tool for more than 20 power stations. It will keep track of several million
electrical connections during the operations and maintenance phase of the plant life.
The issues associated with integrating the many computer programs are tough and complex.
New ideas and capability continue to emerge and must be folded into the overall portfolio
of tools. Ontario Hydro and AECL are working together to achieve common goals in this
area. One of the starting programs underway seeks to develop a common data definition
of the data elements in a CANDU. This common data definition or dictionary will make
interfacing of systems easier. Overall the CANDU nuclear industry will benefit since
electronic interchange of data between dissimilar systems (both large and small) will be
facilitated.

CONSTRUCTION - GETTING READY FOR THE NEXT ONE

Mr. N. 0. Fairclough
Resident Engineer
Ontario Hydro
Darlington N.G.S. Construction
P.O. Box 1000
BOWMANVILLE, Ontario
L1C3W2

Mr. I.E. Lauchlan
Nuclear/Hydraulic Projects Planning Engineer
Ontario Hydro
H18A17
700 University Avenue
TORONTO, Ontario
M5G 1X6

Mr. M.J. McAskie
Manager, Civil,
Modularization and Constructability
CANDU 3
Sheridan Park Research Community
MISSISSAUGA, Ontario
L5K1B2

CONSTRUCTION - GETTING READY FOR THE NEXT ONE
KEY MESSAGE
Construction initiated improvements can have a major influence on the success of the next
nuclear project.
The next CANDU nuclear unit may be a repeat of an existing design or a pre-engineered
prototype of an all new design. Regardless, the common feature will be a late commitment
to power requirements, and a shortage of money. Hence the pressure will be on to shorten
durations and cut costs whilst maintaining quality.
The ability to influence costs are higher at the start of the project and drop very rapidly until,
as we approach project completion, there is virtually no possibility of influencing project
cost. Therefore, for people with construction knowledge and experience to have the
maximum impact they must become involved from the very beginning of a project.
For this paper we narrowed our focus down to four key areas where Construction considers
significant improvements are required. There are many other areas where improvements
are possible.
1. Project Planning. Design and Procurement
(a) Pre-engineering
Construction needs complete information before we start work,
therefore, at least 65% of engineering will have been completed before
first concrete.
(b) Schedule for Design and Procurement
It is usually very expensive for Construction to modify its sequence to
accommodate late deliveries, therefore, Construction involvement in
developing the optimum schedule is essential.
2. Construction Methods
(a) Modularization, the use of large modules which allow parallelling of the
mechanical / electrical program with the civil program, can achieve
considerable reductions in the construction schedule.
(b) New technologies, such as automatic welding, pipe bending, and rebar
placing machines offer considerable schedule and quality benefits.
(c) Improved construction techniques, the ability to provide people, tools,
and equipment at the workface using such techniques as heavy lift
cranes, access pumps, etc. can provide considerable cost savings.

3. Management Systems at All Levels
The Construction Management System must be part o f the overall Project
Management System. The most important parts of this overall system are:
(a) Plant Design System
(b) Materials Management System
(c) Schedule & Cost Control System
(d) Information Control System
The challenge is to effectively manage the mass of data used in a construction
project in a way that is both useful and user friendly to all, from the Foreman and up.
We must be careful not to become too sophisticated and produce more data than
we need and thus make the system non-user friendly.
4. Improved Labour and Staffing Situations
Effective management of the people resource is essential. Technical and management
staff with nuclear experience are being lost and must be replaced. Construction trades
need improved training to learn new skills and improved motivational techniques must
be adopted to achieve higher productivity.
CONCLUSION
Owners of nuclear plants are demanding increased confidence in meeting
construction costs and schedules before committing new plants. We must improve
significantly in many areas to gain the confidence to build more productively and to
shorter schedules. This paper has touched on a few areas where improvement is
possible and potential for gain is greatest.

"INDUSTRIAL CAPABILITY - MEETING THE DEMANDS OP THE 1990's"
J.R.Howett
General Manager
Organisation of CANDU Industries.
SUMMARY.
The title of the paper is self explanatory and poses a serious question which the nuclear industry must, in order to remain
viable, be able to address in a positive fashion.
The author believes that we are on the threshold of a new
cycle of orders for the construction of nuclear power stations
and industry must be in a position to respond as requested without
delay.
The paper addresses the various reasons for the above assumptions and ways in which industry can prepare themselves.
The overall situation from a global viewpoint is examined
with reference to the present trend wherein large organisations
are merging together making it very difficult for smaller companies to compete.
Reference is made to the problems that will arise if action
by users is not taken now in order that technology may be available and improved upon for the next generation of reactors.

OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY OF A NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Michel L. Ross and Roland Boucher
Hydro-Quebec
Gentilly Generating Station
4900, Becancour, Gentilly, Quebec, GOX 1G0

The capability factor of a nuclear power plant can be measured by the capacity
factor for the base load units or by the equivalent availability factor for
the other plants. This is the most significant performance indicator for
nuclear power plants.
This capability fluctuates greatly depending on the reactor type used:
pressurized heavy water reactor (PHWR), pressurized light water reactor (PWR),
boiling light water reactor (BWR) or gas-cooled reactor (GCR).
For a given reactor type, the operational capability varies significantly
according to the country or area of the world where it is operated. There
also exist major differences between vendors.
The capability follows a typical curve according to plant age. It also varies
according to unit vintage, to whether it is a first unit and, finally,
according to plant size.
The actual average world capability can be compared with design target values.
For example, the CANDU-3 capability target is 94%.
Going beyond statistical data, we have reviewed the main factors affecting
operational capability.
There are of course the technical factors related to plant design: reactor
type, single or multigroup stations, plant size and age, specific and local
technical factors.
There are also those factors linked with the plant organization and
management.
Among such, are the management skills within the operating
utility, organizational structure and labor organization, as well as operating
practices and maintenance practices.
Finally, there are human and population-related factors.
Among these are
those factors directly linked with plant staff, such as hiring and selection,
training, labor agreements and personnel motivation, social acceptance, as
well as relations with regulatory bodies.
Nuclear plant operators have reached various stages of competence with regard
to technical factors, organizational factors and human factors. Not only are
the latter more difficult to cope with, but their relative contribution to
plant unavailability is increasing.

Improvements can be achieved in several fields. On the one hand, advanced
design may be obtained through a reactor control system more tolerant to
transients, improvement of component maintainability and ease of replacement,
upgrading of equipment monitoring, testing and inspection techniques,
increased use of automated testing and computer control, and the introduction
of artificial intelligence expert systems. On the other hand, the improvement
of training programs and facilities, the reinforcement of quality assurance
programs, flexibility with regard to new management methods, a greater
openness towards the medias and energetic information programs allow for a
greater operational capability of existing and future plants.
The designers' dream with regard to capability will become true insofar as
management takes into account the ever changing expectations of modern
society. The technical challenge has already been faced up to... the human
challenge remains to be met.

LA CAPACITÉ DE PRODUCTION D'UNE CENTRALE NUCLÉAIRE
Michel L. Ross et Roland Boucher
Hydro-Québec
Centrale nucléaire Gentilly
4900, boul. Bécançour, Gentilly (Québec) GOX 1G0

La capacité de production d'une centrale nucléaire peut être mesurée par le
coefficient de production brute dans le cas des centrales exploitées en base,
ou par le coefficient de disponibilité équivalente dans le cas des autres
centrales. Il s'agit là de l'indice de performance le plus significatif des
centrales.
Cette capacité varie énormément selon la filière de réacteur, qu'il s'agisse
d'une centrale à eau lourde sous pression, d'une centrale à eau légère sous
pression, d'une centrale à eau légère bouillante ou d'une centrale refroidie
au gaz.
Pour une filière donnée, la capacité d'une centrale présente des écarts
importants selon le pays ou la région du monde où celle-ci est exploitée. On
constate également des écarts significatifs entre les fournisseurs.
La capacité présente une courbe caractéristique selon l'âge des tranches. La
capacité varie aussi selon la génération des centrales, selon qu'il s'agisse
ou non d'une première tranche et, enfin, selon la taille des tranches.
Il y a lieu de mettre en perspective la capacité mondiale moyenne de
production des centrales en regard des valeurs cibles des concepteurs. Par
exemple, la capacité cible du CANDU-3 est de 94 %.
Au-delà des statistiques, nous examinons les principaux éléments qui influent
sur la capacité de production d'une centrale.
Il y a, bien sûr, les facteurs techniques liés à la conception : filière,
centrale à réacteur unique ou multitranche, taille et âge des tranches,
facteurs techniques ponctuels et locaux.
Il y a aussi les facteurs reliés à l'organisation et à la gestion
l'exploitation des centrales.
Parmi ceux-ci, on retrouve la capacité
gestion de l'entreprise exploitante, la structure organisationnelle
l'organisation du travail, de même que les pratiques de conduite et
pratiques d'entretien.
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Il y a enfin les facteurs liés à la personne et à la collectivité.
Parmi
ceux-ci, on trouve les facteurs qui touchent directement le personnel des
centrales, tels l'embauchage et la sélection, la formation, les conventions
collectives et la motivation, ainsi que les relations avec les organismes de
réglementation et les collectivités.

Les exploitants nucléaires ont atteint des stades divers de maîtrise des
facteurs techniques, des facteurs organisationnels et des facteurs humains.
Non seulement ces derniers sont-ils les plus difficiles à cerner, mais leur
incidence relative sur l'indisponibilité des centrales est-elle grandissante.
Plusieurs voies d'amélioration sont envisageables. D'une part, l'évolution
des centrales est rendue possible par l'augmentation de la tolérance des
systèmes de régulation aux perturbations, l'amélioration de la maintenabilité
et de la facilité de remplacement des composantes, le perfectionnement des
programmes et des techniques de suivi, d'essais et d'inspections de
l'appareillage, l'intensification de l'automatisation et l'avènement des
systèmes-experts.
D'autre part, l'amélioration des programmes et des
techniques de formation, le renforcement des programmes d'assurance de la
qualité, la souplesse face à de nouvelles façons de gérer, une grande
transparence à l'endroit des médias et de vigoureux programmes d'information
laissent entrevoir une plus grande capacité de production des centrales
actuelles et futures.
Le rêve que poursuivent les concepteurs en ce qui a trait à la capacité de
production des centrales nucléaires ne deviendra réalité qu'à la condition que
l'on réussisse à gérer en tenant compte de l'évolution des aspirations de la
société. Le défi technique est relevé... reste le défi humain.
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REV DEVELOPMENTS IN SMALL REACTORS:
AN INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE

F.N. McDonnell, General Manager
Local Energy Systems
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario KOJ 1J0
K. Kozier, Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment
D.A. Meneley, University of New Brunswick
A. Reed, University of Saskatchewan
During the fifty years since nuclear fission was discovered, nuclear energy
has emerged to play an increasingly important role in meeting global energy
needs. At the recent World Energy Conference in Montreal, 1989 September,
experts agreed that nuclear power will continue to be an essential part of
the future energy mix.
To meet this promise, new small reactor concepts are being developed to
satisfy the expected energy demands, while also displaying characteristics
that address current public concerns for providing minimal environmental
impact. Concepts ranging in size from 10 MV(t) to 500 MV(t) are being
pursued in a number of countries, Including Canada, the USA, France, the
UK, China and the USSR.
In Canada, the 10 MW(t) SLOWPOKE Energy System (SES-10) is a nuclear heat
source developed specifically to meet the energy needs of local heating
systems in building complexes, Institutions and municipal heating systems.
It provides 10 MW of thermal energy, without emissions of combustion products to the atmosphere, while offering long-term energy security to
countries dependent on fossil fuels. A 2 MW(t) prototype was started up in
1987, and a proposal to Install the first SES-10 at the University of
Saskatchewan in Saskatoon Is presently under consideration.
On the international scene, China is developing a 200 MW(t) nuclear
district heating reactor to reduce pollution produced by the heavy use of
coal and to lighten the burden on road and rail transportation. A 5 MW(t)
prototype started up in October 1989 and is currently operating a full
power, providing heat to the Tsinghua University complex near Beijing. In
the USSR a 500 MW(t) reactor for district heating is nearing completion
near the city of Gorky.

DARLINGTON STARTUP
LESSONS LEARNED FOR THE FUTURE

AUTHORS

G.H.J. PHILLIPS
H.L. AUSTMAN

Darlington NGS "A" Operations
P.O. Box 4000
Bowmanville, Ontario
L1C 3Z8
Fax: 416-697-7307

Darlington NGS is the fifth major Nuclear Station in the present
CANDU series in Ontario.
Eighteen years have passed since the first commercial CANDU unit,
Pickering 1, was commissioned with a net output of 500 MW. Today,
Darlington Unit 2 will have a net output of 881 MW, an increase
of 87%. This period has seen new capabilities of design, the
introduction of new products and technology and the expansion by
Regulatory bodies of nuclear, public, employee and environmental
safety goals.
In preparing to accept responsibility for a new station, the staff
of the Nuclear Generating Division find that each is not simply a
fresh version of its predecessor but is, in many ways, unique.
Additional resources become necessary because of changes in
design required to satisfy current legislation, and increases in
licensing and training requirements, and management and financial
initiatives.
This paper will examine some of the lessons for the future which
have been learned by Design, Construction and Operations staff
during the Project phase of Darlington NGS. It is in the
infrastructure of the whole project that key lessons must be
learned. Some of these have been addressed in the studies
underway on Project Cost and Schedule. They have been recognized
in past projects and yet repeated.
Information Technology now exists to address the following:
1.

The Design Database:
Must be set up as a complete project information system with
an end point of operational documents, operating and
maintenance, Life Assurance, and Life Extension.

2.

The Schedule:
Must be completely integrated between Design, Construction and
Operations.

3.

The Material Database:
Must start with the premise that the ultimate customer is the
Operating and Maintenance staff, that each small part of all
devices must be traceable and have a detailed specification,
and that all details must be tracked throughout the station
life.

4.

The Relations Between All Of the Above:
Activities of all Groups, the design, the materials, the
schedule, the commitments, must be linked in the information
system so that a change in any one cannot be made in
isolation to generate in-consistency. Change or
Configuration Management is the most important relational
program in the area.

5.

The People Machine:
The system must be accessible by all employees in the normal
course of their work. That is, it is a Project Work
Management System.

Ontario Hydro, AECL and GE Canada have the systems underway and
must have the patience to persevere until the objectives are met.
I cannot emphasize too strongly that the System's design must
target the Operational end points. Compatibility between systems
in Ontario Hydro and Consultants is required.
The Nuclear Costing Study made two key assumptions which are
vital to an efficient overall schedule:
The regulatory basis will be clear and the Project will
be essentially licensed to operate before a spade is put
into the ground.
The engineering will be 65% complete before the structure
rises above the ground.
To accomplish these assumptions an integrated team of designers,
constructors, and operators must be assembled at the start of the
project and follow it at all stages.
Once in service, the Station objectives must be achieved with the
resources available from Divisional, Branch and Corporate
budgets. A lesson which began during the last decade has become
clearer during this Project - Life Assurance and Life Extension
must receive continuous attention.
Concerns for the future derive from the lessons of today. The
introduction of advances in technology is not invariably
accompanied by the expected benefits in operation and
maintenance, indicating the need for review of the principles
underlying the choices.
It is proposed that the Project organization of a future station
should establish the foundation for life-cycle integration of the
interests of all corporate Branches, by integrating the processes
of acquisition that are carried out by participating Branches 1

ADVANCED REACTOR DESIGNS the Emerging Requirements
D.S. Lawson, G.L. Brooks, and EM. Hinchley
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited,
CANDU Operations,
Sheridan Park Research Community,
Misslssauga, Ont. L5K 1B2

The world's maturing nuclear power industry has moved
from a profusion of reactor designs in its initial years to the
present where only two commercially available reactor types
- the LWR and the CANDU - share remaining markets.
Previously commercial programs such as the large gas
reactor program in the U.K. have yielded to the PWR.
Recent years have seen a new proliferation of reactor
concepts bearing an alphabet soup of acronyms: PIUS,
IFR, ABWR, APWR, MHTGR, PRISM, SBWR, SIR, SPWR,
etc. The CANDU concept has also progressed with new
models (CANDU 3) and different fuel cycles. Onto this
scene we have superimposed a new lexicon of buzzwords
including: passive, advanced, modular, simplified, fault
tolerant, inherently safe, smaller, standardized, resource
efficient, and environmentally benign.
The acronyms and the buzzwords may help point the way to
the future directions of our industry, but to what degree do
they really define our requirements and our future? This
paper reviews earlier directions in nuclear power in search
of those ingredients which spelled success in some
countries and those which led to disappointments in others.
It considers problems existing in todays industry, and looks
for the steps to solutions. A set of requirements is
proposed, and discussed for future products. Evolutionary
changes to present reactor designs are reviewed as one
way to meet changing requirements. The evolutionary
approach is compared to a more developmental or
revolutionary change in basic reactor designs. The paper
concludes that our present power reactor designs must
evolve in order to re-affirm utility confidence and restore
public confidence in nuclear power before there can be
acceptance and funding of any more revolutionary designs.
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CANDU 3 - READY TO BUILD
K.R. HEDGES
E.M. HINCHLEY
ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED
CANDU OPERATIONS
SHERIDAN PARK RESEARCH COMMUNITY
MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO L5K 1B2
SUMMARY
AECL's CANDU 3 design program has broken new ground in a number of key areas.
One of the most important is that forthe first time in Canada a majority of the detailed
design and related work is being completed well in advance of actual project
commitment. Design work on the standard CANDU 3 is at its halfway point, but
already it has gone a long way beyond what has ever been accomplished on previous
new CANDU designs at the pre-project stages. By those standards, the CANDU 3
is more than ready to build.

Accomplishments to date include:
-

Completion of conceptual design, documentation, and design reviews on all
key systems

-

Utility and vendor input to design and review of design to date

-

Establishment of new systems of computer hardware, software, and
databases to improve efficiency and quality of the design process

-

- 2Test programs nearing completion on those innovative areas where proof
testing is a requirement

-

Suppliers have been selected or will be selected shortly for all components
where early selection is important to standard design or to short construction
schedules

-

Detailed design using integrated 3-dimensional CADDS databases is
underway in mechanical, process, civil, and electrical areas.

-

Licensing program undertaken with AECB aimed at early licensing approvals
of the standard CANDU 3 design.

-

Construction planning well advanced to ensure short and flexible construction
sequences

-

Initial plans in place for commissioning, training, and operations

-

Planning of project execution has been done for a number of innovative
contractual arrangements.

Overall, the CANDU 3 design staff has peaked in 1990 and the planning and design
is at a stage where one or more CANDU 3 projects could be committed with excellent
prospects for meeting technical and commercial objectives.
This paper reviews the key requirements of the CANDU 3 design, gives details of
each of the accomplishments noted above, and shows how those requirements and
accomplishments have given an advanced design now at an advanced stage.

Integrated Plant Design
George Tolpa, E Eng.
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Sheridan Park Research Community
Mississauga, Ontario
L5K IB2
Summary
Integrated plant design means the consolidation of work processes, creating a vehicle to
complete the analysis, design and documentation for a process plant. Everyone participating in the design of the CANDU 3 nuclear generating station at Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited and AECL's partners, work towards completion of the standard product design in
an environment geared to capturing and propagating each designers participation.
There is a4ofmore to plant design than just the use of Computer Aided Design and
Drafting (CADD). It involves the use of a broad spectrum computer aided modelling, analysis and design tools. It requires the extension of software tools to fit nuclear industry
requirements. It involves the exchange of data and configuration among the members of the
Candu 3 team.
The successful use of these tools requires new project management and implementation
strategies. There are sweeping changes to the delivery of information to partners and subcontractors while pre-serving the same fundamental project relationships.
This level of integration has required the evolution of a project management "shell" surrounding the new work processes developed in the civil, mechanical, process, electrical,
instrumenation and control, physics and reactor safety disciplines. Through the implementation of this "shell" the management and timing of activities, turnover of information and
key project milestones are monitored, measured and maintained.
The CANDU 3 project implementation can be divided into three distinct phases. The first
is the standard product design. The second is the project specific design. The third phase is
getting the plant into full power operations. The first phase of the standard product design
can again be divided into three stages. The first stage is the conceptual design (3DM1).
During the second stage analysis is done to confirm the viability of the concept (3DM2).
During the third or detailing stage the concept and the analysis are carefully combined to
complete the design process (3DM3). During each stage of the cycle, each discipline must
stay in step, sharing or exchanging information during each stage, followed by turning over
or completing work on blocks of activities at the end of each stage.
This paper describes the tools and work processes used in the execution of the CANDU 3
design. We will examine the evolution of the design within each discipline, the flow of
information and description of how the configuration is exchanged among disciplines.
Finally we will review how the work within each discipline is managed focusing on the relationships among disciplines and companies participating in the Candu 3 standard product
design.

BEQUIREMSNTS FOR MSVHNCED REACTOR DESIGNS
A. Natalizio and D.F. Rennick
CANTECH International
205 Renforth Dr.
Etobicoke, Ont.
M9C 2K8
SUMMARY
Nuclear utilities around the world are seeking simpler, cheaper and safer
plants for the next wave of nuclear orders. In some countries, utilities
are going further than simply asking - they have pooled their resources
and are specifying detailed
requirements for
the next-generation
reactors.
In the United States, nuclear utilities and vendors are
supporting the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) program to
develop a corrprehensive set of requirements for the Advanced Light Water
Reactors (ALWRs). Utilities from other countries have also joined this
program. In Europe, Electricite de France is promoting a similar program
for an advanced PWR. In Canada, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited is also
producing a comprehensive set of requirements for the CANDU 3.
The prime objective for each of these programs is a more stable and
predictable licensing process, through plant standardization, design
certification and one-step licensing.
This objective is an essential
requirement for all nuclear power programs to ensure a short construction
schedule, which in turn is a prerequisite for achieving low project costs
and maintaining a competitive position with alternative sources of
electrical power production.
The program that continues to receive international attention is the EPRI
ALWR program. This program was initiated in 1985 and will be completed
soon. The program has received the support of some of the best respected
utilities in the US, nuclear designers and architect-engineers.
The
complete set of requirements will be documented in thirteen chapters, of
which (at the time of writing) only the first five have been issued to
the US NRC. The remaining chapters are in the final stages of review
prior to issue to the US NRC.
The titles for the thirteen chapters are as follows:
1. OVERALL REQUIREMENTS
2. POWER GENERATION SYSTEMS
3. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM AND REACTOR HON-SAFETY AUXILIARY SYSTEMS
4. REACTOR SYSTEMS
5. ENGINEERED SAFEGUARDS
6. BUILDINGS AND ARRANGEMENTS
7. FUELLING AND REFUELLING
3. PLANT COOLING WATER SYSTEMS
9. SITE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
10. PLANT CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTATION
11. ELECTRIC POWER' SYSTEMS

12. RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING SYSTEMS
13. TURBINE GENERATOR SYSTEMS
This paper focuses on a review of Chapters 1 and 5 of the draft EPRI
requirements.
Chapter 1 adresses general design requirements for all
systems and among other things describes the design basis events.
Chapter 5
describes requirements for the safety systems.
Where
appropriate, and to enhance
an
understanding
of
specific ALWR
requirements within the CANDU context, a comparison with Canadian
practice is provided.
The documents issued to date represents a significant achievement in the
rationalization of both licensing and non-licensing requirements. They
provide an excellent vehicle for obtaining regulatory approval of the
licensing basis.
In addition, they provide utilities a higher level of
confidence that a plant designed to these requirements would perform
well, both from production and investment points of view. However, at a
time when reactor designers and utilities around the world are discussing
the need for more advanced reactor designs, the EPRI requirements issued
to date fall short of those expectations. Although they are purported to
be "Advanced" requirements, for the most part they reflect current
technology. Nevertheless, significant improvements have been made in the
area of nuclear safety.
The key safety improvement, over currently
operating light water reactors, is the requirement for a core melt
frequency of less than 10"5 events per year and the requirement that a
large off-site release be less frequent than 10"6 events per year.

THE PROGRAM TO DEVELOP AND DEMONSTRATE THE CANFLEX BUNDLE,
ITS ADDITIONAL CAPABILITIES AND SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES
by
A.D. Lane1, P.G. Boczar1, T.J. Carter1, D.C. Groeneveld1, R. Sejnoha2
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River Ontario KOJ 1JO
2
CANDU Operations
Sheridan Park Research Community
MISSISSAUGA, Ontario L5K 1B2

1

The CANFLEX* bundle (1) is being developed as the next logical step in the
evolution of CANDU** fuel, so development is thus directed toward meeting the
envisaged needs of CANDU reactors over the next 5 to 25 years. As such, the
bundle must meet the needs of the new, more economical CANDU reactors, as well
as expand the capabilities of existing CANDU reactors. In both cases, the
bundle must reduce the operating costs, and allow the optimum use of
advanced fuel cycles (2) - in particular, slightly enriched uranium (SEU) (3)
- with their promise of reductions in uranium use, fuel cycle cost, and volume
of spent fuel. The CANFLEX program is thus focused on developing and
demonstrating a bundle with significant additional operating capabilities,
plus the technologies to support its use in these anticipated applications.
This has led to a more-subdivided bundle, with features to enhance its
thermalhydraulic behaviour, with the result that it:
can operate at current bundle powers with 20% lower peak fuel ratings, and
with larger operating and safety margins,
can operate credibly to the higher burnups required for optimum use of
advanced fuel cycles, and can do so in either existing or new CANDU
reactors, and
could operate at higher powers than current bundles (up to 1250 kW
compared to 935 or 1035 kW for current 37-element bundles) for use in
future CANDU reactors.
Design and development work have been underway on the CANFLEX bundle and its
supporting technologies since early 1986. Because of the large number of
different potential applications for the bundle, the breadth of the
demonstration and supporting technologies required to cover all applications
is very large, so the program was designed to focus on key conceptual features
first, with appropriate detail for specific applications being filled in once
the first use becomes clear. Development work is either underway or has been
done in the following areas:
Reactor physics, thermalhydraulics and fuel performance have been analyzed
to produce a near-optimum reference bundle design.
Fabrication features for this design have been developed and qualified.
Bundles have been fabricated for irradiation testing in NRU reactor loops.
*CANFLEX is an acronym for CANdu FLEXible Fuelling
**CANDU is an acronym for CANada Deuterium Uranium, and is a registered
trademark of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Critical Heat Flux (CHF) tests have been done to measure CHF in the
reference-bundle design over a wide range of operating conditions and
shown to be higher than those in current bundles.
CHF testing has been done with a range of different appendage concepts to
identify the potential for further improvement.
Fuel-management studies have been done to provide support technology for
the use of SEU with CANFLEX.
Reactor physics studies have been done to identify the range of fuel
histories likely in CANFLEX fuel using input from fuel management studies.
Safety studies have been done to compare the behaviour of CANFLEX and 37element bundles.
Fuel handling studies have been done to investigate the interface between
the CANFLEX bundle and the range of fuel handling equipment in existing
and proposed CANDU reactors.
Tests have been done to investigate flow conditions, and to minimize
parasitic pressure drop using simulated CANFLEX bundle.
-

Bundles have been fabricated for vibration, endurance and strength tests.
Irradiation tests are underway to generate key data points for fuel
element power ramp behaviour at extended burnups, including fuel with both
zirconium barrier-layer cladding, and CANLUB and siloxane coatings.
Fuel modelling codes are being adapted to provide necessary support for
the use of enrichment and high burnups.

Salient features of the development program will be described and recent
results discussed.
It was originally envisaged that the large-scale demonstration of the CANFLEX
bundle would be undertaken with SEU fuel, since SEU would be the most
economically important first application of CANFLEX, and the cost of a SEU
demonstration would largely be covered by the fuel saving to the reactor
operator. However, if the 1993/94 target date for this large-scale
demonstration is to be met, it will probably be based on natural uranium to
ease licensing and fabrication of the CANFLEX fuel.
References
1) I.J. Hastings, A.D. Lane and P.G. Boczar, "CANFLEX - An Advanced Fuel
Bundle for CANDU", Int. Conf. on Availability Improvements in Nuclear
Power Plants, Madrid, 1988 April 10-14, also AECL-9929, 1988.
2) A.D. Lane, J. Griffiths and I.J. Hastings, "The Role of the New CANFLEX
Bundle in Advanced Fuel Cycles for CANDU Reactors", Proc. 10th Annual CNS
Conference, Ottawa, 1989 June 5-7, also AECL-10008, 1989.
3) I.J. Hastings, P.G. Boczar and A.D. Lane, "CANFLEX: An Advanced Bundle
Design for Introducing Slightly-Enriched Uranium in CANDU", Int. Sym. on
Uranium and Electricity (the Complete Fuel Cycle), Saskatoon, 1988
September 18-21, also AECL-9766, 1988.

FACILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR AN NRU REPLACEMENT

K.S. Kozier, H.E. Rosinger and J.V. Donnelly
Systems Analysis Branch
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Pinawa, MB ROE 1L0

The Advanced MAPLE (Multipurpose Applied Physics Lattice Experimental)
Research Reactor1 is a multipurpose, high-flux reactor concept that has
been proposed as a possible future replacement for the NRU (National
Research Universal) research reactor at the Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories (CRNL). This paper describes the present facility requirements for the Advanced MAPLE Research Reactor as determined by an assessment of the needs expressed by experimental users. A clear statement of
the facility requirements is necessary for the Advanced MAPLE Research
Reactor design activities to proceed beyond the preconceptual design stage.
In general, the main performance requirements for an NRU replacemnt
represent an extension to, or enhancement of, the present R&D activities
performed in NRU, but with improved cost effectiveness. Thus, the Advanced
MAPLE Research Reactor design must provide a higher fast-neutron flux
(about 2 to 3 x 10 18 n/(m2-s)) than NRU for materials irradiation
experiments, but at a lower total core power of about 50 MW(t). Similarly,
the peak unperturbed thermal-neutron flux for the Advanced MAPLE Research
Reactor (about 1 x 1019 n/(m2-s) in the radial D30 reflector tank) would be
significantly higher than that obtained with NRU and would enhance the
capability of the Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) Research Company
to perform pure and applied research using extracted neutron beams. In
addition, the Advanced MAPLE Research Reactor would be required to play a
backup role to the MAPLE-X10 reactor for the production of commercial
isotopes.
Brief descriptions of the types of experimental facilities that have
been identified as being required for the Advanced MAPLE Research Reactor
are presented along with a statement of their intended use or
justification. For example, a continuing need is forecast for several,
vertical experimental loop sites in the D20 reflector tank, each independently cooled with light water. The types of assemblies that would be
irradiated in the loop sites include fast-neutron (EN) fuel rods, single or
trefoil instrumented fuel element assemblies, CANDU®fuel bundles, and
fusion breeder blanket experiments. New experimental capabilities would be
provided by the addition of cold and hot neutron sources and their associated horizontal neutron guide tubes. Some of the general requirements
identified for the reactor building and associated experiment halls are
also discussed.

Reference
1.

R.F. Lldstone, A.G. Lee, G.E. Gillespie, H.J. Smith, "The Advanced
MAPLE Reactor Concept", Atomic Energy of Canada Limited Report,
AECL-9870, 1989.

REVIEW OF CANADIAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE DESIGN
OF ITER
R. Stasko, J. Blevins, H. Brunnader
Abstract
An international design team comprised of members the Soviet Union,
the United States of America, Japan, the European Community and
Canada are in the process of designing an experimental fusion reactor.
This project, presently in the conceptual design phase, has been
ongoing since May of 1988, and is headquartered at the Max Planck
Institute

fur

Plasma

Physik

in Garching

West

Germany.

The

performance objectives for the International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor (ITER) are to demonstrate controlled plasma ignition, extended
burn using tritium and deuterium, and in-situ testing of power reactorrelevent materials, systems and technologies.
coordinated

through

and

including

the

Canadian agencies,

Canadian

Fusion

Fuels

Technology Project (CFFTP), have made significant contributions to the
present reference design of this device; specifically in the areas of
tritium systems, reactor configuration and maintenance, nuclear safety
and facility layout.

This paper will:

(1) Review the present status of the ITER project
(2) Outline the depth and breadth of Canadian involvements and
contributions
(3) Describe the likely terms of reference for the next design phase
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TRANSIENT EFFECTS ON CRITICAL HEAT FLUX AND QUENCHING IN DIRECTLY HEATED TUBES

by
S.C. Sutradhar, D.C. Groeneveld and L.K.H. Leung
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River, Ontario, KOJ 1J0
SUMMARY
The effect of flow and power transients on critical heat flux (CHF) and
revetting were investigated experimentally in a high-pressure steam-water loop
at CRNL. Experiments were performed in a i mm ID tubular test section equipped
with 6 pressure taps and 15 surface-mounted thermocouples along its 3 m heated
length. The test
conditions included Loss-of-Regulation-Accident (LORA)
conditions of interest:
Pressure:
Mass flux:
Dryout Quality:

7-10 HPa
2-7.5 Mg.m-2.s-l
0.0 - 0.3.

The following transient CHF occurrences were simulated: (1) CHF during a power
ramp, (2) revetting daring a power ramp, (3) CHF and rewetting during an
oscillation in flow, (4) CHF during a reduction in flow, and (5) rewetting
during an increase in flow.
Initially,
reference CHF
measurements were
obtained at
steady-state
conditions.
Subsequently, power transients were generated by programming a
linearly increasing power ramp followed by a linearly decreasing power ramp
(the only variables were the minimum and maximum power, and the speed of the
transient). Next, flow transients were generated by manually controlling the
flow in such a way that oscillations of a prescribed period (10-60s) were
created. For these runs the power was fixed at levels corresponding to (i)
dryout at the low-flow boundary encountered during the oscillation, and (ii)
dryout at the mean flow during the oscillation.
The results showed that the CHF is primarily a function of the local
instantaneous flow conditions. No significant effects of the flow oscillation
on the CHF were observed. During the fast power-ramping tests, occasionally a
slight reduction in heat flux was observed at the return to nucleate boiling
compared to the CHF.

ANALYSIS OF LOCA EXPERIMENTS IN THE
RD-12 PARALLEL-CHANNEL TEST FACILITY

by
N.K. Popov and G.R. McGee
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment
Pinawa, Manitoba ROE 1L0

SUMMARY
The RD-12 experimental facility was designed to study flow and heat
transfer phenomena of interest in thermalhydraulic safety analysis of CANDU
reactors under normal and postulated accident conditions. It consisted of
four heated sections, two of each were connected in parallel to represent one
pass through a CANDU reactor core. In this paper, selected blowdown and
refill experiments, which were performed in RD-12, are analysed. The goal of
the analysis was gain a better understanding of flow and temperature
behaviour of heated sections under such conditions. This is important in the
design of LOCA experiments planned for the full-height, multiple-channel
RD-14M facility.
Several large- and small-break experiments were carried out in this
facility. During the experiments, the facility was first brought to
conditions of stable single-phase forced flow at a preselected pressure
(10 MPa), channel outlet temperature (300°C) and channel power (~400 kW"). A
fast-acting valve connected to either an inlet, or an outlet header, was then
opened to simulate the break (an orifice was provided to simulate the
required break size), and the power to the heated sections was decreased to
about 55 kW/channel. The primary pumps were linearly ramped down to simulate
a loss-of-class-IV power. After the primary pressure had fallen below 6 MPa,
cold water was directed to all four headers to simulate the action of the
emergency coolant injection (ECI) system.
Two groups of experiments are analysed in this paper: those
simulating a break at an inlet header and those simulating a break at an
outlet header. In the first group of experiments, the break size was varied
between 0.5 and 2% of the header cross section, and in the second group
between 2.5 and 10Z.
The thermalhydraulic behaviour of the heated sections was analysed
using differential pressures measured across various loop components, fuel
element simulator sheath temperatures, fluid temperatures and void fractions
at the inlet and outlet of the heated sections, etc. Pressure distribution
diagrams for pressures measured around the loop were used as an indication of
flow direction and rate in various loop components at various times.
In all experiments, with a break at an inlet or an outlet header,
no flow stagnation or flow reversal was observed in any of the downstream
heated sections early in the experiment, i.e., soon after the break valve had
been opened. The low-flow condition occurred later in these experiments
(after t > 110 s ) , after pump ramp had been completed and the flow had
decreased.

In the outlet-header break experiments, a very high top sheath
temperature rise was observed around t = 500 s in one of the downstream
heated sections (Figure 1), indicating a period of low heat transfer due to
low fluid mass flow rate. At the same time, in the other heated section,
connected in parallel (Figure 1), the top sheath temperature was below the
saturation temperature, indicating a significant coolant mass flow rate and
good cooling of the fuel element simulators.
Figure 4 shows maximum sheath temperatures at the inlet and outlet
of all four heated sections. It can be seen that sheath temperatures
measured at both the inlet and the outlet of the two downstream heated
sections were very different, indicating different flow rates. A smaller
difference was observed in the sheath temperatures of the two upstream heated
sections. It may be concluded that different flow behaviour was established
in the two downstream heated sections.
A similar situation occurred in the inlet-header break experiments,
but the differences in flow parameters between the two parallel channels were
smaller than in the outlet-header break experiments. As shown in Figure 2,
at t > 110 s (after the pump ramp down was completed), the pressure
difference in one of the two upstream heated sections had the opposite sign
to the pressure difference in the other section, indicating flow in opposite
directions. Figure 3 shows that the measured top inlet sheath temperatures
were very different in the two downstream heated sections: while one was
superheated, the other one was significantly subcooled. This is a clear
indication of different flow rates and void fractions in the downstream
heated sections.
It may be concluded that in some of the above inlet- or outletheader break experiments, the flow behaviour was different in the two
parallel heated sections in each flow pass. The break size had a significant
effect on the measured parameters. In the outlet-header break experiments,
the highest sheath temperature (780°C) was observed for break sizes of 9.6 mm
(5% break) and 13.5 mm (10% break). In the inlet-header break experiments,
the highest temperature (530°C) was observed for a break size of 3.7 mm (0.5%
break).
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TABULAR APPROACH TO PREDICTING CRITICAL HEAT FLUX
by
D.C. Groeneveld and L.K.H. Leung
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Atomic Energy of Canada Research company Limited
Chalk River, Ontario, CANADA, KOJ U O
SUMMARY
CRNL has recently developed an improved table look-up method for
predicting critical heat flux (CHF) in tubes. This look-up table provides CHF
values at discrete values of pressure, mass flux, and dryout quality covering
the ranges of 0.1-20 MPa, 0-7500 kg.m z.s ~x, and -50 to +100%. Linear
interpolation between, table
values Is used for
determining the CHF.
Extrapolation is usually not needed as the table covers a much wider range of
conditions than any other CHF prediction method.
Compared to other CHF prediction methods (over 500 are now available for
tubes only), the table look-up approach has the following advantages: (i)
greater accuracy, (11) wider range of application, (iii) correct asymptotic
trend (iv) less computing time, (v) larger data base, and (vi) easily updated
if additional data becomes available. Although the table method was Initially
developed for tubular geometries, and has been successfully used in subchannel
codes, its methodology can also be used for the prediction of the CHF in a
string of horizontal bundles at LOCA or LORA conditions.
The table has been non-dimensionalised using CHF modelling groups
selected by Katto. Without any changes and hence without any reference to
non-aqueous CHF data, the non-dimensional CHF table version was found to
provide a superior CHF prediction method for non-aqueous fluids.
The CHF look-up table for tubes is based on over 15 000 water CHF data
points obtained from 20 different sources. It thus has a larger data base,
and covers a wider range of flow conditions than any other CHF prediction
method. However, it is designed to predict CHF in tubes with vertical upward
flow only. Correction factors have been derived which permit the use of the
table look-up method to a much wider range of application than before:
horizontal flow, flow transients, non-uniform radial- and axial-flux profiles,
etc.
A separate bundle version of the CHF table has also been developed and
is currently used for both channel critical power and accident analysis. This
bundle version is based on CHF data obtained from a 6m-long, horizontal string
of segmented bundles, and has been extended to outside the data base using the
parametric trends observed for tube CHF data.
The CHF table look-up method has become a widely accepted prediction
technique. It is currently used In such codes as RELAP5 MOD3, CATHARE,
CATHENA, ASSERT and has been recommended by the Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow
Service (HTFS) and the Engineering Sciences Data Unit (ESDU).

Commissioning the 2 Pump Mode of
Operation at the Point Lepreau Generating Station

by

M. El-Hawary, P.D. Thompson and D.F. Weeks
New Brunswick Electric Power Commission
Point Lepreau Generating Station
P.O. Box 10
Lepreau, N.B.
EOG 2HO
(506)659-2220

SUMMARY
The ability to operate in the two pump mode (one PHTS pump
in each loop) provides an important flexibility in dealing
with various pump related problems.
This is especially
important during periods of peak power demand when the need
to shutdown can either be eliminated or postponed to a more
desirable point in time.
The two pump mode of operation is restricted to symmetrical
combinations of running pumps (i.e. pumps #1 and 3, or 2
and 4 running).
This restriction, which is intended to
minimize interloop flows, in practice does not impose a
significant limitation since only symmetrical pumps can
experience common mode power interruptions.
Although the reactor was designed to operate up to 65% FP in
the two pump mode, this mode of operation was not
commissioned or licensed at the time the station went into
service in early 1983.
Hence the existing operating
license, as well as OP&P, currently restricts reactor power
to less than 2% FP when there are less than 4 PHTS pumps
operating.
To remove this restriction it was necessary to demonstrate
both the safety and operational feasibility of operating in
this mode.
To begin this process, a number of safety
studies were performed and submitted to the AECB.
With
these studies in place, the way was paved to perform a
number of tests to verify the operational aspects.

A series of 3 tests were planned to confirm the predicted
plant behavior in the two pump mode.
The first test was
conducted under zero power hot conditions to confirm
pressure drops and flows around the loop, both with the non
running pumps in a free wheeling and a braked state. The
success of this test, which was conducted at the end of the
1988 annual outage, led to test No. 2 being conducted the
following year. The second test was similar to test No. 1,
except that reactor power was raised in progressive steps up
to a value of 30% of full power.
This paper summaries the results of the first 2 tests and
discusses the preparations that have been made to conduct
the 3rd test in the series which is to be done at the end of
the 1990 outage. This test will be similar in nature to the
earlier tests, except reactor power will be raised in
progressive steps up to the full 65% FP operational limit.
The test series was centered on one of the two possible
operating states permitted in the 2 pump mode. This was pump
numbers 1 and 3 running, with 2 and 4 tripped.
This was
selected as it is the more limiting state in terms if
coolant pressure and flow,and hence results in smaller
margins to fuel dryout under accident conditions.
The non-symmetrical nature of 2 pump operation results
mainly from the effect of the pressurizer which is
connected to the two outlet headers at the one end of the
reactor.
As the pressurizer controls the pressure in
headers 3 and 7 to its nominal control point 9.89 MPa(g),
the pressure around the loop is then dependent upon whether
the running pump is situated up or down stream of the
pressurizer.
The asymmetry in flow arises from the
pressure difference between the two outlet headers in the
same loop, which are connected to each other by the ROH to
ROH interconnect pipe.
Hence a small portion of the
coolant flow in one pass bypasses the core via the ROH to
ROH interconnect.
In addition to discussing the results of the test, this
paper also outlines the background analytical work which was
required to support the tests.

MEASUREMENT OF ENTHALPY MIGRATION IN A HORIZONTAL
TEST ASSEMBLY WITH TWO INTERCONNECTED SUBCHANNELS
S.T. Yin and C.W. Snoek
Thermalhydraulics Development Branch
Atomic Energy of Canada Research Company
Chalk. River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario

The enhancement of fuel channel power in CANDU reactors is one of the research
areas being actively pursued by COG*. A significant up-rating of power output
requires further optimization of fuel bundle design, and improved modelling
capabilities of the subchannel code ASSERT. In the recent past, measurements
and analysis of Critical Heat Flux (CHF) and Post Dryout (PDO) in test
assemblies with interconnected subchannels have been carried out at CRNL.
Enthalpy imbalances in subchannels also need to be modelled by the ASSERT
code. However, data of enthalpy migration in subchannels under CANDU reactor
operating conditions are not available. This study was designed to generate a
set of data to support the validation of the ASSERT code.
This paper presents the results of enthalpy-migration measurement in a
horizontal test assembly with two interconnected subchannels. The test
section design is shown schematically in Figure 1. The test conditions
covered two pressures (5.5 and 9.6 MPa), five mass fluxes (1 to 5 Mg/m 2 s), and
two subcooled inlet qualities (-5 and -10%).
The results indicate that, in the mass flux range of 1 to 4 Mg/m2s, the upper
subchannel carried from 5 to 25£ more energy than the lower one (Figures 2 and
3). At the highest mass flux of 5 Mg/m2s, the enthalpy migration from the
lower to the upper subchannel became indistinguishable (Figure 4 ) . The mass
flux in both subchannels was set equal at the start of each test run. It
basically remained equal for all the single- and two-phase flow tests covered
in this study.
In a scoping analysis, an ASSERT prediction was compared to the test data for
one particular set of test conditions. The agreement between the code
predictions and the data was reasonable. Further validation work will be
performed using the present data base.
The hardware and the operating procedure developed for this subchannel
experiment functioned well. These techniques can be extended for application
in more complex subchannel experiments.

*C0G - CANDU Owner's Group
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BUBBLE MIGRATION IN HORIZONTAL TUBES AND ROD-BUNDLE GEOMETRIES
by

S.I. Osamusali, D.C. Groeneveld+ and S.C. Cheng
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Ottawa, Ottawa
+

Thermalhydraulies Development Branch
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River, Ontario
SUMMARY

An initial study of the mechanism for bubble migration in a horizontal
pipe has been performed by Wong et al. (1988). The bubble migration mechanism
is, however, still not fully understood for complex rod-bundle flows. The bubble
migration phenomenon is important for its strong effect on the initial location
of dryout occurrence.
It is also important for determining whether during
emergency core cooling (ECC) conditions in a CANDU reactor, water can reach the
top element of the rod bundle, and thus quench the bundle.
Experiments to investigate bubble migration in horizontal tubes and 37rod bundle geometries have been conducted using a twin-needle fibre-optic probe
(see Figure 1 ) . The experiments were performed for air-water flows up to a mass
flux of 3000 kg/m2s, at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. The void
distributions have been obtained by measuring the local void fractions at
different radial positions.
Effects of bundle misalignment were also
investigated in 37-rod bundles.
The results show that void peaks occur in the region above a subchannel
and below the narrow element gaps for rod bundles, indicating bubble crowding
which could lead to the occurrence of local critical heat flux. The void peaks
in the bubble migration data correspond to the location of the bubble
trajectories, during bubble migration to the top of the channel, in rod bundles.
Further investigation using a video camera, for bubble migration in a transparent
rod-bundle set-up, revealed that bubbles undergo mainly axial migration in the
region below the narrow element gaps at the top of the subchannels (i.e. , at the
entrance to the narrow element gaps), and mainly upward migration through the
element gaps and the subchannels. The axial bubble trajectories also correspond
to the locations of velocity peaks observed previously for rod bundles. Bundle
misalignments showed no obvious effects on the void distributions. The new data
presented here will provide a test bed to be used for the validation of twofluid code predictions.
References
Wong, Y.L. "Generalized CHF Prediction for Horizontal Tubes with Uniform Heat
Flux." M.A.Sc. Thesis, Univ. of Ottawa (1988).
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APPLICATION OF LOCAL-PARAMETER LATTICE PROPERTIES TO FUEL
MANAGEMENT SIMULATIONS IN ONTARIO HYDRO REACTORS
by
L. Wilk
Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M56 1X6
and
A.C. Mao and B. Rouben
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
CANDO Operations
Sheridan Park Research Community
Mississauga, Ontario
L5E 1B2

SUMMARY
A refinement for evaluating lattice properties
has been made to the Ontario Hydro computer code SORO.
This refinement takes into account appropriately local
values of coolant density, fuel temperature and bundle
power.
Previously, the SORO calculation used lattice
properties which were calculated for reactor-average
parameters such as coolant density, fuel temperature and
power density. This is an approximation, since these
parameters do in fact vary across the core, both radially
and axially.
This variation of local parameters is quite
significant. For instance, the bundle power can vary
spatially in the range from 100 kW to 770 kW in Pickering
reactors. The fuel temperature, which has a one-to-one
relationship with bundle power, is also expected to vary
in a similar manner. The coolant density may typically
vary from 0.6 to 0.9 g/cm3 from point to point in a reactor
if there is boiling. These variances have an effect on
local flux level and local reactivity, in addition to the
effect due to variations in fuel irradiation.

- 2 A new version of SORO has been created. This
version can do the "local-parameter" calculation. Lattice
properties are first calculated for 40 pairs of coolantdensity and bundle-power. These 40 pairs are on a
rectangular grid consisting of 5 different coolant
densities and 8 different bundle powers. In total,
therefore, 40 sets of fuel tables are generated for each
unique type of fuel as a function of irradiation. These
fuel tables need to be generated only once prior to the
flux calculation. Because the fuel temperature has a oneto-one relationship with bundle power, and the local
absolute flux level is directly related to the bundle
power, the flux level need not be an independent variable.
The lattice properties at each individual bundle in the
core are then calculated by using its bundle power and
coolant density and doing double linear interpolation in
the fuel tables from the 4 closest grid points.
The local-parameter approach was assessed both by
using it to re-simulate recent histories for Bruce B Units
5-8 and by projecting the current fuelling practices into
the future.
For each reactor the archived SORO input data
files representing its fuelling history were collected for
the period January 1988 through August 1989. The histories
for this time period were then re-simulated with both the
"global" and "local" versions of SORO. Of particular
interest in the comparison of histories are the maximum
bundle powers, maximum channel powers, channel power
peaking factors (CPPF's), and the overall SORO simulation
error inferred from a comparison of SORO and measured
channel powers for the 22 fully instrumented channels
(FINCH's). The maximum bundle powers, when averaged over
the ~300 flux snapshots for each reactor, are reduced by 35%, while the corresponding maximum channel powers and
CPPF's are virtually unchanged. In the previous validation
work of Jenkins and Rouben< M the power flattening was more
pronounced, by an additional ~ 2%. However their results
are based on simulations spanning only one month of
history, which is too short a time for the altered flux
shapes to significantly modify the bundle irradiations. It
is evident that this irradiation effect partially
counteracts the flattening.

- 3 The various contributions to the SORO simulation
error, as deduced from measured FINCH powers, have bee
identified by Sermer(2). Using the results of the above
simulation for the time period July 1988 - August 1989,
these contributions were evaluated and compared for both
local and "global" versions of SORO. We find that for each
unit there is a slight reduction in the overall SORO error
A more interesting aspect of the local-parameter
scheme is its potential impact on current fuelling schemes.
For a given set of refuelling guidelines, a flattening of
the neutron flux distribution should, to some extent, alter
the selection of channels for refuelling, which could affect
the economy of fuel utilization. In order to assess this we
have used the AUTOSORO code, which is capable of refuelling
into the future for any period of time according to userspecified refuelling logic. It has already been
demonstrated< 3) that this code can accurately predict longterm fuelling performance for Bruce B reactors. Starting
from a January 1, 1989 reactor state for unit 8 we have
simulated ~ 700 full power days (FPD's) of fuelling, using
both the local-parameter version of AUTOSORO and the
global version of AUTOSORO (our reference case). When
comparing AUTOSORO results, we ignored the first 350 FPDs
to allow most of the bundles from the initial core to be
fuelled out. A comparison of the average discharge burnups
and fuelling rates for the final 350 FPDs suggests that the
local parameter scheme can improve fuel utilization by
approximately 0.5-1%.
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Coolant Density and Power Density", Conference
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p2, April 27-28, 1987.
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FDEL MANAGEMENT FI.EXTBTT^TY WITH SINGLE-ENpEp
BEFDELMHB IN CANDD-3
A.M. Manser, B . C . Chow
Atonic Energy of Canada Limited
CANDU Operations
Sheridan Park Research Community
Mississauga, Ont.
Canada L5K 1B2
SDMMARY
Traditionally, CANDU reactors are refuelled on-power with two
fuelling machines: one inserts pairs of new bundles into a fuel
channel while the other unloads the same number of irradiated
bundles from the opposite end. With two machines, all fuel
management strategies are restricted to one degree of freedom; the
number of bundles shifted along the channel per visit. On the other
hand, the CANDU-3 design with its unidirectional flow heat
transport system, will employ only one fuelling machine at the
downstream side of the reactor face. Every refuelling operation
will start by removing all 12 fuel bundles from the channel. New
and partially irradiated bundles are reinserted into the channel in
any chosen order. This adds a new dimension to fuel management
strategies: axial shuffling. Fuel bundles can now be rearranged to
effect greater control over the axial flux and power shapes. This
in turn leads to greater operational margin by reducing bundle
powers at maximum reactor power output.
The axial power shape determines the peak operating bundle powers
and the fuel reshuffling pattern determines the power changes
.experienced by bundles during and after the refuelling process.
Both parameters, along with fuel burnup, are important because of
their influence on fuel failure mechanisms. From previous CANDU
experience, the risk of fuel failure due to stress corrosion
cracking ( S C O increases with ramped power, power increase and
burnup.
The fuel management strategy selected for CANDU-3, illustrated in
Figure 1, is designed to minimize the risk of SCC defects. In high
power channels, pairs of new bundles are located at both ends of the
reactor. This ensures that the upstream end bundles will have low
burnup at the time of the next refuelling when they have to be
retrieved across the reactor core and into the fuelling machine. In
the central adjuster region of 52 channels, we have specified a
symmetric refuelling pattern with the end bundles moving to the
central positions after one dwell time. This is designed to
provide the desired flattening in conjunction with the adjusters.
In the intermediate 60 channels, another symmetric refuelling
pattern is used, where the end bundles are moved progressively
towards the central positions. In the outer 120 channels, the
conventional four bundle shift scheme is retained.

- 2 The axial power flattening with this scheme reduces peak bundle
powers by about 15 - 20% compared to those expected with the
conventional 4 bundle bidirectional refuelling scheme employed at
other CANDUs (see Figure 2). The peak bundle powers are now below
those which nay cause SCO failures. Also, the power increases
during refuelling are restricted to bundles that have low burnup
within the range where CANDU fuel exhibits good resistance to SCC
failure.
In additional to the fuel defect considerations, the paper will
discuss the full flexibility of single-ended fuelling and its
effect on core design parameters such as the axial flux shaping
effect, power form factors, fuel burnup, refuelling ripples,
reactivity device performance operating with the nominal flux shape,
reactor stability and control, and the effects on safety system
design and margins.
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NEUTRONIC DECOUPLING AND COOLANT VOID REACTIVITY IN CANDO
by
V.K. Mohindra and A.R. Dastur
Atomic Energy of Canada
CANDU Operations
Sheridan Park Research Community
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
L5K 1B2
SUMMARY
Coolant void reactivity is a key parameter in
CANDU safety analysis. In several LOCA scenarios
(especially in cases where the reactor approaches prompt
criticality during a transient) the uncertainty in void
reactivity values can have a major influence on the size of
the power pulse following loss of coolant. In the past a
major effort, in the form of experiments and analysis, has
been expended towards understanding the lattice neutronics
and for estimation of the reactivity associated with
coolant voiding.
In this paper we focus on the global or reactor
(in contrast to the lattice) neutronics involved with
coolant voiding and show that the non-lattice or global
component of void reactivity can be a major determinant in
the size of the power pulse.
Global effects of coolant voiding depend on the
primary heat transport system (PHTS) configuration. In
some CANDUs the PHTS is subdivided into two loops as shown
in Figure 1. For example, a loop can feed fuel channels in
a cylindrical half of the reactor core. Therefore, in this
case addition of reactivity due to coolant voiding is
localized to a reactor half containing channels of one
loop. The voiding in one half of the core causes a tilt in
the neutron flux distribution. This increases neutron
importance of the coolant void. System void reactivity in
CANDU is therefore dependent on the extent of the flux tilt
created by coolant voiding from a part of the core. The
extent of flux tilt and consequently the rise in neutron

- 2 importance of the void is determined by the inherent
neutronic decoupling of the system. We postulate that the
relevant parameter for estimating neutronic decoupling is
the subcriticality of the relevant higher harmonic. In
this case the relevant harmonic is the first azimuthal
mode as indicated in the attached diagram.
We calculated the first azimuthal mode
subcriticality for several degrees of induced neutronic
decoupling and compared these to the coolant void
reactivity. The effect was calculated with threedimensional neutron diffusion codes for various core sizes
which represented different reactivities of the first
azimuthal mode. Table 1 lists the values of full-core and
half-core void reactivities as a function of the equivalent
core radius and modal subcriticality. The half-core system
void reactivity (as a fraction of the lattice void
reactivity) is plotted against the subcriticality of the
first azimuthal mode and is shown in Figure 2.
The results show that the system void reactivity
approaches the lattice void reactivity with decreasing
subcriticality of the first azimuthal mode. At mode
criticality the two halves of the reactor are totally
decoupled and the system void reactivity is expected to be
equal to the lattice void reactivity. It can be seen that
significant increase in void reactivity starts when the
first azimuthal mode subcriticality is less than -15 mk.
Therefore, measures to uniformly distribute
voiding throughout the core (e.g., by feeder interlacing)
are only required when the subcriticality of the first
azimuthal mode is less than -15 mk. This is a significant
result which should be considered when designing PHT
systems.

TABLE 1
FULL CORE AND HALF CORE VOID REACTIVITIES
Equivalent Core

Void Reactivity
ink

Radius m

Full
Core

Subcriticality
of the First
Azimuthal Mode
mk

Half
Core

2.45

9.9

5.32

- 56.6

3.14

10.09

5.63

- 34.4

3.53

10.15

5.81

- 27.2

3.66

10.17

5.86

- 25.5

3.80

10.18

5.94

- 23.2

4.41

10.24

6.23

- 17.2

8.82

10.34

8.14
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FUEL MANAGEMENT SIMULATION OF CANDU 3
AT EQUILIBRIUM CONDITION
M.H. Younis
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
CANDU Operations
Sheridan Park Research Community
Mississauga, Ontario LSK 1B2
SUMMARY
This paper presents the results of the detailed fuel management study performed
for the CANDU 3 reactor at equilibrium fuelling condition, that is when each channel is fuelled
at a constant rate and the average power distribution remains constant. First, the characteristics
of the time-average equilibrium core were calculated, using the fuel management code FMDP.
The time-average power distribution is indicative of what would be seen "on average" in the
core. Therefore, it serves as a reference distribution and should be used as a target during
day-to-day reactor operation. In reality, there would be perturbations about the time-average
burnup and power distributions, due to refuelling operations and control actions.
In order to estimate parameters such as instantaneous peak powers and refuelling
ripples, a time-dependent fuelling simulation was performed for 100 full power days (FPD) of
reactor operation (including channel refuelling) in steps of 5 FPD. The fuel management code
RFSP was used to simulate the reactor core (232 fuel channels) and reflector including 12
adjuster rods and 4 pairs of mechanical zone control rods as well as device structural materials.
Both bulk and spatial control actions were credited at the end of each simulation step. Xenon
distribution was also included explicitly in the simulation model. The time-dependent
calculation was started from an instantaneous "snapshot" power and burnup distributions which
represent the core at an arbitrary point in time.
In CANDU 3, the flux and power distributions are flattened in both axial and
radial directions in order to operate the reactor at full power without exceeding the limits in
bundle and channel powers. Radial flattening is achieved by adjuster rods and by using different
fuelling rates in various parts of the core. Axial flattening is achieved by adjuster rods as well as
by the use of an appropriate fuel management scheme.
The CANDU 3 reactor is designed for single-ended fuelling and utilizes one
fuelling machine, operating at the outlet end of the reactor. This permits a wide variety of
refuelling schemes, in which fresh fuel bundles are added in any position in the channel, while
some irradiated bundles are discharged and some are shuffled from one position to another in the
channel. The fuelling scheme assumed in the present simulation is a combination of axial
shuffling schemes in the central channels, and a once-through bi-directional scheme in the outer
channels. The bi-directional fuelling is mimicked with a single fuelling machine by placing
fresh bundles at alternate ends of alternate channels. The shuffling schemes tend to flatten the
axial power distribution and therefore reduce the peak bundle power. Power flattening leads to
an increased neutron leakage and therefore to bumup loss. The bi-directional scheme was used
in outer channels (where the channel and bundle powers are relatively low) in order to reduce
the burnup loss.
The channel selection for refuelling was based on general guidelines
recommended to avoid clustering of highly reactive channels and to minimize power peaking
and flux tilt.
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By the end of the 100 FPD simulation period, a total of 1200 fuel bundles had
been discharged from the core, corresponding to refuelling 300 channels. The average fuelling
rate during this period was 12 bundles/FPD which is about equal to the value predicted by the
time-average calculation.
In addition to the 100 FPD simulation, 21 FPD of reactor operation (between
61 FPD and 81 FPD) were re-simulated assuming a less "idealistic" fuel channel selection (in
steps of 1 FPD), that is, assuming that the reactor operator deviated from the guidelines
generally recommended for channel selection. The reason for the improper channel selection
may be a bad judgement of the operator or some operating restrictions that forced him to make
that selection. Moreover, a refuelling schedule similar to that followed at one of the CANDU 6
stations was assumed in which refuelling operations were performed only during three days over
a week period, usually the first, second and fourth days of the week.
In the first week, (between 61 FPD and 67 FPD) the central core region was
deliberately over-fuelled (about 40% more channels fuelled than the time-average fuelling rate).
This is a real challenge to the spatial control system due to the lack of zone controllers in that
region of the core. In the following two weeks, the operator tried to correct for the inappropriate
channel selection by over-fuelling the outer region of the core and therefore bringing the power
distribution closer to its nominal shape.
In the case of improper channel selection, the average fuelling rate over the
three-week simulation period was 13.3 bundles/FPD. In the second week (between 68 and
74 FPD), the average rate of refuelling was 16.0 bundles/FPD. This was the period when the
operator selected more channels in the outer core region for refuelling.
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the results of the simulation and show the maximum
channel and bundle powers and channel power peaking factors (CPPF) encountered during the
simulation period. The CPPF is a measure of the refuelling ripple, and is defined here as the
largest value of the ratio of instantaneous channel power to time-average channel power, taken
over channels having an instantaneous power of at least 90% of the peak channel power at that
point in time.
Over the 100 FPD of normal fuelling simulation, the maximum channel and
bundle powers were always less than 7.70 MW and 800 kW, whereas the maximum CPPF value
was 1.06. These are below the respective target values. However, with the less "idealistic"
fuelling simulation, the maximum channel and bundle powers exceeded 7.95 MW and 825 kW
and the CPPF had values as high as 1.09. By the end of the three-week simulation, the
maximum channel and bundle powers were brought down to 7.76 MW and 795 kW and CPPF
was reduced to 1.061.
In summary, the present study has shown that if the recommended channel
selection guidelines are followed, the reactor can be operated without exceeding the target
bundle and channel power limits. If these guidelines are violated, the peak powers increase by
3-4% which means that power derating of this magnitude would be necessary. Corrective
actions should be taken by the operator to bring the peak powers back to their normal levels.
This will be at the expense of increased fuelling rates.
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TABLE 1
MAXIMUM POWERS AND CHANNEL POWER PEAKING FACTOR
(Normal Channel Selection)
TIME
(FPD)

MAXIMUM CHANNEL
POWER, MW (LOCATION)

MAXIMUM BUNDLES
POWER, kW (LOCATION)

CPPF,%
(LOCATION)

0

7.62 (J08)

736(H04-O9)

-

5

7.48 (J10)

776(Jll-07)

3.2 (L08)

10

7.47 (H06)

774 (H06-O7)

3.0 (N08)

15

7.55 (J07)

775(J11-O7)

3.6 (E07)

20

7.65 (J09)

788 (J09-07)

4.7 (J09)

25

7.67 (J09)

791 (J09-O7)

5.5 (G08)

30

7.61 (109)

787 (J09-07)

4.5 (Kll)

35

7.60 (K08)

778 (Hll-07)

5.0 (E08)

40

7.59 (J12)

784 (J12-07)

4.2 (E08)

45

7.53 (J12)

773 (J12-07)

4.5 (L09)

50

7.56 (H10)

769 (H08-07)

4.7 (L07)

55

7.53 (K06)

770(K06-07)

3.9 (K06)

60

7.53 (K09)

770 (Jll-07)

4.3 (M08)

65

7.54 (H09)

775 (J06-07)

4.8 (M08)

70

7.57 (J08)

779(J06-07)

4.4 (F07)

75

7.62 (J10)

789 (H09-07)

5.2 (F09)

80

7.58 (G10)

789(106-07)

5.0 (G10)

85

7.72 (J09)

794 (J09-07)

5.6 (J09)

90

7.70 (J09)

795 (J09-07)

5.7 (M09)

95

7.66 (J09)

796 (Hll-07)

5.2 (L10)

100

7.65 (H08)

801 (Hll-07)

4.9 (Fll)

T-l
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TABLE 2
MAXIMUM POWERS AND CHANNEL POWER PEAKING FACTOR
(Less Idealistic Channel Selection)
TIME
(FPD)

MAXIMUM CHANNEL
POWER, MW (LOCATION)

MAXIMUM BUNDLES
POWER, kW (LOCATION)

CPPF, %
(LOCATION)

61

7.73 (J10)

788(Jll-07)

7.9 (L08)

62

7.82 (H09)

808(H09-O7)

7.6 (L08)

63

7.80 (H09)

804 (H09-07)

7.3 (L08)

64

7.97 (J08)

826(J08-07)

9.0 (J08)

65

7.95 (J08)

822 (J08-07)

8.7 (J08)

66

7.93 (J08)

818 (J08-07)

8.5 (J08)

67

7.90 (J08)

813 (J08-O7)

8.1 (J08)

68

7.83 (J08)

807 (J08-O7)

7.2 (J08)

69

7.77 (J08)

803 (J08-07)

6.6 (L08)

70

7.70 (J08)

798 (J08-07)

6.1 (L08)

71

7.74 (J08)

806 (JO8-O7)

6.4 (L08)

72

7.72 (J08)

802 (J08-07)

6.1 (L08)

73

7.69 (J08)

797 (J08-07)

5.7 (L08)

74

7.68 (H06)

792 (H06-07)

5.4 (L08)

75

7.67 (H06)

799(H06-07)

5.3 (L08)

76

7.83 (J09)

805 (J09-07)

7.1 (J09)

77

7.81 (J09)

802 (J09-07)

6.9 (J09)

78

7.82 (J09)

808 (H09-07)

7.3 (F09)

79

7.81 (J09)

804 (J09-07)

6.8 (J09)

80

7.79 (J09)

800(J09-07)

6.5 (J09)

81

7.76 (J09)

795 (J09-07)

6.1 (J09)
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SMOKIN - A Code for Time-Dependent Three-Dimensional Neutronics
Calculations in CANDU-PHW Reactors Based on Modal Kinetics Theory
Application to Analysis of Loss of Coolant Accidents
by
M. Gold and J.CLuxat
Nuclear Safety Department
Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M5G 1X6
Ontario Hydro currently operates 17 CANDU-PHW1 reactors in Canada, in the province of
Ontario. CANDU-PHW is a heavy water moderated, heavy water cooled reactor fuelled by
natural uranium.
A condition of the operating licence is that a safety analysis must be performed for each of
these reactors, and updated on a regular ongoing basis. In order to carry out these safety
analyses, a tool is required to accurately predict the time-dependent neutronics response of
the three-dimensional core flux distribution to a wide range of postulated initiating
accidents. Such prediction requires solving the reactor kinetics equations, which involve
space- and time-dependent neutron flux distributions and delayed neutron distributions.
The SMOKIN computer code is the tool that has been developed at Ontario Hydro to fulfil
this requirement, SMOKIN uses modal kinetics theory, which is based on the fundamental
assumption that there exists a complete (or nearly complete) set of orthogonal shape
functions corresponding to a reactor core configuration. With this assumption, the power
distribution at any time can be synthesized from the weighted sum of these shape functions.
Then, the calculation of time-dependent three-dimensional power distributions reduces to
calculating, these time-dependent weighting factors. A second assumption that simplifies the
calculation process further is that the neutron flux distribution is adequately approximated
by a solution of the diffusion equation for monoenergetic neutrons. This latter assumption
will eventually be relaxed.
Overview of Loss of Coolant Accidents
The heat transport system of all CANDU-PHW reactors circulates pressurized heavy water
coolant through the fuel channels in order to transfer fission heat to steam generators. The
system consists of two loops which are connected, either by interconnect valves or by
snared reactor outlet headers. Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) analysis involves looking
at a wide range of breaks in one of the loops. A LOCA transient manifests itself in the core
as a transient of void fraction and of fuel temperature change in the broken and unbroken
loops. In a CANDU-PHW, the void reactivity coefficient is positive and the fuel
temperature reactivity coefficient is negative but of a much lesser magnitude than the void
coefficient, so that the overall effect of a LOCA is a net reactivity increase.
1

Canada Deuterium Uranium - Pressurized Heavy Water

There is a CANDU design requirement for two independent shutdown systems, each with
more than one independent means of initiating trips. The two shutdown systems usually
consist of: (1) a set of cadmium rods dropped from the top of the core; and (2) a
gadolinium nitrate solution injected into the heavy water moderator from the side of the
core. The neutronic trip system in CANDU reactors consists of typically 50 to 100 in-core
self-powered flux detectors for initiating a neutron overpower (NOP) trip and three to six
out-of-core ion chambers for initiating a rate trip. The detector and ion chamber signals are
processed by trip instrumentation. This instrumentation determines whether a trip is
warranted by the detector readings. If so, the shutdown system controlled by the
instrumentation (either the cadmium shutoff rods or gadolinium moderator poison) is fired.
In LOCA analysis, there is a licensing requirement to demonstrate that either shutdown
system can safety shut down the reactor, even if its first trip signal is disabled for any
reason.
In a large LOCA, the size of the heat transport system break is large enough to cause a
rapid reactivity increase within seconds. Neutronic trips on both shutdown systems are
expected to register within one second of the start of the break, and initiation of either
shutdown system would be expected to safely shut the unit down within 5 to 10 seconds.
In a small to intermediate LOCA, the break size is smaller, and the timescale over which
reactivity increases is much longer. The magnitude and rate of reactivity increase may be
within control capability of the reactor regulating system, which continually monitors the
flux at fourteen in-core flux detector sites, and which can take various actions to control the
core power distribution in the event of change. These actions are: (1) changing the level of
light water in each of fourteen zone controller compartments located throughout the core;
and, (2) moving several reactivity devices. The devices are stainless steel or cobalt adjuster
rods (which normally reside in the reactor core) and cadmium control absorber rods (which
are normally on top of the core).
SMOKIN Modelling of LOCA
The SMOKIN LOCA analysis model involves several components: (a) a means of
representing all sources of reactivity (both reactivity devices and a LOCA transient) in the
modal kinetics equations; (b) modelling of the shutdown systems, including neutronic trip
instrumentation and the movement of the reactivity devices controlled by the shutdown
systems; (c) modelling of the reactor regulating system (RRS) function, and of the reactivity
devices controlled by the RRS.
Reactivity devices are represented in a modal kinetics formalism by modal reactivity terms
which are Functions of device position. These reactivity terms are defined by threedimensional integrals involving the orthogonal shape functions. While this integration
process is involved, it need only be carried out once for a set of positions of each device
and tabulated. During the actual solution of the modal kinetics equations, the appropriate
modal reactivity terms are interpolated from the table as devices move.
The SMOKIN shutdown system model calculates the flux seen at each of the detectors and
ion chambers. The detector signal response to this flux consists of prompt and delayed
components which depend on the material used in the detectors, and which are accounted
for by SMOKIN to determine a signal that slightly lags the flux. The trip instrumentation

which processes the detector and ion chamber signals introduces additional time delays
which are modelled in SMOKIN. If a trip is warranted, the appropriate reactivity devices
(either the cadmium shutoff rods or gadolinium moderator poison) are modelled as moving
into the core.
The SMOKIN reactor regulating system (RRS) model calculates the signal at the fourteen
detector sites. Based on these signals, the light water level in the fourteen zone controller
compartments are changed and the devices under RRS control are moved, at rates
determined by the RRS.
Validation of SMOKIN Code
A validation program to demonstrate the accuracy of SMOKIN has been ongoing for several
years. The two components of this validation program of most significance to LOCA
analysis are (1) comparison of SMOKIN static reactivity worth for reactivity sources (such
as adjuster rods, zone controller compartments, shutoff rods and void transients) with static
worths predicted by finite-difference based static core calculation codes; and (2) comparison
of SMOKIN reactivity and power transients with transients predicted by finite-difference
based dynamic codes. The results of this validation program will be discussed.

THE INFLUENCE OF LATTICE STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION ON
THE COOLANT VOID REACTIVITY IN CANDU
by
A.R. Dastur and D.B. Buss
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
CANDU Operations
Sheridan Park Research Community
Mississauga, Ontario
L5K 1B2

SUMMARY
Coolant voiding from CANDU fuel channels produces
changes in neutron reaction rated in the fuel and other
lattice components. The changes in the fuel are induced by
a change in neutron spectrum. The changes in other
components result from a redistribution of neutron density
across the lattice. The spectrum changes in the fuel are
characteristic of an over-moderated lattice. There is an
increase in the flux level of >1 Mev neutrons leading to an
increase in the fast fission rate in U-238. There is an
increase in the >100 ev flux at the expense of depletion of
the <100 ev flux leading to a decrease in resonance
absorption in U-238. Lastly, there is a decrease in the
epithermal flux near thermal energies resulting from the
loss of up-scattering by the coolant (which operates at a
temperature of 300°C) of weil-thermalized neutrons from the
moderator (which operates at 70°C). This reduces neutron
velocity in the thermal energy range leading to increased
neutron absorption in the fuel. In the case of fresh fuel
the effect on U-235 absorption at thermal energies predominates. Consequently, the loss of coolant with fresh
fuel in the channels leads to positive reactivity changes
due to increased fast fission and decreased resonance
absorption in U-238 (of about 5 mk each) and increased
fission of U-235 (adding another 5 mk). The presence of
irradiated fuel produces a negative reactivity contribution
of about 5 mk due to increased absorption in the fission
products and decreased neutron yield from plutonium.
However, the overall reactivity change is still positive.

- 2 Redistribution of neutron density contributes
significantly only in the presence of extraneous neutron
absorbers. For example, if neutron poison is added to the
moderator for reactivity suppression (e.g., when the fuel
is fresh) the drop in neutron density in the moderator due
to loss of scattering in the channel, produces about 3 mk
of positive reactivity due to decreased absorption in the
poison. On the other hand, if neutron poison is added to
the fuel, the rise in neutron density in the fuel and
consequently in absorption rate in the poison adds a
negative component. This suggests that void reactivity in
CANDU can be reduced at the expense of neutron economy by
adding poison to the fuel. Our calculations with the WIMS
code( i) show that the method becomes economical when using
fuel with high fissile content (as in Advanced Fuel
Cycles). Furthermore, the negative component can be
enhanced by adding light water to the coolant as it
increases the flux rise in the fuel on coolant voiding.
For a typical CANDU lattice geometry void reactivity is
predicted zero with 95% heavy water coolant when neutron
poison is added to the three inner rings of fuel elements.
However the fuel enrichment needed to override the added
parasitic load is substantial. For the extreme case of
using light water coolant, zero void reactivity is
predicted on adding absorbers such as cobalt and dysprosium
to the fuel of the CIRENE reactor lattice*2). This effect
has been confirmed by void reactivity measurements in the
RB-3 reactor!3 ) . Further enhancement of the negative
component is achieved by using fissile plutonium to
override the parasitic loads.
As an alternative to creating negative reactivity
components, the positive components described earlier can
be reduced in size, and even eliminated, by changing the
lattice structure. The spectrum changes in the fuel can be
reversed by reducing the moderator content in the lattice.
This can be achieved by reducing lattice pitch or by
increasing the calandria tube size. (Both approaches
require the use of enriched fuel to override the loss of
reactivity due to undermoderation). Reduction of
moderator content by 30% makes void reactivity less than
the reactivity needed for prompt criticality.
The reactivity component due to decreased
resonance absorption in U-238 can be reduced by reducing
the surface area of fuel exposed for the absorption of
resonance neutrons. This can be achieved by eliminating
the inner fuel elements from the fuel bundle. Besides
producing a reduction in fuel burnup and in reactor power
output, this approach requires a major fuel development
program.
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IMPROVING CANDU SAFETY WITH ORGANIC COOLANT
by N.J. Spinks
Advanced CANDU Project
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario KOJ 1J0
SUWIARY
The AECL study of an organic cooled CANDU reactor was terminated in 1973 when
the capital cost and operational advantages were seen as being insufficient to
warrant the diversion of effort from the PHWR program. However, the OCR has
certain safety advantages. A change to organic coolant could remove the need
for emergency core cooling, shutdown cooling and crash cool down to protect the
public from the release of fission products.
The use of the organic fluid HB40 as coolant in a CANDU reactor was first
proposed by CGE staff in 1958 and was studied by AECL from that time to 1973.
This included the construction and operation of the experimental reactor WR1,
at WNRE, which soon demonstrated that many of the anticipated problems could
be eliminated or controlled, and culminated in a conceptual engineering study
of a 500 MWe power station. Although organic coolant had significant
advantages over heavy water, it was decided that AECL could not support two
reactor systems, and the work on an organic cooled CANDU was terminated in
1973.
The main advantage of organic coolant was seen as its higher operating
temperature leading to higher plant thermodynamic efficiency. This together
with a direct saving in the cost of the coolant itself led to an estimated
plant capital cost reduction of 10 to 15%. The virtual elimination of
radiation fields around the primary coolant system was expected to lead to
lower operating costs. Fueling costs with natural uranium were expected to be
similar: higher plant efficiency compensates for reduced fuel burn up.
Even in 1973, the safety advantages of an organic cooled CANDU were recognised
but they were not given much importance. It was clear that the OCR could meet
the single and dual failure criteria and that was all that was seen as
necessary. In 1989, with market incentives to design safer reactors, the
safety advantages could be more important.
The characteristics of an organic cooled reactor which lead to its safety
advantages are the ability to use high conductivity uranium carbide fuel, the
absence of an exothermic chemical reaction between coolant and zirconium, and
a low coolant operating pressure.
A factor of 6 improvement in fuel conductivity leads to reduced fuel
temperatures and reduced diffusion of fission product gases from the fuel
matrix to the gap between pellet and sheath. Fission product releases are
therefore reduced by 2 or 3 orders of magnitude (Reference 3) and this is an
advantage that applies across a wide spectrum of accidents.
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The absence of an exothermic reaction between coolant and zirconium leads to
lower temperatures in accidents involving loss of coolant or loss of heat
sink. Decay heat can be transferred to the moderator at fuel temperatures of
1400°C (Reference 1) instead of the 2600°C predicted for some PHWRs (Reference
2). At 1400°C in uranium carbide fuel, predictions (Reference 3) indicate
little risk of fuel failures and fission product release. An ECC system would
not be needed to protect the public.
The low vapour pressure of organic coolant permits the primary system to be
operated at low pressure and high temperature. At high temperature, creep is
an important consideration and pressure tubes are sized to give low stress so
as to minimize creep. Low stresses become a particular advantage when
considering fuel channel integrity for small break and loss of heat sink
events. Even at full system pressure, decay heat can be transferred to the
moderator with little risk of fuel channel failure. There would be no need
for crash cool down to avoid channel failures, and there would be no need for
any shutdown cooling system, other than the moderator, to protect the public.
Recent studies (Reference 4) to improve the passive safety of CANDU aim at
(1)
(2)
(3)

providing passive rejection of moderator heat,
providing a passive shutdown cooling system,and
simplifying the ECC system.

With organic coolant, item 1 is done more readily and the shutdown cooling and
ECC systems are not needed, at least not for protection of the public. The
passive safety of CANDU could be further improved if the need for crash
cooldown were eliminated. Such is the case with organic coolant.
The fire hazard was the main safety concern of the OCR-500 designers. To
avoid the remote possibility of a vapour explosion in a loss of coolant
accident, they chose a Halon system which would be activated to inert the
containment when required. Following the passive approach it would be
preferable to operate with a containment in which an explosion is impossible.
Reference 5 indicates that a containment atmosphere around 10 KPa O2 and 90
KPa N2 would support the human respiratory function and would preclude
hydrocarbon-based fires. These data should apply to HB-40.
Unfortunately, because it contains hydrogen, organic coolant has a larger
positive void coefficient than heavy water. Due to decomposition of the
coolant in the reactor environment, at equilibrium the concentration of
hydrogen is less than that in the feed material. The coolant used at start-up
can be processed to have no more hydrogen than at equilibrium. However, the
full core void reactivity would still be 30 mk (Reference 1) as compared to 13
mk for the PHWR. The rate of core voiding is lower in the OCR because of the
low operating pressure and this compensates for the higher void coefficient to
the extent that the rate of addition of reactivity is the OCR is only half
that of a PHWR. This means that the requirements for rapid shutdown are
reduced. However, the higher total void reactivity means that the loss of
shutdown event could be worse in the OCR. On the other hand it could be
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better because of the absence of a zirconium/cool ant reaction. In any case,
loss of shutdown would certainly remain as an accident with severe
consequences, albeit a very low probability.
Problems of high operating pressure, low fuel thermal conductivity and
reactions with zirconium, are common to all water cooled reactors. A change
in coolant to organic would confer safety advantages to CANDU over all water
cooled reactors.
Though organic coolant offers many advantages for CANDU it is not perfect.
Its main weakness is its hydrogen base leading to a loss of reactivity which
in turn leads to a loss of fuel burnup and, more importantly, a positive void
coefficient. Deuterium would be better but very costly because of the losses
during processing of the coolant as it decomposes in the reactor. The ideal
coolant from the reactivity viewpoint would be one that does not absorb
neutrons and is a poor moderator. Other fluids have potential and an
experimental program to investigate fluorocarbons is underway at VJNRE.
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Catalytic and spark hydrogen igniters
by Reinhard Heck, Dipl.-lng., SIEMENS AG / UB KWU, D-OFFENBACH M.
SUMMARY
1 Introduction and Concept
Considerable quantities of hydrogen are expected to be released into the
containment of nuclear power plants as a result of severe accidents. To avoid that
this h y d r ^ e n burns in an uncontrolled manner, the hydrogen concentration
must be »l|rnited as soon as possible to ensure that detonable levels cannot be
reached and the containment is not subjected to excessive pressure and
temperature loads.
As suggested on Phase B of the German Risk Study (Ref. 1) one reasonable way to
mitigate the consequences of hydrogen burning is ignition soon after hydrogen
release. Detailed information regarding hydrogen behavior in severe accidents is
given in Refs. (2,3). Combinations of problems arise as a result of
. the behavior of hydrogen alone and in combination with other gases in the
containment atmosphere,
the complex geometrical configuration inside the containment,
. the exact prediction of the accident history.
It is possible to overcome these problems by installation of a large number of
devices for timely and repeated ignition of hydrogen in various compartments.
The present policy is to use glow plugs or hot coils as igniters. These igniters
require electrical power from outside the containment as well as cabling and
cause considerable capital investment, particularly when they are to be installed
in an operating plant. For this reason, two types of igniters were newly developed
as passive devices which are not dependent on an extern.' power supply.
Backfitting of these igniters in existing power plants is simple and can be
performed, e.g., during a refueling outage.

2 Types of igniters
In the catalytic igniter (Table 1) hydrogen is ignited by a precious metal catalyst.

-2-

The catalyst and its integral igniter wire system together form the so-called
igniter element accomodated in a closed metal housing for protection from the
environment during normal reactor operation and possible loads during the
refueling outage (Fig. 1). The cover and bottom automatically open in the event
of a severe accident. The gas mixture containing hydrogen which surrounds the
device enters the housing. The catalyst recombines the hydrogen and the
exothermic reaction causes the igniter element to become hot. The gas
surrounding the igniter element ignites when the ignition limit is exceeded.
The spark igniter (Table 2) triggers combustion of hydrogen by generation of a
high-energy spark.
An enclosure protects all parts associated with spark generation from the
environment. The splash-proofed spark gap is located below the housing (Fig. 2).
At the onset of a severe accident, battery-operated electronic ignition system is
switched on automatically not only by a rise in pressure but also by a rise in
temperature and generates rapid high-voltage pulses resulting in sparking
between the electrodes.

3 Application
Hydrogen igniters can be installed in any water-cooled reactor plant with noninerted containment. When deciding the number and location of igniters, the
following aspects are to be taken into consideration:
time and location of release and distribution of hydrogen,
local conditions and structures of the containment,
results of combustion experiments performed.
Which type of igniter (or combination of both igniters) will be used in each case
depends on the thermodynamic and atmospheric conditions in the area where
the igniter has to be installed.

4

Qualification

Full-scale hydrogen igniters were subjected to extensive functional tests. The
purpose of the tests was to demonstrate the hydrogen igniters' function under
conditions expected during and after a severe accident.

The catalytic igniter was -due to itsthermochemical mode of operation -exposed
to various compositions of atmosphere in which combustions had to be
performed. Substances which are well known to be catalyst poisons under certain
conditions were added to mixtures of water vapor, air and hydrogen.
Up to now the experiments have indicated that the igniters used are adequately
protected against the influence of iodine, methyl iodine, silicone oil vapor,
carbon monoxide, and boric acid. Insensitivity to high temperatures and humidity
could be demonstrated as well as the capability of repeated operation in the
event of further hydrogen build-up. In addition, gas flows and submergence into
hot water did not affect the functionality to an unacceptable extent.
Experimental work has shown that ignitions can be performed even closer to the
ignition limit by optimization of the catalyst characteristics while ensuring proper
operation even after long-term exposure to normal containment atmospheres.
In contrast to the catalytic igniter, qualifcation of the spark igniter concentrated
on the resistance to temperature and radiation of elements in a pressure and
steam-tight enclosure. The assembled igniter was exposed to a radiation source
with dose rates which are expected during normal operation and after severe
accidents. After that a steam test was carried out followed by consistent
generation of sparks under post-accident environment conditions. Additional
high-temperature and pressure loads caused by multiple ignitions have been
exposed to the igniter successfully. The igniter remained active for more than 5
days until the batteries were discharged.
The tests showed that the mixtures were reliably ignited at low hydrogen
concentrations (Table 2).
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Ignition Performance
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turbulent

Size/Weight
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>6 -8Vol.-%H2

0140

m m

.2
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app.2kg

* Rise with increasing steam content
Table 1: Catalytic Hydrogen Igniter WZK 88
Main Technical Data
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Actuating Temperature

up to 110° C (adjustable)

Actuating Pressure

Spark Frequency

15 per minute

Duration of Spark Generation

> 5 days

Ignition Performance
in dry atmosphere:

static

4,5Vol.-% Hz

turbulent

4,5 Vol.-% Ha

static

4,5-7,5 Vol. -% Hz*

turbulent

4,5-6

in saturated mixtures:

•

0,2 to 6,0 bar(adjustable)

Size/ Weight

Vol.-%H2*

0195 mm, 370 mm high/
app. 15 kg

* Rise with increasing steam content
Table 2: Spark Igniter WZB 89
Main Technical Data
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SUMMARY
This paper examines pressure tube heatup and strain behaviour in a CANDU fuel
channel resulting from stratified channel coolant conditions for some postulated severe (i.e., low
probability) accident scenarios in CANDU. The accident scenarios studied in this paper are loss
of coolant accidents (LOCA) in the primary heat transport system (PHTS) including events with
loss of emergency coolant injection and steam generator depressurization (i.e., crash cooldown).
The PHTS pumps are assumed to be either running or stopped. The paper describes models
developed to predict the channel thermohydraulic conditions and the pressure tube heatup and
strain. A map is generated to predict the strain behaviour over a range of system parameters of
interest for each accident scenario. Pressure tube thermo- mechanical behaviour resulting from
non-thermohydraulic mechanisms is not considered in this paper.
A CANDU reactor (Figure 1) consists of a large number of horizontal fuel
channel connected by individual feeder pipes to common horizontal headers (manifolds) above
the core. Each fuel channel consists of a pressure tube containing 37-element fuel bundles.
Each pressure tube is surrounded by a calandria tube. The annular gap between the pressure
tube and the calandria tube is filled with an insulating gas for pressure tube leak detection. The
calandria tube is surrounded by the relatively cold heavy water moderator. The moderator would
act as a backup heat sink to the emergency core coolant system and would prevent significant
fuel melting. The pressure tube provides a pressure boundary between the high pressure heavy
water coolant within the pressure tube and the low pressure moderator.

Paper to be presented at the 11th Annual Conference of CNS, Toronto, Ontario,
1990June3-6

Following a postulated LOCA in the PHTS, the flows in some fuel channels may
become low enough to cause the coolant to boil. The resulting two-phase flow may then
stratify. Under these conditions, the fuel elements and, hence, the upper part of the pressure tube
exposed to the steam will heat up and the steam phase will superheat at decay power levels. At
sufficiently high pressure tube temperature and coolant pressure, the pressure tube strains
radially into contact with the relatively cold calandria tube transferring its stored heat to the
moderator. However, stratified channel coolant conditions may cause a temperature gradient to
develop around the pressure tube circumference from the maximum at the top of the tube to the
saturation temperature at the water surface. At sufficiently high coolant pressure and pressure
tube temperature and for sufficiently steep temperature gradients around the tube circumference,
die pressure tube may deform locally and rupture prior to contact with the calandria tube.
The steepness of the temperature gradient around the pressure tube circumference
depends on the pressure tube heatup rate, the channel void fraction and the channel voiding rate
(i.e., the rate of change in the channel water level). For a given pressure tube heatup rate, the
temperature distribiution around the pressure tube circumference is relatively flat for high
channel voiding rate. For lower voiding rates, the temperature distribution may be steep. The
heatup rate depends on the channel power level and water level (i.e., the number of exposed fuel
elements and die steam flow rate). The voiding rate depends on the channel power and the
channel water level (i.e., on the steam generation and flowrates and the channel water flowrate).
Therefore the heatup and voiding rates depend on the type of accident scenario.
For a given break size in the PHTS, the network code FIREBIRD-HI (Reference
1) is used to predict the thermohydraulic behaviour of the primary system coolant flow and
provide the flow conditions at the headers and, hence, the boundary flow conditions for each fuel
channel. These boundary conditions are used in the model TALSMALL (Reference 2) and other
models to predict the channel void fraction and steam flow transients assuming stratified channel
flow. These channel flow conditions are used in the model AMPTRACT (References 3 and 4) to
predict the temperature distribution transient around the pressure tube circumference. This
temperature distribution and the predicted channel coolant pressure transients are used in the
code PTDFORM (Reference 5) to predict the pressure tube mechanical behaviour.
Figure 2 shows the temperature distribution transient around the pressure tube
circumference predicted for a large header break size which results in the most rapid channel
heatup. The predicted temperature distribution is relatively flat around most of the tube
circumference. The corresponding predicted pressure tube transverse creep strains show that, for
a reasonable choice of uncertainties in the thermohydraulic and mechanical input data, pressure
tube integrity is maintained by a large margin.
Figure 3 shows some of the predicted results for the pressure tube circumferential
temperature and corresponding average and local transverse creep strains for a specific small
header break size at 4.5 MPa coolant pressure. The pressure tube is predicted to contact the
calandria tube at about 15% average strain. This strain is lower than the 17.3% average strain
needed for pressure tube failure. Thus, for this break size, the pressure tube integrity is
maintained. The full paper presents the detailed results for the small and LOCA scenarios.
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Development of analytical methods to evaluate the integrity of a calandria
tube in the case of p r e s s u r e tube r u p t u r e
Yoshitsugu Morishita, Izuru Matsushita and Yoshitaka Hayamizu
Power Reactor & Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation
4002 Oaraimachi-Naritamachi, Higashiibaraki-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 311-13 Japan
The purpose of this study is to investigate the analytical methods for
evaluation of the integrity of a calandria tube(CT) in case of pressure
tube(PT) rupture in a pressure tube type reactor. When a PT ruptures, the CT
outside the PT id subjected to some loads, which are mainly the impact load
caused by collision of the PT with the CT, increase of pressure and thermal
s t r e s s . The magnitude of each load and simultaneity of the loads were
clarified by experiments. Analytical models were also proposed to evaluate
the behaviour of loading to the CT and the behaviour of the stress generated
in the CT.
Experiments were conducted to clarify the magnitude of each load and the
time when the load acted on the CT. The test section consisted of coaxialiy
arranged inner and outer tubes simulating a PT and a CT, respectively. It
was set up horizontally in the atmosphere as shown in Fig.1. A non-heating
36-rod fuel bundle was installed in the inner tube to simulate the flow area.
An axial notch, which was designed so that i t might rupture at the pressure
of 5MPa, was machined on the outer surface of the inner tube. The coolant
was circulated through the inner tube. The pressures in the inner tube and in
the annulus space between the tubes, the s t r a i n s of the tubes and the
temperature of the outer tube were measured. A permanent hoop strain on the
outer tube was also measured after the experiments. The time of initiation of
the rupture and the extention speed of the crack were identified by crack
gauges attached to the surface of the inner tube along the notch.
Experimental results showed that the impact loading, the maximum pressure
r i s e in the annulus and the maximum thermal stress occurred at about 1.2
milliseconds, 100 milliseconds and 1 second, respectively. The maximum
pressure rise in the annulus was nearly equal to the initial pressure of the
coolant inside the inner tube under the condition of 10°C in subcooling. The
most serious loading to the CT was the impact loading according to the
experimental results. Figure 2 shows the histories of the pressures and the
strains immediately after the rupture. The pressure inside the inner tube
decreased rapidly at 0.2 milliseconds to below the saturated pressure level.
These behaviours were caused by increase of the volume inside the tube due to
spread of tube wall and thermal non-equilibrium of the coolant. The
overheated coolant inside the inner tube started to boil significantly at
about 0.6 milliseconds, resulting in a 0.4 milliseconds delay of initiation
of boiling. The wall of the inner tube was accelerated to spread by the
pressure acting on i t . The coolant was discharged from the spread opening,
and i t resulted in the rapid pressure rise on the inner surface of the outer
tube a t the front of the opening. The impact occurred a t about 1.2
milliseconds when the strain of the ruptured lip increased abruptly. The
impact loading caused by the spread of the inner tube depends on the pressure
acting on i t . Figure 3 shows the relation between the value of the pressure
inside the inner tube integrated with time until occurrence of the collision
and the strain energy calculated from the permanent hoop strain of the outer
tube. The integrated pressure is equivalent to the impulse applied on the
inner tube. The strain energy increases with the impulse.

Analyses c o n s i s t of the flow analysis to p r e d i c t the pressure t r a n s i e n t
i n s i d e the PT and the s t r u c t u r e a n a l y s i s to p r e d i c t the s t r a i n behaviour
generated in the CT. The adopted models in the flow a n a l y s i s are the vapor
production model <!) for the thermal non-equilibrium, the moving boundary for
the spread of the wall and the porosity model for the change of the opening
a r e a . These models were applied to the a n a l y s i s of the experiment, assuming
the two dimensional flow in the peripheral section of the PT and the CT. The
pressure t r a n s i e n t of the coolant was predicted well using these models, as
shown in F i g . 4 . Three dimensional shell model was applied to the s t r u c t u r e
analysis using DYNA 3D code <2> . The Young's modulus of the notch on the PT
was simulated by a chain of s p r i n g s , as shown in F i g . 5 . When the crack
reaches the p o s i t i o n concerned, the strength of the spring is s e t to zero.
The model predicted the mean hoop s t r a i n of the CT within
±20% of e r r o r .
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CHAN-IKMOD 6) - FURTHER VERIFICATION AGAINST
SINGLE AND SEVEN ELEMENT EXPERIMENTS
M. Bayoumi, A.P. Muzumdar, F.B.P. Tran, K.E. Locke
Ontario Hydro, 700 University avenue
Toronto, Ontario
The CHAN-II series codes are used in the licensing analysis of CANDU reactors. The basic
code provides an efficient tool to predict the thermal response of a fuel channel during
postulated loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA) in which the transport of heat by convection is
greatly reduced. The code models the progression of the event including fuel channel
geometry deformation due to severe overheating.
The CHAN code is based on an approach which replaces the complex pin geometry by an
equivalent ring geometry. The main models and assumptions used in the code are
extensively described in Reference (1). The code FORSIM (Reference (2)) is used to solve a
set of ordinary differential equations explicitly to obtain the temperature distribution.
Reference (3) previously discussed verification of the CHAN code against then available
experiments. It is the objective of this paper to discuss further verification of the CHANIKMOD 6) computer code against three series of steamcooled experiments performed at
WNRE under the COG/CANDEV agreement. Two series of the experiments involve single
Pickering type fuel elements, one series at low temperature and one at high temperature.
The purpose of the verification against these single element tests is to verify the individual
models for convection and radiation heat transferflow temperature series) and the zircaloysteam reaction(high temperature series) in a simple geometry. In the third series of
experiments, seven Pickering type fuel rod simulators are used to represent a multirod
geometry. The purpose of the seven element experiments is to verify the code in integrated
conditions resembling the subchannel fuel geometry, with mixing effects. CHAN-II(MOD 6)
was previously verified against two of the seven element experiments (3).
For the single element experiments, accounting for the effect of thermal and hydrodynamic
boundary layers developing at the entrance on the convective heat transfer models,
agreement between code predictions and experiments is reasonably good at higher flows.
However, in the lower flow experiments, the comparison is not as good, probably due to flow
measurement error.
For the seven element experiments, accounting for the entrance effect and assuming no
mixing of the flow in the subchannel rings, the comparison between experimental data and
code predictions shows excellent agreement for the first two experiments and reasonable
agreement for the third experiment.
A full discussion and analysis of the simulation results and comparison with experiments
will be given in the paper.
REFERENCES
1. V.Q. Tang, D.G. Vandenberghe "CHAN-II, A Computer Program Predicting Fuel Channel
Thermal Behaviour in a Typical CANDU-PHW Reactor Core Following a Loss-of Coolant
Accident", Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment Report, WNRE-494, 1981.
2. M.B. Carver, et al, "The FORSIM VI Simulation Package for the Automated Solution of
Arbitrarily Defined Partial and/or Ordinary Differential Equation System", AECL-5821, 1979.
3. M. Bayoumi, et al, "Verification of CHAN-IKMOD 6) Against Experiments", 10th Annual
Conference of Canadian Nuclear Society, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, June 4-7, 1989.
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G-2 SECONDARY SIDE BREAK STUDY RESUME

RESUME
AECB Action 861011 was raised in a letter from R. Leblanc, AECB, to
M. Ladouceur, H.Q. dated 04-07-1986. This letter requested Hydro-QuSbec to
study the consequences on station safety of a major secondary side pipe
failure in the Turbine Building. This study would typically examine the
guillotine failure of the main steam line, feedwater line and main steam
balance header. A preliminary review by Hydro-QuCbec indicated that it was
necessary to ensure the availability of Group 2 systems during and after a
SSB event. It was also concluded that the study should be expanded to
cover breaks outside the Turbine Building (T/B), specifically breaks in
room S2-246 of the Service Building (S/B). In June 1988, AECL was
requested by Hydro-Quebec to study the safety of the Gentilly-2 station
during and following large Secondary Side Break (SSB) accidents outside the
Reactor Building (R/B). Progressively the study was finalized to
incorporate all sizes of breaks including non-guillotine as well as
guillotine. A survey of the response of Group 1 systems under the
postulated conditions was also included to obtain a better understanding of
the station response. Action 861011 specifically requested that the effect
of the pressure rise be evaluated.
To assess the safety of the Gentilly-2 station, four main safety criteria
were examined: reactor shutdown, heat sink, containment and monitoring.
i)

Reactor Shutdown
The Study has surveyed the effect of SSB phenomena upon reactor
shutdown. It is therefore concluded that the failure to shutdown the
reactor when required is not credible for all of the investigated SSB
event sequences.

ii)

Heat Sink Availability
The study has carefully examined the heat sinks available following a
SSB. This included an evaluation of the time available before the
steam generator inventory was exhausted and Shutdown Cooling or Boiler
Makeup Water would have to be brought into operation.

ill) Containment Isolation
The steam and feedwater piping and penetrations are not close to other
R/B penetrations (and their containment isolation valves), and
therefore, containment integrity is assured. In addition, the harsh
environment following a SSB would not impair the functioning of
containment isolation.

iv)

Monitoring
Conservative assumptions were used to credit the continued functioning
of the main control room (MCR) to monitor the station condition. If
the control must be transferred to the secondary control area (SCA),
(e.g.: MCR uninhabitability and/or loss of Group 1 systems) the
availability of a secure access route to the SCA and the habitability
of the SCA by the operators was studied. Environmental qualification
of the Group 2 systems was verified to ensure that the integrity of
its monitoring and control capability would be maintained. The
structural strength of the SCA was verified to be adequate to survive
the worst postulated scenario.

The Secondary Side Break (SSB) Study emphasizes the consequences of a SSB
with the station operating at (or near) full power. Therefore, the full
power values have been used where the conditions or responses vary with
reactor power. This is because the past and foreseeable role of G-2 is as
a base load plant operating continuously at full power. The full power
thermohydraulic values produce the severest transient for the engineered
systems to withstand.
The probabilistic techniques employed by the SSB Study have identified the
potential benefit of several modifications designed to impede the
propagation of steam throughout the station and ensure a secure access to
the SCA. The need to resume annual testing of the Boiler Makeup Water
(BMW) injection check valves has been confirmed and suitable means have
been devised.
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RESUMÉ DE L'ÉIUDE DE IA RUPTURE D'UNE CONDUITE CÔTÉ SECONDAIRE DE G-2

RÉSUME

L'action de la C Œ A 861011 a été résumée dans une lettre de R. Leblanc de
la C Œ A à M. Ladouceur d'Hydro-Québec, datée du 04-07-1936. M. Leblanc
demandait dans cette lettre à Hydro-Québec d'étudier les conséquences pour
la sûreté de la centrale d'une rupture importante d'une conduite côté
secondaire dans la salle des machines. Cette étude devait porter sur la
rupture guillotine de la conduite de vapeur principale, de la conduite
d'eau d'alimentation et du collecteur de vapeur principal. Un examen
préliminaire réalisé par Hydro-Québec a indiqué qu'il était nécessaire
d'assurer la disponibilité des systèmes du Groupe 2 pendant et après une
ROCS. Il a également été décidé que l'étude porterait aussi sur des
ruptures à l'extérieur de la salle des machines (SM), et tout
particulièrement des ruptures dans la salle S2-246 du bâtiment des services
(BS). En juin 1988, Hydro-Québec a demandé à EACL de faire une étude de
sûreté de la centrale Gentilly 2 pendant et après des accidents de rupture
de conduite côté secondaire (ROCS) d'envergure à l'extérieur du bâtiment
réacteur (BR). L'étude a été parachevée progressivement et comprenait des
brèches de toute taille y compris des ruptures guillotines et
non-guillotines. L'étude a également porté sur la réponse des systèmes du
Groupe 1 dans des conditions hypothétiques afin d'avoir une meilleure
compréhension de la réponse de la centrale. L'action 861011 demandait tout
particulièrement que l'on évalue l'effet de la montée en pression.
Pour évaluer la sûreté de la centrale Gentilly 2, quatre critères de sûreté
principaux ont été examinés : arrêt du réacteur, source froide, confinement
et surveillance.
i)

Arrêt du réacteur
L'étude a porté sur l'effet des phénomènes de la RCCS sur l'arrêt
du réacteur. Par conséquent, il a été conclu que le fait de ne pas
arrêter le réacteur lorsque cela s'impose n'est pas plausible pour
toutes les séquences d'événements de la RCCS à l'étude.

ii)

Disponibilité de source froide
L'étude a examiné minutieusement les sources froides disponibles à
la suite d'une RCCS. Cela comprenait une évaluation du temps
disponible avant que la charge du générateur de vapeur ne s'épuise
et que le refroidissement en temps d'arrêt ou que l'alimentation en
eau d'urgence des GV (EMW) ne soit mise en oeuvre.

iii)

Isolement du confinement
Les tuyauteries d'eau d'alimentation et de vapeur ainsi que leurs
pénétrations ne sont pas près des autres pénétrations du ER (et de
leur robinet d'isolement du confinement), et par conséquent,
l'intégrité du confinement est assurée. De plus, le milieu hostile
à la suite d'une ROCS ne pouvait pas compromettre le fonctionnement
de l'isolement du confinement.

iv)

Surveillance
Des hypothèses prudentes ont permis de prendre en compte le
fonctionnement continu de la salle de commande principale (SCP)
pour surveiller l'état de la centrale. Si la fonction de commande
doit être transférée à la salle de commande auxiliaire (SCA), (par
exemple : inhabitabilité de la SCP et/ou perte des systèmes du
Groupe 1) la disponibilité d'une voie d'accès sûre à la SCA ainsi
que l'habitabilité de la SCA par les opérateurs ont été étudiées.
La qualification environnementale des systèmes du Groupe 2 a été
vérifiée pour s'assurer que l'intégrité de sa capacité de
surveillance et de commande est préservée. La résistance
structurelle de la SCA a été vérifiée pour s'assurer qu'elle
pouvait supporter le pire scénario hypothétique.

L'étude de la rupture de conduite côté secondaire (ROCS) met l'accent sur
les conséquences d'une ROCS, la centrale fonctionnant à pleine (ou presque
pleine) puissance. Par conséquent, les valeurs de pleine puissance ont été
utilisées lorsque les conditions ou les réponses varient en fonction de la
puissance du réacteur. La raison en est que G-2 a été et sera
vraisemblablement exploitée comme une centrale de base fonctionnant de
façon continue à pleine puissance. Les valeurs thermohydrauliques de
pleine puissance produisent le transitoire le plus important que doivent
supporter les systèmes technologiques.
Les techniques probabilistes utilisées par l'étude de la ROCS ont identifié
l'avantage éventuel de plusieurs modifications conçues pour empêcher la
propagation de vapeur dans la centrale et assurer un accès sûr à la SCA.
Il a été confirmé qu'il était nécessaire de reprendre l'essai annuel des
clapets de retenue d'injection du circuit d'eau d'appoint des GV (EMW) et
les moyens appropriés ont été mis au point.
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF THE ADVANCED-MAPLE RESEARCH REACTOR
J.V. Donnelly, N.P. Skulski and K.S. Kozier
Systems Analysis Branch
Vhiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Pinawa, MB ROE 1L0

The Advanced MAPLE (Multipurpose Applied Physics Lattice Experimental)
Research Reactor1 is a high-flux reactor concept that has been proposed as
a possible future replacement for the NRU (National Research Universal)
research reactor at the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL). This
paper describes the present reference core configuration, its performance
characteristics, and the status of the preliminary neutronic and engineering design activities for the Advanced-MAPLE Research Reactor. It
contains the results of preliminary core neutronic calculations that
support the ability of the design to meet the target neutron-flux
requirements at various locations as specified by the experimental users.
Also, this paper presents the results of neutronic calculations that have
helped to resolve major design issues, such as the choice of light or heavy
water as coolant. Other major engineering issues for the Advanced-MAPLE
Research Reactor and the design options for their resolution are identified
and discussed. A proposed, three-dimensional layout of the primary coolant
piping and the experimental facilities is presented.
References
1. R.F. Lidstone, A.G. Lee, G.E. Gillespie, H.J. Smith, "The Advanced
MAPLE Reactor Concept", Atomic Energy of Canada Limited Report,
AECL-9870, 1989.
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Under conditions for which the normal heat sinks are lost in a SLOWPOKE
Energy System (SES) reactor, a passive decay heat removal system (DHRS)
is desirable to ensure that the pool water does not begin to boil off.
Such a system employing a wickless heat pipe has been developed, using a
water-filled annular evaporator located in the SES pool and a
natural-convection-cooled condenser rejecting heat to the ambient air
outside the reactor building.
In addition, the heat pipe contains a gas
buffer above the water which prevents the DHRS from functioning during
normal reactor operation.
However, should the pool temperature rise
sufficiently to increase the DHRS evaporator temperature to the
saturation temperature corresponding to the buffer gas pressure, the
increased vapour pressure will push the DHRS vapour/gas interface into
the condenser and heat rejection from the SES pool to the atmosphere will
begin.
The typical heat rejection capacity of a single DHRS unit with a
smooth boiling surface is about 12 kW.
Considering
the boiling
to increase
temperature
transient.

the various thermal resistances of the DHRS, improvement in
heat transfer characteristics of the evaporator can be shown
the heat rejection capacity of the system for a given pool
and to improve the system response to a pool temperature

A half-scale heat pipe system was designed and built to investigate the
boiling heat transfer characteristics of evaporator surfaces; a smooth
untreated stainless steel tube served as a reference, and the same
surface wound with a Teflon-insulated wire in a uniform bi-directional
helix covering 15% of the surface area.
Heat input to the evaporator was provided by water vapour condensing on
the inner wall of the annulus, the vapour being supplied by an electric
immersion heater in the driver heat pipe.
Heat was rejected from the
main heat pipe to a water cooling jacket by condensing the vapour
generated by the evaporator surface, and the condensate flowed by gravity
back to the evaporator.

Principal measurements consisted of the input power, vapour and liquid
temperatures and the collapsed liquid level in the main heat pipe, and
the vapour temperature in the driver heat pipe.
In one smooth-surfaced
test section, the boiling-surface temperatures were also measured using
thermocouples buried in the wall.
Experimental results in terms of the evaporator heat flux and wall
superheat were found to have good agreement with the well-known Rohsenow
correlation for nucleate pool boiling.
In the correlation, the nondimensional heat flux is related to the non-dimensional wall superheat
through an empirical coefficient Csf, which depends on the heat transfer
fluid and the nature of the surface.
A small Csf value gives a lower
wall superheat for the same heat flux than does a higher Csf value.
The
results obtained, using the test sections without the wall
thermocouples*, are summarized as follows:
Table 1 Csf Values for the 9 Surface/Fluid Level Combinations
Water Level, cm
Smooth
n
n

Teflon Wire-Wrap
!l

II

II

II

II

II

Csf

102
112
122

0.0190
0.0200
0.0201

5.8
4.5
10.0

102
112
122

0.0157
0.0153
0.0169

3.8
5.2
5.9

It can be seen that the Csf values for the Teflon wire-wrapped surface
lie in the range of 16% to 23% lower than those for the smooth surface,
indicating a significant improvement in the boiling heat transfer
characteristics.
However, the effect of the collapsed water level on
the heat transfer is seen to be inconclusive.
Figure 1, which shows as
an example the data for the final row of results in Table 1, illustrates
that Csf is largely insensitive to the vapour temperature, heat flux or
the method of power control, as it should be.
A simple analysis shows that an actual DHRS in which the boiling surface
is provided with a Teflon wire-wrap similar to that used in the
experiment would reject 11% to 19% more heat at a given pool temperature
than one equipped with a smooth boiling surface.

* The test section with wall thermocouples showed surface deposits upon
disassembly; these deposits affected the boiling heat transfer
coefficients so that the results are not directly comparabl to those of
the other test sections.
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THERMALHYDRAULIC MODELLING OF THE MAPLE RESEARCH REACTOR

S.Y. Shim, P.J. Mills and D.K. Baxter
Thermalhydraulics Branch
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Uhiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment
Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada ROE 1L0
Tel.: (204)753-2311 Telex: 063671345

We have been conducting thermalhydraulics modelling work to
support the MAPLE (Multipurpose Applied Physics Lattice Experimental)
research reactor [1].
A schematic flow diagram of a typical MAPLE primary cooling
circuit (PCS) is shown in Figure 1. The MAPLE is a light-water-cooled
research reactor with an open-chimney-in-pool arrangement. The MAPLE
class of research reactors is designed to generate a thermal power output
ranging from 1 to 50 MW. For normal operation, water from the core enters
the chimney from the bottom and pool water enters the chimney from the
top. A pump draws the water from the chimney and delivers it to a heat
exchanger. Most of the flow is then directed to the inlet plenum and core
to cool the fuel. The remainder returns to the top of the chimney via the
pool and mixes with the core flow in the chimney.
Thermalhydraulic studies of the MAPLE reactor have been performed
using two approaches: a three-dimensional analysis of flow and temperature
distributions in the chimney and pool, and a one-dimensional flow analysis
of the integral behaviour of the PCS.
First, the flow patterns in the entire chimney and the pool were
studied using a three-dimensional flow model, MAPL3D [2]. These studies
confirmed the flow in the upper portions of the chimney is uni-directional
so that a one-dimensional flow analysis is applicable. The threedimensional flow analysis also demonstrated that the core jet, which
contains short-lived high-level radionuclides, is contained in the chimney
and thus recirculated in the PCS.
Second, the integral performance of the reactor system has been
studied by representing every system component as a one-dimensional
entity. One-dimensional system codes, SPORTS-M [3] and CATHENA [4], have

been used to analyse the therraalhydraulic behaviour of the system, thermal
margin and core cooling capability during normal and upset conditions.
SPORTS-M is used to analyse the system performance during long-term
transient scenarios, while CATHENA is used for short-term transient
scenarios. Both codes model the subcooled boiling process in detail.
Although the reactor normally operates in the liquid-phase flow
conditions, the analysis showed that the subcooled boiling process is the
dominant cooling mode during some postulated upset conditions.
MAPL3D, SPORTS-M and CATHENA have been validated against
experiments performed in support of the MAPLE program. This paper
presents recent results using each of these models, and summarises the
important conclusions reached.
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FULL-SCALE THERHALHYDRAULIC TESTS OF THE AMPS REACTOR SYSTEM
T.C. Currie, J.C. Atkinson
ECS-POWER SYSTEMS
1500-112 KENT STREET
OTTAWA, ONTARIO
KIP 5P2
1.0

INTRODUCTION
Thermal hydraulic tests of an electrically-heated fullscale prototype of the reactor heat source for a 1.5 MWt
version of the Autonomous Marine Power Source (AMPS) I1)
have been completed at Stern Laboratories Inc., in Hamilton.
As discussed by Hewitt^ 2 ), this particular AMPS unit is
being developed for eventual use in a 100 kWe powerplant for
small submarine vehicles. The objectives of the full-scale
tests were to obtain data for code validation and design
feedback purposes and to verify key features of the
thermal hydraulic design, many of which are unique to AMPS
and applicable to other versions at higher output.

2.0

AMPS THERHALHYDRAULIC DESIGN
As discussed previously^), an AMPS core is surrounded
by a large reservoir of relatively low temperature (<60°C)
water known as the reserve coolant. The core inlet and
outlet legs, each in series with a hydrodynamic port (HDP),
traverse the reserve coolant tank (RCT) and carry pumped
coolant through the core under normal operating conditions.
The HDP's also provide unobstructed openings into the RCT
both above and below the core. The HDP's are themselves
enclosed in anti-convective shrouds or ports (ACP's) which
open into the reserve coolant tank some distance below the
level of the HDP's.
Under normal operating conditions, mass and energy
exchange between the pumped coolant and that resident in the
RCT must be maintained at a low level to minimize losses in
overall plant efficiency and to avoid the build up of
excessive radioactivity in the reserve coolant. Exchange
between the pumped coolant and the RCT water is minimized by
balancing the total pressure drop of the through-core flow
between the inlet and outlet HDP's at design conditions,
against the static head of the water column in the RCT at
the design RCT temperature.
1

The lower extension of an inlet or discharge ACP is
designed to minimize turbulent diffusion between the hot
water in the upper part of the ACP and the cool water in the
RCT.
It also accommodates restoration of the pressure
balance by permitting the cold/hot water interface within it
to move thereby altering the static head of the column of
RCT water. To further inhibit exchange flow at off-design
conditions, the HDP's are designed to have high branch
(exchange) flow loss coefficients under pumped flow
conditions.
Upon termination of pumped flow, the HDP's
allow unobstructed natural circulation of the RCT water
through the core. The transition from forced to natural
circulation is accomplished by purely passive means, a key
feature of the AMPS design.
3.0

TEST FACILITY
The test section of the full-scale AMPS test facility
is fitted with electrically heated simulated fuel rods and
is surrounded by the RCT.
The test loop includes a
circulating pump and a shell -and-tube heat exchanger to
remove the heat added in the core. A boiling surge tank is
used both to deaerate the water in the test loop and the
RCT, and to control the loop pressure. A cooling jacket is
fitted to the cylindrical outer surface of the RCT to
simulate the passive dissipation of the reserve coolant heat
to the environment.
The RCT is mounted on rollers to permit testing at test
section inclinations ranging from 0° (vertical) to 90°
(horizontal).

4.0

TEST INSTRUMENTATION
The primary objective of the thermal hydraulic tests was
to verify those aspects of the design related to exchange
flow suppression under normal operating conditions and the
provision of passive cooling under accident conditions. To
that end, two independent methods were used to measure
exchange and passive cooling flows. The first of these used
measurements of the through flow and branch flow pressure
differences at the HDP's to predict the corresponding
flowrates using correlations of HDP loss coefficient data
obtained from in-situ calibrations.
The second method
relied on enthalpy balances performed using measurements of
the pumped flow and RCT water temperatures at points
upstream and downstream of the HDP's, and across the entire

test section. Passive cooling flowrates were also measured
with ultrasonic flowmeter fitted to the core discharge tubes
upstream of the discharge HDP's.
In addition to the instrumentation required by the
methods described above, instrumentation was also provided
to measure the pumped flow, core pressure, core power,
heater element sheath temperatures (to detect dryout),
numerous loop and reserve tank temperatures, reserve tank
wall temperatures and heat fluxes, the total heat removed by
the reserve tank cooling water and several differential
pressures in the core and reserve tank.
The different instruments for measuring exchange and
passive cooling flows were calibrated in situ by pumping a
known calibration flow from the RCT into the lower openings
of the discharge ACP's, or vice-versa.
5.0

TEST MATRIX
The full-scale tests which were successfully completed
include:
1) Simulation of start-up of the reactor from a cold
isothermal condition.
2) Measurement of the exchange flow over a range of
coolant inlet temperatures, flowrates, RCT
temperatures, core powers, core pressures and test
section inclinations.
3) Simulation of postulated loss-of-pumped flow
transients, with and without reactor trip, over a
range of core pressures and RCT temperatures.
4) Simulation
transients.

of

postulated

loss-of-regulation

5) Measurement of passive cooling flowrates over a
range of RCT temperatures, core powers, core
pressures and test section inclinations.
6) Measurement of reserve tank temperature
distributions and heat transfer characteristics at
different rates of heat rejection (to the RCT
cooling water).

6.0

TEST RESULTS
The results of the tests in which exchange flow was
measured over a range of operating conditions verified those
features of the AMPS design related to exchange flow
suppression (i.e. the HDP and ACP designs) by proving that
exchange can be maintained at an acceptably low level under
most conditions. The experimental results were also found
to be predictable to a high degree of accuracy with TRACT, a
thermal hydraulics code developed in-house at ECS, providing
confidence that future, different designs will function as
predicted.
The results of the passive cooling tests verified the
efficacy of the passive cooling system. In particular, the
dryout power was found to be greater than 3MW (this was the
hardware-imposed power limit of the test facility) at
reserve tank temperatures less than 40°C. It was verified
that the reserve tank cooling system is capable of
maintaining the reserve tank temperature at a value below
this under virtually all credible operating conditions and
sea temperatures.
CONCLUSIONS
The full-scale tests of the AMPS thermal hydraulic
design have verified the key features of the design and
shown how it can be improved. The results of the tests
should prove invaluable to the further development of AMPS
technology.
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TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF A POSTULATED REACTIVITY INSERTION ACCIDENT
IN THE MAPLE-X10 REACTOR USING THE CODE TANK

R.J. Ellis
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Vhiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment
Pinawa, Manitoba ROE 1L0

The computer code TANK (Transient Analysis with Neutron Kinetics) [1]
has been developed as a tool for use in the analyses of postulated
reactivity transients in the Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) MAPLE
class of research reactors. TANK has recently been validated against
SPERT-1B experimental transient results [2]. This paper presents a
complete transient analysis for a postulated positive reactivity insertion
accident scenario in the MAPLE-X10 reactor.
TANK is a two-dimensional, two-neutron-energy-group, space-time
reactor kinetics code that uses numerical methods to solve the neutron
kinetics equations for analyzing transient reactor behaviour. In addition
ta the reactor neutronics, thermalhydraulic conditions are calculated in
TANK. The heat transfer package of the code SPORTS-M [3] is linked to
TANK. Considerations are also included in TANK for effects in the third
(axial) dimension, for example, coolant void distributions along a fuel
channel, axial power distribution, and control and shutdown rod positions.
The postulated accident scenario analyzed for this paper involves the
rapid removal from the core, of an off-centre reactivity hold-down
assembly. This accident results in a flux-tilt situation. The simulated
dynamic reactivity, the instantaneous inverse period, power levels, and
reactor temperatures are shown.
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ADDITION OF A GRAVITY SEPARATION MODEL TO COBRA-IV
FOR USE IN AMPS THERMALHYDRAULICS ANALYSIS
A. Tahir
ECS - Power Systems Inc.
1500 - 112 Kent Street
Place de Ville, Tower B
Ottawa, Ontario
KIP 5P2
The Autonomous Marine Power Source (AMPS) is a small scale nuclearelectric power plant designed for submarine applications. A description
of the design and safety features of the AMPS plant is given in
reference [1]. Design studies are currently underway for the AMPS-1000
version, which has a design output power level of approximately 1700
kWe.
The objective of the AMPS-I000 thermalhydraulic
herein is to establish the margin to Critical Heat
Critical Power Ratio (CPR) of the core over a wide
conditions including the effect of submarine angle
modified version of the COBRA-IV subchannel code has
use in this analysis.

analysis described
Flux (CHF) and the
range of operating
of inclination. A
been developed for

COolant Boiling in Rod Arrays (COBRA-IV) is a thermalhydraulic
subchannel code which uses the homogeneous model of the two-phase flow,
in which the governing equations are employed in conjunction with the
assumption of equal phase velocities and temperatures [2]. The governing
equations are those of continuity, energy, axial momentum and transverse
momentum. In addition, an equation of state and constitutive
relationships for friction, heat transfer coefficient, turbulence
exchange coefficient and void-quality correlations are netded to form a
closed set of equations.
COBRA-IV was modified by adding a vapour flow term to the equation
governing the cross flow between adjacent subchannels. This term is
calculated based on an average vapour velocity in the transverse
direction in a manner similar to that described in reference [3]. The
enthalpy of the added vapour flow is assumed to be the same as the
vapour saturation enthalpy.
This modification to COBRA-IV was verified against the sample case
described in the ASSERT manual [4] representing the calculated flow
distribution in a CANDU bundle. The predictions of ASSERT and COBRA of
the flow and enthalpy distribution in the bundle agree within + 10
percent.
CPR of the AMPS-1000 core was analyzed parametrically for submarine
tilt angles of up to 90° using the modified version of COBRA. These
angles are well beyond those which form the safety design basis for the

AMPS plant. The core CPR did not change significantly over the range of
submarine angles from 0° to 90°
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Preparation and Applications of Simulated High-Burnup Nuclear Fuel
R.A. Verrall, P.G. Lucuta, Hj. Matzke*, C.L. Brayman, and I.J. Hastings
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario
KOJ 1J0
^•Commission of the European Communities, Joint Research Centre
Institute for Transuranium Elements
Postfach 2340, D-7500 Karlsruhe
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SUMMARY
Extending burnup has been identified as one of the practical means of improving
the economics of water-reactor operation, via improved fuel utilization and
reduced spent fuel volumes. Current development work at AECL in support of CANDU
is focusing on the slightly-enriched uranium fuel cycle and the new CANFLEX fuel
bundle, which, among other advantages, can lead to extended burnup. At extended
burnups, there is growing evidence that fission-gas release is higher than would
be expected from low-burnup extrapolations, or from codes developed for low
burnup. A change in the fuel thermal conductivity is a possible indirect reason
for this enhanced gas release at high burnup. Decreased thermal conductivity
would generate higher fuel operating temperatures and lead to higher gas release.
For the last three years, a program has been developed at Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories to fabricate and test simulated high burnup nuclear fuel (SIMF'UEL).
The primary intent was to investigate krypton and xenon gas diffusion at high
burnup via ion-implantation techniques, and compare the results to those for low
burnup and fresh fuel.
However, other applications have developed.
The
measurement of thermal conductivity at high burnup, and the study of leaching
rates, using the SIMFUEL as an analogue system are two of these.
Spent-fuel
material for leaching tests has been provided to SKB (Sweden) on a commercial
basis, to the Transuranium Institute at Karlsruhe, FRG, and to Whiteshell Nuclear
Research Institute, Manitoba.
Initial development wns performed on ThO2-based SIMFUEL; U02-based SIMFUEL is
currently used. Non-radioactive additives are mixed with U0 2 to represent all
classes of fission products in irradiated fuel, except the gaseous and volatile
ones. The latter are not represented in the SIMFUEL because high temperatures
during fabrication would eliminate them. However, in our latest batch, we hnve
added Cs, a volatile element; retention will be measured. In the first SIMFUEL
batches, eight additives were used. The number was later increased to eleven,
and now sixteen are used.
Considerable effort has gone into developing techniques to manufacture SIMFUEL
and demonstrate, by extensive characterization, that good representatives of
fuels of several different high burnups have been produced. In this paper, we
will describe recent developments in fabrication and characterization, and
demonstrate results obtained in the areas of fission-gas release and thermal
conductivity.

BEHAVIOUR OF BRAZE HEAT-AFFECTED ZONE IN
CANDU FUEL SHEATHS
N.A. Graham**, J. Novak*** and R. Sejnoha*
•Fuel Branch
AECL-CANDD Operations
Sheridan Park Research Community
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
L5K 1B2
**Zircatec Precision Industries Inc.
Port Hope, Ontario
***Ontario Hydro, Toronto, Ontario
There are two principal functions of the sheath
on a nuclear fuel element: heat removal into the coolant,
and containment of activity. The sheaths on CANDU fuel
elements comply with these functions very well. Because
the sheaths are thin and collapsible under coolant
pressure, high values of heat flux across sheath wall are
safely achieved. Fuel defect rate due to all causes has
been approximately 1 per 1,000 bundles (1). If we subtract
unrelated defects (e.g., due to end cap porosity,
incomplete end cap welds), the defect rate due to sheath
perforation is even lower.
The sheaths of CANDU reactor fuel are
manufactured from Zircaloy-4 tubing that complies with a
number of specified requirements (2). Among them, the
yield strength, microstructure and texture, and hydrogen
content are of particular interest for this paper.
During fuel manufacturing, the sheath undergoes
three major operations that affect its characteristics:
Joining (stack-welding and beryllium brazing) of
appendages on sheath outside surface;
Coating with Canlub graphite on sheath inside
surface, and subsequent curing of Canlub layer;
and
Resistance welding of end caps with sheath ends,
after pellet stack loading.

**l

_

Beryllium brazing changes a number of properties
and characteristics of the sheath relevant to both high
temperature transients and normal operating conditions
(NOC). This paper deals with the behaviour of the braze
heat-affected zone (HAZ) of the sheath under NOC. It
concentrates on the following three topics:
a.
b.
c.

Dimensional stability of the sheath;
Corrosion and hydriding; and
Resistance to stress-corrosion cracking (SCC).

Out-reactor tests and engineering analysis were
used to evaluate the dimensional stability (collapse into
axial gaps, and longitudinal ridging). The yield strength
of the HAZ and of the as-received (AR) sections govern the
behaviour of the sheath for these cases.
Corrosion and hydriding of sheaths in-reactor is
compared with the results of out-reactor tests of sheath
material in different metallurgical conditions.
To evaluate the resistance to SCC, of the brase
HAZ and AR sheath material, results of fuel defect analysis
are used. The crystallographic texture of the material
appears to be the governing factor here.
The results are used to define conditions under
which the braze HAZ becomes the limiting factor that
determines the operational limit of the fuel element.
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INFLUENCES OF LOAD FOLLOWING, PARTIAL DRYOUT,
AND END FLUX PEAKING ON TEMPERATURE
DISTRIBUTIONS IN CANDU FUEL
S. Girgi3, N. Singhal, M. Tayal
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
CANDU Operations
Sheridan Park Research Community
Miasissauga, Ontario
Canada L5K 1B2
SUMMARY
The fuel behaviour during normal operating conditions/abnormal
transients are important in safety analysis. The fuel behaviour
depends on the temperature distribution in the fuel element. The
finite element method is used to calculate the temperature
distribution in CANDU fuel elements during the following phenomena:
load following operation, sheath partial dryout condition, and endflux peaking consideration.
During load following operation, the fuel pellet expands and
contracts thermally due to the power variation. This results in a
non-uniform gap conductance between the pellet and the sheath. The
pellet circumferential temperature distribution has been evaluated
parametrically as a function of element power and non-uniform heat
transfer coefficient between pellet and sheath. The pellet-sheath
gap conductance and the element power has a significant effect on
the pellet temperature.
During a postulated loss of regulation accident (LORA), dryout can
occur in some fuel element sheaths especially in high-rated
channels. An important objective of the Regional Overpower
Protection (ROP) and the reactor trip setpoints, is to ensure the
integrity of the fuel channel during LORA and to prevent fuel
centreline melting. With increasing power, the sheath operates in a
dryout mode, the dry patch spreads gradually in the circumferential
direction, the sheath-to-coolant heat transfer decreases gradually
to the film boiling heat transfer. As a result, the sheath
temperatures rise slowly. The maximum power level at which there is
no fuel centreline melting is calculated. With sheaths in partial
dryout conditions the fuel centreline temperatures are lower than
those with a full drycut patch wrapped around the circumference of
the fuel element.
The neutron flux is higher near the ends of the fuel element than at
the centre; this is known as end flux peaking. The UO2 is absent in
the bundle junction region. Instead, there are Zircaloy endplate,
Zircaloy endcap, D2O coolant, and internal axial gap provided for
the thermal expansion of the fuel pellets. These materials/gaps
ii^vs -.r.ialier n..L-trc aL..-~r;^tion -r.r-ss sections than U02 , which
results in an increase in the neutron flux at the end of the

- 2 stack of fuel pellets. The end flux peaking causes the ends of the
fuel stacks to run hotter than the middle. The end flux peaking in
natural uranium fuel is much less than in enriched fuel. The effect
of the end flux peaking on the fuel temperature distribution is
calculated by using a two-dimensional finite element technique.
The finite element computer code FEAT is used in the assessment, the
analysis assumptions, and the results of the parametric study are
given. As an example, a linear element, power of 60 kW/m, and 50%
circumferential drypatch on the sheath is considered. Figure 1
shows the predicted isotherms for a sheath-to-coolant heat transfer
coefficient of 1 kW/m2K. The hottest point is no longer at the
center of the pellet, but about 1 mm towards the dry patch. The
isotherms are significantly non-circular, illustrating the
importance of 2-dimensional heat flow and of the impact of the net
portion of the sheath in dryout. The impact of the wet half of the
sheath is to lower temperature at the pellet center by about 200<>C.
The impact is even greater if a larger fraction of the sheath stays
wet.
In conclusion, two-dimensional heat flow can have a significant
impact on fuel temperatures and on fuel behaviour under the
conditions of partial dryout, load following, and end flux peaking.
SG/jt
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FIGURE 1: ISOTHERMS FOR A PARTIALLY DRYOUT SHEATH

CHARACTERIZATION OF FUEL FAILURES RESULTING FROM THE
NOVEMBER 1988 OVERPOWER TRANSIENT IN PICKERING NGS-A UNIT 1
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Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, Fuel Materials Branch
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SUMMARY
On 1988 November 22, a reactor trip occurred in Pickering NGS-A Unit 1.
During the trip recovery, all eight adjuster rods were withdrawn from the
core and reactor power was raised to 87% of full power (normally, reactor
power is limited to 65X in this scenario). Following the transient,
coolant radioiodine levels indicated the presence of approximately 400
defective fuel elements. Subsequent discharge and inspection of suspect
fuel revealed that many bundles adjacent to adjuster rod positions in the
centre of the core had experienced multiple outer element failures (in
some cases, all 16 outer elements had failed).
During 1989, fuel was shipped to Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL)
for detailed Hot Cell Examination. The primary defect cause was
determined to be Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC). These defects occurred
at pellet interfaces at the end of the elements adjacent to an adjuster
rod. Generally, the defects were quite small and were not observed in
the irradiated fuel bay inspection. Larger, more dramatic defects were
observed at the opposite end of the element and were shown to be
secondary in nature having been caused by the entrance of D2O into the
fuel elements (deuteriding). Diametral strains were higher than expected
in intact elements (typically \% at pellet interfaces). The magnitude of
strain did not correlate with the relative increase in power (overpower)
which occurred as a result of the transient.
The extent of failures was higher than that predicted by empirical power
ramp thresholds. These thresholds were based predominantly on Bruce-type
fuel which was power ramp tested in the NRU reactor at CRNL in the
1970's. The reasons for these differences are believed to be as follows:

- 2 -

(1)

Since 1980, uranium masses have increased by approximately 3%
(0.5 kg) in both Bruce and Pickering fuel bundles. This has been
accomplished by increasing UO2 density and decreasing clearances
(primarily axial). As a result, post-1980 produced fuel is
expected to experience higher stresses/strains and lower failure
thresholds than that produced and tested during the 1970's.

(2)

The NRU power ramp tests were primarily in support of on-power
refueling at burnups typically in the range of 100 MWh/kgU. The
power ramp threshold was extrapolated to higher burnups. Many of
the Pickering failures occurred at burnups exceeding 200 MWh/kgU
since the core was in a pre-equilibrium state following its
restart (from retubing) in 1987 September. In addition, a
cascade reshuffling scheme had contributed to elevated burnups in
the centre of the core prior to the 1988 November transient. It
appears that the failure thresholds at elevated burnups are lower
than expected, possibly due to fission product swelling in the
high density UO2 matrix.

(3)

Bruce and Pickering fuel elements have different geometries. The
Pickering design may be susceptible to SCC failure at lower
powers than the Bruce design. In particular, the ratio of pellet
length-to-diameter (1/d) was higher in the Pickering fuel than
that in the Bruce fuel tested in NRU. Carter showed that
stress/strain (and, hence, SCC susceptibility) increased with
increasing 1/d ratio*.

Currently, effort is being concentrated on improving understanding of
dimensional behaviour and power ramp defect thresholds for higher density
fuel. This understanding is being incorporated into fuel behaviour codes
such as ELESIM2 and CAFE-*.
The investigations have shown that the current guideline of limiting
reactor power to 65% full power with all adjuster rods withdrawn (during
Pickering reactor trip recoveries) will continue to provide adequate
margin so as to prevent power ramp fuel failures.
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CANDU FUEL: Tr!E USE OF ZIRCONIUM BARRIER LAYER CLADDING AS AN
ALTERNATIVE TO CANLUB TO PREVENT PCI FAILURES
by
T.J. Carter, D.A. Leach, I.A. Lusk, J.R. Kelra, R.R. Elder,
P.J. Valliant, R.F. O'Connor and J.F. Murphy
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SUMMARY
If Zircaloy-clad Ut>2 fuel is power ramped after operating at low power, there is
a risk of cladding cracking and fission product release to the primary coolant.
The mechanism has been shown to be Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) from Pellet.Clad Interaction (PCI). The phenomenon is more generally known as PCI failure.
Since the early 1970s, CANDU r actors have used the graphite CANLUB internal
coating on the cladding to good effect in preventing PCI failures.
Current
planning for higher burnup fuel cycles involving Slightly Enriched Uranium (SKu)
or Recovered Uranium (RU), envisage burnups of at least 500 MW.h/kg U. At these
burnups we have little experimental verification that the current graphite CANLUB
is still effective in preventing PCI defects. While it is highly probable that
graphite will continue to be effective at these burnups, it is prudent to examine
othar well-proven options for power-ramp protection. An obvious alternative is
the zirconium barrier layer shown to be effective to burnups >600 MW.h/kg U in
DOE-sponsored power ramps of General Electric EWR fuel.
To investigate the applicability of zirconium barrier cladding to the CANDl'
situation, we first performed an irradiation test including power ramps CDMK209),
on thick-w.ill BWR cladding with and without the Zr barrier. At rho time
no C/-.NDU cladding with the barrier wa;; available. We were later chic to ubt.-ii:
a quantity o£ CANDU-size (13.1 mm OP) tubing with the Zr barrier from i-E Canada.
A number of demountable elements have been fabricated with a view to irradiation
during 1990.
In this paper we discuss CANLUB coatings and their pert'onnanrs alonp with u\e.
i)MF.-?09 test of zirt-oniuii barrier layer cladding, n:«l the lin.il p>:::' - i rr.-uli a " l or.
c x.'nni TKit. i o n . t-.'c- nl.'-:<) d!'; c' i <; •=: f l u '.ohi'icnlio'c f tin; !!M('.-?V. b a r r i ' r r •'. • • IT "' ' •
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A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF FISSION PRODUCT RELEASES IN
THE HEU-FUELED SLOWPOKE-2 REACTOR
by
B.J. Lewis, D. Cole and L.G.I. Bennett
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Department of Chemistry & Chemical Engineering
Royal Military College of Canada
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CANADA K7K 5L0
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SUMMARY
During more than 13 years of operation of the SLOWPOKE-2 research
reactor with highly-enriched uranium (HEU) fuel at the University of Toronto,
low levels of fission products have been released from the end-cap velds of
the uranium alloy fuel elements and detected in the reactor container water.
Some of these radionuclides have also risen up into the enclosed gas headspace
of the reactor. The gamma radiation dose rates about the reactor can
generally be attributed to this buildup of radionuclides. Fission products
have not been detected in the pool water which surrounds the reactor container
and no radiological hazard has resulted.
A preliminary analysis using gamma-ray spectrometry has been performed
on the fission product release data measured in the reactor container and
reactor water deionizer column of the SLOWPOKE-2 reactor at the University of
Toronto. The predominant radionuclides observed in the reactor container
water after operation included: the noble gases (Xe-133, Xe-135, Xe-135m, Xe137, Xe-138, Kr-85m, Kr-87, Kr-88); the alkali metals, cesium (Cs-138, Cs138m) and rubidium (Rb-88, Rb-89); and 1-131 and Mo-99. Only noble gases were
believed to be present in the gas headspace. Cesium-137 was the predominant
isotope identified in the reactor water deionizer column by an external gamma
spectrum analysis of the column, with smaller amounts of 1-131, Ba-140, La140, Zr-95 and Nb-95.
This study has also provided information on the mechanism of noble gas
release from the uranium alloy fuel, and on the transport behaviour of these
gases in the heat transport system. A release dependence on the decay
constant of A'1/2 was observed in the container water (see Figure la). This
dependence is indicative of a diffusion-controlled release from the uranium
alloy fuel into the coolant [1]. Additionally, a dependence of approximately
A"1 was observed for release from the coolant into the gas headspace (see
Figure l b ) . A model based on diffusional transport in the coolant is in
agreement with this observation.
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SUMMARY
Scientists have been predicting, for several decades', that rising carbon dioxide levels in
the atmosphere will lead to increased average world surface temperatures. Early articles
on this "greenhouse" effect projected that the warming would be beneficial as plant
growth would be enhanced and the onset of an anticipated ice age could be delayed
indefinitely. This initial optimism about the consequences of the greenhouse effect then
gave way to concerns that mans interference with the atmosphere might be harmful2. We
now read an outpouring of concern in the popular press3 that greenhouse warming is here
and that we must start doing something to control it. For the past year or two the nuclear
power industry has enjoyed the vicarious benefits of the media's discovery of the
greenhouse effect. However the thrill of anticipated public acceptance and reactor sales
may wear off. The greenhouse climate is cooling, literally and figuratively, as estimates
of the magnitude of warming decrease" and fault is found5 with modelling simulations.
Nuclear power is rejected by some6'7 as an inappropriate response to the greenhouse
"problem".
Fossil fuels are the major cause of observed increasing carbon dioxide levels in the
atmosphere. The operation of nuclear power plants is acknowledged, even by those who
believe nuclear power is not the way to achieve reduced global warming, to be carbon
dioxide free8. Why then would nuclear power be rejected as a solution? The simplistic
rationale is that more efficient energy use is deemed to be more cost effective at present9,
and nuclear fuel supplies are inadequate to support the large scale production of nuclear
power needed to significantly reduce carbon dioxide release to the atmosphere.
Nuclear industry visionaries have identified the tremendous potential1011 to replace fossil
fuel energy with nuclear derived energy12. The greenhouse issue has raised the possibility
that the massive conversion to nuclear energy, envisaged by them, is essential now.
Recent media attention to the greenhouse effect has made it seem that a disastrous climate
change is imminent. This is not supported by the facts. Climatologists do not expect
measurements to confirm or disprove modelling projections for one or two decades.
Recent scientific articles, based on results from computer modelling of the climate, are
predicting temperature increases at the low end of the broad range of uncertainty in this
science. Some of the differences in results arise from such simple changes in the models
as a change from an assumed sudden doubling of carbon dioxide to a time linear increase

of carbon dioxide to the same end point13. Other major uncertainties include those of cloud
and ocean circulation modelling. The nuclear industry shouldn't be surprised by such
modelling difficulties. Our simulations tend to be much simpler than simulations of the
climate. We too encounter unexplained modelling phenomena such as differences between
steady state and transient solutions14. In recent months these uncertainties in the modelling
of climate have come to the attention of the popular press15. We can expect that the
debate on the greenhouse effect will be very interesting in coming years.
This is not to say that climate warming from fossil fuel use will not occur. The scientists
who are involved will get some bad press and go back to their computers for a few years.
Awareness of the issue will lead to substantial funding of research and our knowledge of
the issue will increase. The expansion of low cost computing, which is essential to
complex modelling, will be a boon to those who are involved in the prediction of climate
change . A few more decades of prediction, measurement and validation of models will
finally provide a basis for solid policy decisions on the issue.
In the meantime the potential wanning from the greenhouse effect will become just
another plank in the long term case for nuclear power development. We can still expect
that fossil fuel supplies will become more expensive and will have other adverse effects
on the environment whereas nuclear power is relatively benign.
The nuclear industry has been accused16'17 of not making a strong case for its benefits as
an energy source. The industry and we as individuals have a long difficult row to hoe to
follow the lead of our visionaries18 and establish a complete understanding of the reality
and practicality of the nuclear energy alternative to fossil fuels.
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New Environmental Initiatives by AECL
D.J. Wren
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Pinava, Manitoba

ABSTRACT

New environmental initiatives are hardly news in today's climate of
ever increasing concern for the environment:

everyone is addressing the

problems of sustainable development and environmental responsibility with
vigor.

For AECL and the nuclear industry, environmental initiatives are

nothing new.

The nuclear industry has been a leader in the concept of

closing the cycle of resource utilization and waste production.
recognition

of

the potential environmental hazards associated

Early
with

radioactive materials plus a rigorous regulatory framework have given AECL
the mandate to develop a broad range of expertise in environmental fields.

A key component of AECL's environmental research is the Nuclear Fuel
Waste Management Program.

The demands of this program have required the

development of skills and knowledge in a very wide range of fields related
to the environment.
nuclear

This knowledge base has many applications outside the

industry, and AECL is taking the initiative in transferring

technology and services to other industries and government agencies.

One avenue for technology transfer is the creation of new products to
address environmental concerns.

Two notable ongoing efforts in this area

are the development of a portable atmospheric pollutant monitor and a soot
filtration device for trucks and buses.

The former instrument will give

on-line, portable detection and monitoring capability for a library of
important

industrial air pollutants, such as N0 x , S0 2 and aromatic

hydrocarbons.

This addresses one of the most pressing challenges of

environmental regulation and remediation - the proper measurement and

monitoring of pollutant levels.

The second device is aimed at helping

industry meet new exhaust emission regulations scheduled to come into force
in 1991 for buses and 1994 for trucks.
A parallel avenue for technology

transfer is the provision of

research, measurement and analytical services.

AECL is nov embarking on a

major new initiative to market its services to industry and government.
Its

strength

in

multidisciplinary
standard.

the

market

challenges

is an

ability

to address

complex,

that require a high quality

assurance

Examples of some current research contracts include measurement

of pulp mill effluents for the Ontario MISA (Municipal Industrial Strategy
for Abatement) program and an assessment of the leachability of solidified
hazardous wastes.
for

the

broader

It is AECL's intention to formalize and extend its work
environmental

research

and

assessment

market

by

participating in a joint venture with industry to create a new private
sector environmental goods and services company.

Vith its new initiatives, AECL is seeking to expand the role that it
can play in Canada's efforts to provide environmentally
development.

responsible

This will have a twofold benefit: (1) it will pass on to

industry and the public benefits derived from the experience and expertise
gained in the management of radioactive wastes and provide access to major
publicly funded research facilities, and (2) it will allow AECL to maintain
and support the breadth of expertise required to fully address the future
environmental research requirements of the nuclear industry.

Ontario Hydro's Planning -for Energy Production
and Environmental Protection
by
K.Talbot
Ontario Hydro

Summary not received at time o-f printing

DEVELOPMENT OF MODELS FOR ESTIMATING THE
SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACT OF SEVERE ACCIDENTS
C.K. Scott
Atlantic Nuclear Services Ltd., P.O. Box 1268,
Fredericton, NB E3B 5C8
M.J. Lewis
Electrowatt Consulting Engineers and Scientists Ltd.
A. Omar and J.W. Beare
Atomic Energy Control Board

SUMMARY
Severe accident scenarios produce extreme radiological impacts requiring
analysis of the health and socio-economic effects. Apart from the
Chernobyl accident there is limited experience that can be used as a
basis for models of the individual and societal impacts.
The
development of models is further compounded by differences among nations
in their response to disasters.
Socio-economic models that have been developed in the U.S. for severe
accidents are limited to predicting the economic consequences directly
attributable to the fission product release and the consequential
contamination.
The models include protective counter-measures,
decontamination and land interdiction, in addition to the loss of
generation capacity. These models have been considered and extended to
assess health effects and the socio-economic impact within the Canadian
context.
The impact of a severe accident can extend well beyond the contaminated
area through indirect effects. Not all indirect effects are costs to
society. Through economic redistribution costs within the area of the
accident are balanced to some extent by benefits in an area remote from
the accident. The indirect consequences are important in mitigating the
impact of the direct consequences. The development of models for socioeconomic impact requires a clear definition of which costs are to be
assessed and the extent of the geographical area to be included.
We have considered four approaches to cost models to be used in the
assessment of the consequences of severe accidents. They encompass
models of direct costs as defined by the Nuclear Liability Act and
societal impact models including direct and indirect costs. A macroeconomic model to account for both direct and indirect costs is proposed
as the best method for assessing the total societal impact within the
Canadian context.

Nuclear Energy Production and Environmental Issues
by
J.Ryan
Ontario Hydro

Summary not received at time o-f printing
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An Integrated Pipe Stress Analysis Environment
for the CANDU 3 Project
C.J. Barker, R.A. Judd and B. Remenda
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited - Research Company
Instrumentation and Control Branch
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario KOJ 1J0
B.R. Ajmera, S.N. Sharma and H.M. Tolpa
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited - CANDU Operations
CANDU 3 Project
Sheridan Park Research Centre
Mississauga, Ontario L5K 1B2
Significant savings in labour costs are possible by automating the traditional pipe stress
analysis process. In this paper, the approach to automation taken in support of the
CANDU 3 project is described.
The traditional approach to pipe stress analysis is labour intensive and involves the
following steps:
1 - Based on a request from engineering, drawing office staff produce a stress
isometric drawing (stress iso) by referencing appropriate general arrangement and
piping isometric drawings.
2 - An analyst prepares input for a pipe stress analysis program like ADLPIPE, TPIPE,
NUPIPE or STANPIPE, runs the program and reviews the results. This step is
repeated until the analyst is satisfied with the results.
3 - Finally, the analyst prepares a stress report and marks-up the stress iso indicating
required design changes and returns it to the drawing office where the design is
revised.
These steps are repeated until required design and safety analyses are complete.
The CANDU 3 reactor is being designed using the Intergraph 3D plant design and
modelling system PDS. Piping layout is being performed using the PDS piping task.
Because PDS models and associated databases contain most of the information required to
prepare input to a stress analysis program, an interactive pipe stress analysis interface,
PSA, was developed. This interface is the key element in the CANDU 3 integrated pipe
stress analysis environment, Figure 1.
The PSA interface consists of three processors, extract, editlreview and export/import.
These processors provide required links to PDS and pipe stress analysis and are used to
manage data stored in the task database and the associated computational model.
The extract processor is used to identify the pipe run of interest, to extract geometric and
analysis data from PDS piping and equipment models, to insert the extracted data into the
task database and to build an appropriate computational model. Alphanumeric and graphic
user interaction is supported by this processor.

The edit/review processor is used to modify computational model geometry, to add/delete
pipe supports and to modify load data. This processor is also used to review analysis
results. User interaction is supported through a graphic interface.
The export /import processor is used to generate analysis program input and to initiate
analysis program execution. This processor is also used to load analysis results into the
task database. Like the extract processor, this processor supports alphanumeric and
graphic user interaction.
Recent experience has proven the value of the integrated pipe stress analysis environment
built around PSA. Analyses that took several days following the traditional approach now
take but a few hours. In the CANDU 3 reactor design there are about 5000 pipe runs that
must be analysed. It is estimated that a $500k labour saving can be realized by using PSA
to automate pipe stress analysis.

Figure 1
The CANDU 3 Integrated Pipe Stress Analysis Environment
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VISUALIZING INFORMATION
FOR THE
NUCLEAR INDUSTRY
H.E. Sills, V.J. Langman, J-C. Ararouni, L.J.Watt and D.B. Reeves
IDEA Research, Suite 235,
144 Front Street,
Toronto, ON
11th Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society
1990 June 3-6, Toronto, Canada
The speed and capacity of modern day personal computers coupled with
advanced graphics and man-machine interface capabilities, has provided an
elegant tool for the on-line interpretation and visualization of experimental data, the visualization of results from analysis codes, computerassisted training, part-task simulators and computer enhanced training/presentation video production.

Data Interpretation and Visualization
Complex experiments, such as the RD-14 loop at WNRE or the Blowdown
Test Facility at CRNL, produce copious amounts of data during tests. By
coupling a colour-graphic schematic of the system, simple relational /
adaptive system models and on-line data capture, the behaviour of critical system parameters can be displayed to the test director in a format
which is spatially and temporally representative of the test.
This type of display is not new to nuclear plant control rooms.
However, the inclusion of relational / adaptive models, allows parameter
values at uninstrumented locations to be displayed as well.
Through
analytical redundancy, the included models also provide a basis for
assessing instrument degradation.
The recorded test data can be used post-test to drive the same
display in accelerated time or slow motion to aid in interpretation of
test results. Multiple parameter trend plots can also be superimposed to
further study system interrelations.
The display can also be used for driving remote monitors or video
recording equipment. The recorded video can be edited to include voiceover narration, animated graphics or footage from other video sources.
These same techniques can be used to assist in visualizing the output
from computer simulations.
In this case thu output from the computer
codes is substituted for the data collected on-line during tests.
A rep.iy or jn in-reactor test
of these features.

will be presented to demonstrate many

Computer Assisted Interactive Training and Microsimulators
Understanding system response during lov probability accidents which
cannot be easily or safely induced in real systems, demonstrating equipment operation in hazardous environments or showing the cause/effect
relationship between control actions/system response can be simulated or
animated via computer graphics. The focus of these systems is to improve
the user's mental model of the system by preserving the system's functional fidelity and response.
Interactive training manuals accelerate and reinforce the learning
process by the use of prompting, user selected explanation level and
dynamic displays. Animation of displays from scripts and sequencing of
screen displays provides a controlled but self-paced learning environment.
Complex reactor safety analyses can be presented in a clear and
understandable fashion using the interactive training manual techniques.
The relationships between complex event sequences using multiple screens,
animation or digitized sound, are more easily shown in this rich media
than in traditional static, paper-based reports.
Adding system simulation models to drive the animation produces an
attractive, cost-effective solution for part-task or microsimulators.
Microsimulators normally represent a process subsystem where coupling
with the remainder of the system is weak. Graphic screens and realistic
function simulators can mimic instruments, process components and plant
flowsheets as they would actually respond.
The ability to stop, start,
replay and restart operational modes enhances the training process.
Depending upon the degree of animation, training reinforcement, or
simulation used, these microcomputer based systems can be deployed as
interactive training manuals, intelligent tutoring systems or microsimulators.
Examples of interactive training manuals and microsimulations
will be demonstrated to show their training benefits.

Video Production
Graphics based microcomputers have earned a reputation in the production of quality videos. Computer generated graphics and animations are
easily recorded as video. These can be edited to add narration, other
graphics, special effects or other video footage.
The result is a
powerful presentation or training tool.
By using video disks or CD-ROM, the process can be used in reverse to
add prerecorded video to computer displays.
The amount of information
which can be stored, indexed and selectively retrieved in this manner is
extremely large.
Footage from a training video for fuelling
shown to illustrate these capabilities.

machine operation will bo

Information Retrieval
The reactor industry has generated a considerable amount of scientific, engineering and heuristic information.
Apprenticeship opportunities to pass this information on have been scarce in recent years.
With their display and very large storage capacities, it seems reasonable
to use microcomputers to store or index as much of this expertise as
possible.
Whether the medium is a library database, an expert system, a training video or a computer simulation, we see a lead role for microcomputers
in maintaining and presenting this information.
Selected examples
shown or discussed.

of practical

applications of

these media will

be

INTEGRATED DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
FOR THE CANDU 3
C. D. SAYLES
D. W. LIVINGSTONE
ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED
CANDU OPERATIONS
SHERIDAN PARK RESEARCH COMMUNITY
MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO L5K 1B2
SUMMARY
The age of word processors and CADDs systems introduced
engineering organisations to the world of electronic information.
The next "hurdle to be cleared" will be to implement a process for
the effective management of this collection of electronic
information.
An ambitious programme to define the requirements of a system
that would maintain this information resource has begun at
AECL, on the CANDU 3 project. Some progress has been made.
Requirements, such as controlled access, single-point data
entry and project-wide access to official data have been
identified. Steps have been taken to begin a phased
implementation of a system for the CANDU 3 project.
The first area where these new concepts are being applied is in
the area of document production. An approach is being
developed to provide for controlled creation, editing, review,
approval and archiving of formal project documents.

A document baseline has been defined for these documents.
When each of these documents are scheduled to be produced,
specific authors and specific reviewers who are technical peers
are identified. Document "routings" are defined, which describe
what steps are required for the production of a document (eg.
Create, Edit, Review, Approve). For each step, for every
document, people's names are assigned. The document does
not complete a step until all assigned people have consciously
completed their step in the process. A record is also maintained
of who has accessed the document, when and for how long. In
this way, if a holdup occurs in the production of a document, a
quick check of the system can tell which person has not
completed their step.
This system can also control different "objects" that make up a
"compound" document. As an example, a document that
includes a process flowsheet, or an excerpt from a flowsheet
would have to be defined to the system as a separate "object".
This other object can be "included" in the document. When a
subsequent revision of the flowsheet is produced and recorded
in the system, a "where used" analysis can be performed,
identifying the document that included the flowsheet. A check
can then be specifically made to ensure none of the changes
affect the document. In this way, a rigourous method of always
performing a "where used" analysis with revised "objects" can be
established, to ensure "configuration control" is effective.
Another important feature of this system is that authorized
project staff will have access to approved, on-line
documentation. This should help prevent the problem of
inaccurate information being disseminated to the project staff. A
further discussion of AECL's experience in this area will be
presented.

THE APPLICATION OF COMPUTERS
TO SAFETY SYSTEMS IN CANDU 3
D. Chan
AECL
CANDU Operations
Sheridan Park Research Community
Mississauga, Ontario L5K 1B2
SUMMARY
Special Safety Systems are provided in the CANDU nuclear power plants to limit
radioactive releases to the public when certain parameters exceed specified limits.
Digital computers have been used in CANDU safety systems for various on-line
applications:
o

Monitor Computers for the shutdown systems and the Emergency
Coolant Injection System at the Bruce generating stations;

o

Active trip decision logic for the process trips, in the CANDU 6
shutdown systems;

o

Monitoring, display, automatic testing and trip logic for Darlington
shutdown systems.

The computerized system offers a number of benefits over conventional systems, the
most significant ones being: higher reliability and flexibility, superior man/machine
interface, minimizing spurious trips, and minimizing operator workload.
CANDU 3 is the latest version of the successful CANDU reactor, with a nominal output
of 450 MW. The design of the Safety Systems Computers for CANDU 3 evolves from
the Darlington design; the computers perform similar functions as in Darlington:
o

Trip Logic. The system monitors a number of critical variables,
and initiates a fast shutdown on detection of potentially unsafe
conditions.

o

Display. All measurements of the trip signals, conditioning signals
and their associated setpoints, are displayed to the operator on
CRTs (cathode-ray tube displays).

o

Testing and calibration. Automatic on-line testing of the safety
system hardware, including sensors and logic, may be initiated to

verify the functionality of the Safety Systems.

o

Monitoring. Initiating signals for safety functions are monitored
for margin to trip, rationality, and agreement with similar signals
to improve reliability.
The operational status of shutdown

reactivity devices and other critical system components are also
monitored.
These functions, previously computerized for the Shutdown Systems, are being extended
progressively to other Safety Systems where benefits can be identified.
The design is based on a hierarchy configuration which provides a central ed interface
between the operator and the special safety systems, yet preserves the required separation between different safety systems, and between different channels of the same
system.
DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
The CANDU 3 design employs modern software engineering techniques while
maintaining compatibility in functionality with conventional design. Emphasis is placed
on the design process as well as the quality of the end product.
The safety critical functions are identified and clearly demarcated at an early design
stage. Only the most essential safety critical functions are implemented in the trip
computers, to ensure that design efforts on the system components are proportional to
their safety functionality.
Emphasis is placed on diversity in design of the two shutdown systems, both in
hardware and software, to minimize the likelihood of common mode errors affecting
both systems.
A uniform operator interface, consistent with other plant systems and designed in
accordance with human factors guidelines, is provided for the Safety Systems
Computers.
TRIP COMPUTERS
Unambiguous, rigorous specifications are prepared in the early design phases for the
trip computers. These minimize errors in the detailed design stages, and facilitate
verification of the software against the specification.
Design of the safety system software follows applicable International Standards as well
a. Canadian Standards.
Several features are incorporated in the trip computers to achieve the high reliability
required:
o
o
o
o

A simple architecture is used.
The software is resident in Read-Only-Memory (ROM).
An independent watchdog timer is provided for each trip
computer,
Extensive self checking is provided.

AN INTERACTIVE COMPUTER-BASED TRAINING AID
FOR
NUCLEAR REACTOR REFUELLING OPERATIONS
E.C. Davey, L.L. Anderson and W.S. Simmons
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited - Research Company
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario, Canada KOJ 1J0
An interactive computer-based training aid is being developed for operator training in
emergency recognition and response to scenarios involving loss-of-coolant during
refuelling operations for the NRU nuclear research reactor.
The training aid incorporates both conceptual and functional training aspects. Conceptual
training consists of sequenced presentations of text, graphics and animations to explain the
fuelling-system configuration, operations, abnormal events and recovery procedures. This
training aspect familiarizes the student with refuelling operations and establishes "mental
models" for operational use in analysing refuelling operations. Also, it characterizes the
symptoms for specific loss-of-coolant events and relates recovery actions to specific
operational objectives.
Functional training consists of an interactive simulation of refuelling operations presented
on a multi-window CRT display. Three simulation modes provide a graduated transition
from an off-line, guided-walkthrough of recovery procedures to an unaided, real-time
replication of loss-of-coolant events. This training aspect provides real-time procedural
practice in event recognition and recovery, and a standardized means of evaluating student
performance.
The simulation display is divided into three windows (see Figure 1). On the left of the
display, a fuelling mimic shows the relative positions of fuel and coolant-level, so that the
student can directly relate recovery actions to fuel and coolant level movements. The main
portion of the display replicates the functionality of two instrumentation panels from the
fuelling machine control console. One instrumentation panel is shown at a time and the
selection of which panel is displayed is controllable by the student. During an event
simulation, the student carries out recovery actions by selecting panel controls using a
mouse. Across the top of the display are simulation status information and controls. A
menu bar allows the student to select simulation set-up conditions, review event symptoms
and recovery procedures, and obtain an assessment of his/her performance.
To obtain the detailed information for this training aid from both operational and training
perspectives, a functional analysis of recovery procedures was carried out at the beginning
of the project. That analysis provided a method for relating operational goals to recovery
actions and identifying the subset of refuelling console instrumentation and controls
required for event recognition and response training. In addition, the analysis provided an
excellent familiarization with refuelling operations, event characteristics, and recovery
procedures for the training aid developers.
The training aid is being implemented on a Macintosh II computer with the SuperCard
interface-development application and the NEXPERT knowledge-based shell.
This paper will discuss the functional analysis process employed by the developers and will
describe the key features of the training aid to achieve the overall training objectives. It will
also describe our experience in coupling hypermedia and knowledge-based tools for the
impmnemation of a training simulation.
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DESIGN AND INSTALLATION OF D2O SAMPLING SYSTEM FOR BRUCE "B'

by
A.G. NORSWORTHY, S.M.P. KASHYAP, J. BEATON.
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Sheridan Park Research Community
Mississauga, Ontario
L5K 1B2

and
G. KOZAK

Ontario Hydro
Bruce NGS 'B' Operations
Box 4000
Tiverton, Ontario
NOG 2T0

The paper outlines the basis for the new D2O Sampling System which was
recently installed in Bruce 'B'. The design of the system is described,
illustrating how we met the Design Requirements. Installation is described
including areas where difficulties arose or could arise in future repeat
installations.
It was speculated that the buildup of deuterium in the pressure tube results
from the concentration of oxidizing species brought about by radiolysis. The
radiolysis is strongly dependent on the ph of the system and some of the most
oxidizing species have very short half life. A critical hydrogen
concentration was thought necessary to control the oxygen concentration and
radiolysis.
The existing D2O Sampling System was designed to take a sample from two
reactor outlet headers periodically. Experimental results showed that the old
D2O Sampling System was not capable of accurately monitoring hydrogen and
oxygen concentration truly representative of conditions in the channel.
Hence a new sampling system was designed to sample directly from the end
fitting feeder connection, quickly cool the fluid, and transport it to an
analyzer outside the reactor vault. The system was designed for a 'trial' on
Bruce 'A' to see if such a system will improve the chemistry control. The
system was installed on the inlet and the outlet of one high power channel and
the outlet of low power channel on Bruce Unit 6 in 1989 October.

- 2 -

Various methods of tapping into the end fitting before the PHT reaches the
carbon steel feeders were explored. The method selected was to separate the
feeder connection and install a modified seal ring with an access hole through
the enlarged flange. The short 3/8" diameter SS tube is connected to the zirc
tubing by a swagelock. The zirc tubing runs about 20 feet to the tube in the
heat exchanger, located just off the reactor face in the feeder cabinet.
Within five seconds after leaving the channel, the D2O is cooled to < 38"C.
It continues through stainless steel tubing to a penetration through the
vault, to a depressurizer and a sampling system within two minutes after
leaving the channel.
The system was successfully installed in Bruce Unit 6 in 1989 October. Feeder
clearances had to be carefully checked, since the installation requires moving
the feeders vertically and horizontally. In general, feeder clearances are
not great, so this must be carefully considered in future installations.
A back-up repair system to bore out and re-furbish feeder coupling capscrews
in-situ will also be described. This system was developed because in other
reactors some problems with capscrew removal had been encountered. This
system was proven on a mock-up, although it was not needed in Bruce Unit 6.

A REVIEW OF THE NEW CANADIAN STANDARD
FOR THE SUPPORT POWER SYSTEMS OF
CANDU NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
B.A. Rolfe
Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
A. Josefowicz, J.W. Vinnai
Atomic Energy of Canada
Sheridan Park
Mississauga, Ontario
SUMMARY
Support power systems perform an
operation of nuclear power plants.
(CSA) Standard N290.5 was prepared
for a standard for electrical power
systems in nuclear power plants of

important safety role in the
Canadian Standards Association
in the recognition of the need
systems and instrumentation air
the CANDU design.

The standard is based on design experience and established
practices derived from many years of successful operation of CANDU
power plants. The development of this standard took place over a
number of years with input from all sectors of the Canadian Nuclear
Industry. The standard has now been approved for publication and
the first edition will be available shortly.
The scope of the standard includes the design, fabrication and
installation of CANDU nuclear power plant electrical and instrument
air support power systems. Support power systems include those
parts of the electrical systems and instrument air systems which
are necessary for the operation of safety-related systems. The
support power systems may also be utilized for power generation or
equipment protection but only those requirements associated with
nuclear safety are considered. General and specific requirements
are specified
for electrical and instrument air systems.
Consideration of protection against widespread and localized
adverse events is covered using separation, buffering and load
grouping techniques as shown in Figures 1 and 2. Detailed design
requirements for class IV, III, II and I electrical systems are
included.
This paper reviews the major technical features and requirements
addressed by the standard. The impact on future plant design is
also considered.
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PICKERING 'A1 NGS CALANDRIA VAULT CORROSION PROGRAM

A.N. Sangwine*
N.G. Brown**
* Atomic Energy of Canada Limited - CANDU Operations
*• Ontario Hydro

This paper outlines steps taken to control and correct corrosion damage to low
nickel alloy steel and carbon steel components and supports in the calandria
(reactor) vault at Pickering 'A' Units 1 to 4.
In the Pickering 'A' design, a heavy concrete vault is used as a shielded
enclosure for the reactor vessel (calandria), dump tank, ion chamber and numerous
large and small piping components and supports. Heat build-up in the vault occurs
from nuclear and thermal radiation effects. This heat is removed by circulating
cooling water through pipes embedded in the concrete, by water flow through pipes
in the calandria end shield and by water flow piped into thermal shields around
each end of the calandria. Some of these pipes are exposed to the calandria vault
atmosphere.
During the initial period of
moisture. Radiation effects
is hostile to the low nickel
Over the years of operation,
developed.

reactor operation, the vault atmosphere contained
with this air produces nitric acid. This environment
and carbon steel materials in the calandria vault.
corrosion of the pipes has taken place and leaks have

Remote visual examination in the Unit 2 vault shows that general corrosion has
taken place on components and supports made from these materials. Also, stress
corrosion cracking of some highly stressed components has occurred. Since in a
number of areas on major components, high residual stresses are present (e.g. at
welds), the possibility of further stress corrosion cracking has become a major
concern.
Up to the present time, a temporary fix of sealing pipe leaks with a proprietary
sealant has been successfully used. It is now apparent, however, that a permanent
method of moisture control is needed. Remote inspection and repair of corrosion
damaged components and supports will be performed as required.
A three stage program has been implemented to achieve this, and is described in
the paper.
It consists of:
1.

Design and installation of a vault drying system.

2.

Evaluation and integrity assessment of in-vault components affected by
corrosion.

3.

Proposals for prevention of failure and remote repair.
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CALANDRIA VAULT

THE CANDU 3 CONTROL
CENTRE DESIGN
R. F. MOORE
J. HINTON
R. ASHWELL
CANDU OPERATIONS
SHERIDAN PARK RESEARCH
COMMUNITY
MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO L5K 1B2
SUMMARY
The international trend towards a CRT based control centre design inherits the
benefits and the problems associated with computer based systems. The CANDU
control centre design has included computer interfaces for many years. For
CANDU 3 the human/machine interface is entirely computer driven. It embodies
console operation for all power levels, with backup workstations and large scale
dynamic plant mimics for status overview. Emphasis is placed on developing ties
between displays and operating procedures. The specific features which are
regarded as benefits from the operations point of view are highlighted in the paper.
The integration of the Annunciation system information into the plant-wide database
results in a systematic approach to problem solving for the operator and a consistent
human/machine interface. The presentation of alarm information to the operator
occurs at several levels: Overview, System Summary Information, and Point Data
alarms.
A change from past practices in terms of the design of the control centre has been
made. Specifically, a "Functional Design Method" has been derived as an
interpretation of an international control centre design standard. This addresses the
need for a close connection between the control centre flow of information, operating
procedures, and the computer system presentation of information.
The key to user acceptance of the CRT based control centre design is the early
co-operation of the operations personnel with the design team. Further validation of
the control centre design and the display system integration is accomplished by the
use of a simulator. Feedback from the simulator exercises will be early enough in the
design stage to provide constructive changes as required.

A NEW APPROACH
TO CONTROL AND MONITOR
CANDU FUEL CHANGING OPERATIONS
USING 'ON-BOARD'
HIGH-TEMPERATURE/RADIATION-HARDENED ELECTRONICS
B.Marshall
D.Arapakota.
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
CANDU Operations
Sheridan Park Research Community,
Mississauga, Ontario L5K 1B2
SUMMARY
Existing CANDU Fuel Handling (F/H) systems have all used electrical catenary cabling to provide
for control actuation and system performance monitoring of moving F/H assemblies. Design, construction and operational problems with the conventional electrical catenary systems are wellknown, but an additional limitation is lack of expansion capability and flexibility to accommodate
changes to the Fuelling Machine (F/M) or for incorporating inspection equipment. In addition, the
design concept for the CANDU 3 Fuel Changing system imposed some restrictions on available
space for a conventional type of electrical catenary system. It was also required to cater for alternative equipment such as the Fuel Channel Replacement Cradle to be used in place of the F/M Head
on the ffM Carriage during retubing outage. This led to the concept of providing "ON BOARD "
electronics to reduce or eliminate the need for electrical catenary cables as the interface medium to
the Fuelling Machine.
The paper describes this new approach and its impact on the design of the overall CANDU 3 Fuel
Handling control system.
The new design approach is based on locating an electronic multiplexer on the moving assembly
with a serial communication link to the Fuel Handling supervisory computer/controller located in
the station control equipment room. The CANDU 3 F/H system makes extensive use of brushless
servomotors (instead of the previous practice of using oil hydraulic motors) for actuating mechanisms. These servomotors use resolvers for position sensing which impose a limitation on the distance between the position control system and the resolver itself. Thus the function of closed loop
position control is also included in the "ON BOARD " electronics. The " ON BOARD " electronics
effectively function as a Data Acquisition, Control and Communication System and are known by
the acronym DACCS.
The DACCS is located on the Fuelling Machine Carriage which visits the reactor vault to perform
fuel changing operation and therefore is subject to radiation during normal operation. This requires
that the " ON BOARD " electronics be designed using high-temperature/radiation-hardened components.

The DACCS is being design/developed in a three part program in conjunction with an experienced
supplier who has designed and supplied radiation hardened electronic equipment to the US Department of Energy. The three parts to the program are :
a) Design/development of a motion controller and power amplifier for brushless servomotor drives.
b) Integrated testing verifying the essential design features of die DACCS and its
communication link to the Fuel Handling supervisory controller.
c) Detail design, manufacturing and testing prior to use on the CANDU 3 project.
Part a) is planned to be completed over the period DEC. 89 to DEC. 90 with parts b & c following
immediately after.
A similar, separate CANDU Owners Group (COG) initiated program to install a mini multipexing
unit on an operating Fuel Handling system, in an evaluation test program in early 1990, is also discussed.
The paper describes the features of the equipment being developed and provides an update on the
progress of the design and also outlines the physical, functional and performance features of the
complete DACCS and its role in the control of the overall Fuel Handling System. The capability to
backfit the design to existing operating stations and the application of this technology to other systems/equipment located inside containment is also discussed.
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"HE USE OF LITHIUM-BASED CERAMIC SPHERES IN
FUSION BREEDER BLANKETS
•J.D. Sullivan and B.J.F. Palmer 1
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited - Research Company
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River. Ontario KOJ U O

SUMMARV
The plasma in a fusion reactor will be surrounded by a breeder
Dlanket, the functions of which are: a) to shield the environment
•from the intense neutron radiation field which originates in the
plasma, b> to extract energy from the neutron field to prcduce
usable energy, and c) to breed tritium to fuel the plasma.
The
first generation fusion reactors will make use of the D-T
reaction, since it has the lowest threshold energy for nuclear
fusion.
Tritium to fuel this reaction must be produced by the
reactor, sinre it is not a naturally occurring element and there
is no current source of tritium with production levels high
enough to fuel a power fusion reactor. Tritium breeding is
facilitated bv the reaction of neutrons with lithium-6, which
produces tritium and helium.
Thus the blanket will incorporate
lithium, especially lithium-6.
The tritium will be swept out o+
the blanket while the reactor operates and separated from the
sweep gas for injection into the plasma.
there are a number of methods of incorporating lithium into the
olanket.
One of the more promising is as a lithium-bearing
ceramic. Among the contenders are materials like lithium oxide,
lithium aluminate, lithium zirconate and lithium silicate.
Various blanket designs incorporate the ceramic as a solid slab
(monolithic), as pellets, or in the form of a packed array of
spheres (packed in slabs, tubes, or in a bulk bed;.
This paper considers the properties of packed spheres and
assesses the sphere parameters important to the operation of the
Dlanket.
Important properties of the array of packed spheres
are:
tnermai conductivity, temperature profile under thermal
loaaing, and gas permeability.
These properties are dependent on
the diameters, and en the distribution of diameters, of the
spheres comprising the packed array, and on mechanical
constraints imposed by the cavity being packed. A number of
desion c n n H q u r jtiors incorporating pacl-ed spheres ui 1 1 be
assessed.
It will be shown that the optimum sphere S I Z E
diitf lDution for ,-.i bulk bed is a binarv distribution consisting
ot _> and 0.3 mm diameter spheres, and fn- slab and tube
geometries it is -H mono-si red distribution of 1 mm diameter
spheres.

' Current address: liner-j 11 Gordon Limited, Fort
Easkatcnewan , Aj Trt-,

RADIOLYSIS OF THE AQUEOUS LITHIUM SALT BLANKET
A.John Elliot and Monique P. Chenier
System Chemistry and Corrosion Branch
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Research Company
Chalk River, Ontario, KOJ 1J0
CANADA.
SUMMARY
In order to close the energy cycle, fusion reactors will be surrounded by a
breeder blanket where neutrons from the plasma will react with lithium-6 to
produce tritium. This tritium will be extracted from the blanket and used as
a fuel for the plasma.
One blanket option being considered is a concentrated ( ca. 2 Molar) lithium
hydroxide solution which is referred to as the Aqueous Lithium Salt Blanket
(ALSB). Under the intense radiation fields arising from the fast neutron
reactions and from the ion recoil from n + °Li --> ^H + ^He, copiou.; amounts
of hydrogen and oxygen will be produced from the ALSB. For obvious safety
reasons, this hydrogen and oxygen, along with the tritium produced, needs to
be kept dissolved in the blanket solution which will require system operating
pressures greater than 2 MPa. If the pumps fail, for example, an explosive
hydrogen-oxygen gas mixture will separate. So, obviously, if the raaiolytic
production of oxygen could be suppressed, this would enhance the ALSB
prospects as the breeder blanket.
In fission nuclear power reactors, hydrogen is added to the primary heat
transport water to suppress the radiolysis of the water. In these reactors
the "quality" or Linear Energy Transfer (LET) characteristics of the radiation
is such that only relatively modest amounts of hydrogen are required e.g.
partial pressures of 5 - 50 kPa depending on reactor type. In a fusion
reactor, the LET of the radiation will be much higher and hence more hydrogen
will be required for the suppression of oxygen formation. At CRNL, we have
been studying the radiolysis of ALSB solutions using both computer modelling
and in-reactor radiolysis experiments.
Any computer simulation is only as good as the input data and the completeness
of the model. For the very alkaline ALSB solutions, the model is not fully
established: however, we have predicted that about 200 kPa of hydrogen is the
lower limit for radiolysis suppression. The experimental program to date
supports this estimate. In-reactor radiolysis experiments of ALSB solutions
in glass ampoules where hydrogen has been generated insitu in the solution by
additions of small amounts of methanol, or where hydrogen has been added as a
cover gas, all suggest that 150 - 200 kPa is the lower limit for the hydrogen
over-pressure.
Future work will entail the development of a small in-reactor loop to study
the suppression of the radiolysis in a flowing solution as opposed to the
static samples presently being used. Corrosion studies of stainless steel
coupons in an in-core capsule where the chemistry environirent can be
controlled will also be undertaken.

T E M P E R A T U R E DISTRIBUTION A N D STRESSES IN T H E T F
COILS DURING LONG PULSE OPERATION
ON T H E T O K A M A K de V A R E N N E S .
G. LE CLAIR a, G.W. PACHER b, H.D. PACHER c, R. DECOSTE b
Centre canadien de fusion magnetique
1804, Montee Sainte-Julie, Varennes, Quebec, J3X 1S1
The Tokamak de Varennes will allow some important aspects of the operation of high-dutyfactor machines to be investigated. It was therefore specifically designed to study a quasicontinuous operating mode, characterized by a series of successive plasma pulses, and a
continuous operating mode ( up to 30 s) using non inductive current drive. These modes
imply operating the T.F. coils in a quasi-steady state. The continuous operation of the T.F.
coils is only limited by the amount of heat evacuated by the cooling system.
To prepare for the different operational modes of the T.F. power supply, we have calculated
the equipotentials, current density and isotherms of a T.F. coil using a 2-D finite element
algorithm ' . For the 32 s cases, considering only the strongest cooling scenario, we conclude that the joint hottest point temperature is mainly dependent on the joint model while
the inner leg temperature is strongly affected by the fouling factor. For all scenarios considered in this study, we present the temperature time evolution at a point of the joint where the
temperature sensors are placed. Comparisons with measured temperatures will be shown.
In each turn of the T.F. coils, large temperature differences are established between points
far from and close to the cooling channels, generating alternatively tensile (cool region) and
compressive (hot region) stresses on the insulation between the turns. In order to calculate
the maximum stresses between two T.F. coil turns, it is only necessary to consider the worst
case combining the maximum heat load and the cooling efficency resulting in the maximum
temperature gradient. The stresses peak values are well below the maximum values allowed
for the insulator but above the values permitted for acceptable fatigue.
1

G. Le Clair, G.W. Pacher, H.D. Pacher, "Two-dimensional Model of Current Density and
Temperature in the TF coils of the Tokamak de Varennes during Long Pulse Operation",
Proc. 7th Annual Conf. Canadian Nuclear Society, Toronto, June 1986.
Supported by the Centre canadien de fusion magnetique with funds from AECL, HydroQuebec and INRS.
a Les technologies MPB inc., Dorval (Quebec), Canada.
b IREQ, Institut de recherche d'Hydro-Quebec, Varennes (Quebec), Canada.
c INRS-Energie, Varennes (Quebec), Canada.

APPLICATIONS OF TRITIUM TECHNOLOGY TO FUSION
J.M. Miller, R.E. Johnson and L. Rodrigo
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Atomic Energy of Canada, Limited
Chalk River, Ontario KOJ 1J0
Canada

The decision to remove tritium from CANDU reactors and concentrate it as T2 led to a
development program at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL) in the handling and
storage of this radioactive product. Fusion research has increased the international interest
in tritium as deuterium and tritium are the fuels for the reference designs of fusion devices.
Our program has expanded to meet this interest. In collaboration with the Canadian Fusion
Fuels Technology Project (CFFTP), current projects in the CRNL Tritium Laboratory
include design, development and testing of components for fusion fuel clean-up systems,
tritium removal systems for air and inert gases, and development and testing of tritium
assay techniques and instrumentation. Support is also provided to the CFFTP/CRNL Fusion
Breeder Blanket Program.
The CRNL Tritium Laboratory is equipped with fume hoods and recirculating inert
atmosphere glove boxes. The current maximum permissible tritium inventory in the
laboratory is 740 TBq, which must be in the elemental form. Approval is being sought to have
the inventory limit increased and to allow work with high specific activity tritiated water.
Key areas and results from the various technologies investigated include the following:
Metal Getter Technology - The initial activities in the laboratory involved developing and
demonstrating packaging of high specific activity tritium as a metal hydride. Titanium, in
the sponge form, was chosen as the most suitable metal for the long-term storage of tritium.
As tritium is always stored on uranium beds in the laboratory, various studies on these beds
have been carried out including bed design hydriding/debydriding parameters, and the
effect of impurities on getter performance. Using the SAES St707 metal alloy (SAES Getters,
Colorado Springs, CO), a metal getter-based inert atmosphere glove box purification system
has also been developed to maintain very low tritium concentrations in the recirculated gas.
Monitoring and Analysis of Tritium - Gas chromatography has been developed for hydrogen
isotopic analysis. When used with standard pressure, volume and temperature
measurement, this technique allows a complete inventory of all elemental tritium sources to
be carried out. Ionization chambers have been designed and constructed for a number of
specific applications to measure a wide range of tritium concentrations up to 100% T2.
Testing and calibration with tritium are included as part of the development program.
Isotopic Exchange on Molecular Sieves - Experimental investigations on in-mtu isotopic
exchange have been carried out to investigate this technique for enhancement of the
performance of molecular sieve driers in air detritiation systems. To prepare a drier bed to
take advantage of isotopic exchange, the tritiated species in the residual adsorbed water on
the drier bed are eluted by high-temperature steam washing of the bed after thermal
regeneration. Detritiation factors greater than 10^ have been observed in the test program.

Fusion Fuel Cleanup - Development and testing of components for fusion fuel cleanup
systems is an on-going program. A cryostat assembly for investigating various aspects of
pumping and separating the DT from impurities has been completed. The program is being
extended to include testing with tritium. Most of the present designs of a fusion fuel cleanup
system remove tritium from the impurities present as DTO. This must then be reduced to DT
for injection to an isotope separation system. An experimental program is underway in the
laboratory to demonstrate conversion of tritium as oxide to the elemental form using a
specially-designed, low inventory electrolysis cell and operating with high specific activity
tritiated water.

FUSION SOLID-BREEDER IRRADIATION EXPERIENCE AT CRNL
R.A. Verrall and J.M. Miller
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited - Research Company
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario

SUMMARY

Tritium and deuterium fuse more readily than any other pair of isotopes and,
therefore, most international effort on fusion energy has focused on D-T reactor
designs. Tritium for such devices is expected to be produced at the reactor site
because of the large quantities needed, the danger in transporting it, and the
difficulty in producing it. The neutron produced by the D-T reaction can be used
to react with lithium in the surrounding blanket to generate tritium. Lithium
is particularly good for generating tritium because it has a high cross-section
for absorbing neutrons and is an abundant element in the earth's crust. Many
forms of lithium have been considered, including liquid lithium and liquid
lithium-lead mixtures, but lithium-containing ceramics have become highly
favoured candidates. These include Li 2 O, LiA10 2 , Li^SiO^, LjZrOj amongst others.
Lithium oxide has an especially high density of lithium, higher even than that
for liquid lithium, making it a prime candidate, but it is hard to keep free from
contamination because it will react with H.,0 and C0 2 in air to form LiOH and
LijCOj. Lithium aluminate is less reactive, but requires higher temperatures to
get the tritium out.
Lithium zirconate has good tritium-removal properties,
but the zirconium becomes activated, giving decay heat, handling and disposal
problems.
Canada, Japan, US, Federal Republic of Germany, France, and the Netherlands, have
had testing programs on these ceramics over the last five years. This includes
in-reactor irradiation with on-line collection and measurement of the tritium
generated.
The Canadian testing program is centered at Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories, with assistance and majority-funding from the Canadian Fusion Fuels
Technology Project (CFFTP). CRITIC-I* was a two-year irradiation of Li2O in the
NRU reactor with on-line tritium measurement; this followed two years of planning
and preparation. CRITIC-I has given the highest burnup of lithium of any such
irradiation in the world, and has helped determine the best operating conditions
for Li2O in a future blanket. Several new effects were seen and these will be
described in the paper. A series of smaller tests were conducted on several
different lithium ceramics in which the irradiated materials were heated outreactor to measure tritium-release properties.
Canada has also participated in a major irradiation test of Li.,0 in the Fast Flux
Test Facility (FFTF) at Hanford in Washington state.
FFTF is a fast breeder
reactor with a harder spectrum and a larger flux of neutrons than NRU.
The
burnup for this test is planned to be 4 times that for CRITIC-I, even though the
irradiation is scheduled to be only half as long. A description of this test,
including selected results, will be given.
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MODELLING THE RELEASE OF RADIONUCLIDES
FROM A USED NUCLEAR FUEL DISPOSAL VAULT:
-CONSERVATISM, REALISM AND UNCERTAINTIES

N.C. Garisto
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada ROE 1L0
The Vault Model (VM) has been developed to assess the
performance of engineered barriers in the Canadian concept for the
disposal of used nuclear fuel.1 The disposal concept being assessed is
that of a vault mined at a depth of 500 to 1000 m in plutonic rock in
the Canadian Shield.2
The VM is a relatively simple model that represents the major
processes affecting the release and transport of radionuclides while
maintaining efficiency in terms of computer resources. This efficiency
makes the VM suitable for both deterministic and probabilistic
assessments.2
The present paper analyzes the major simplifying assumptions
and approximations used to derive the VM. In particular, it addresses
the following questions:
(i) Are the approximations always conservative?
(ii) Are the approximations overly conservative?
(iii) What additional data and models are required to reduce
uncertainties from the present version of the VM?
Emphasis is given to an analysis of the following
approximations:
(a) The derivation of the analytical, one-dimensional, uncoupled
mass-transport model. The actual vault geometry is
approximated in the VM by a one-dimensional planar geometry
that neglects the detailed structure of the vault, multisource effects, and the transport pathway through the
backfill (for certain hydrogeological conditions). Moreover,
the actual coupling of mass-transport processes in the vault
and the surrounding rock is taken into account only
approximately, using an effective mass-transfer coefficient.

(b)

SimpJLi tying

the VM. These include both processes that could delay the
release of radionuclides from the vault (e.g., the gradual
failure of the Zircaloy cladding, the barrier provided by
partially failed containers, the slow dissolution of some
radionuclides from the grain boundaries of used fuel, and the
chemical interactions of radionuclides with buffer materials)
and processes that could enhance release of radionuclides
from the vault (e.g., potential buffer cracking, colloid
formation and coupled phenomena).
(c) The estimation of data for which there are no direct
measurements at present, e.g., radiolysis-induced redox
gradients, the chemical speciation of radionuclides at grain
boundaries and the grain-boundary inventories for used CANDU
fuel.
The above examples are used to show the strengths and
limitations of the analytical formulation of the VM. Although limited
to simple geometries, the analytical solutions in the VM provide useful
quantitative insight into the performance of engineered barriers in the
vault. Additional detailed analytical models, as well as numerical
calculations, are required to incorporate time-dependent and spacedependent processes into the assessment and to represent more
realistically the complexity of the physics and chemistry of the
disposal vault.
REFERENCES
1. N.C. Garisto and D.M. LeNeveu, "The Vault Model for the Disposal of
Used CANDU Fuel: Documentation and Analysis of Scoping
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CONTAINER STORAGE OF CANDU FUEL
ONTARIO HYDRO'S DRY STORAGE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
R.N. SUMAR, P.J. ARMSTRONG, J.D. TULK,
ONTARIO HYDRO
SUMMARY
Ontario Hydro generates over 67 million MWe-h/year from its 16 CANDU nuclear
reactors. The combination of a large program and relatively low fuel burn-up
means that Ontario Hydro must manage very large volumes of irradiated fuel. A
number of long term options to supplement its existing on-site facilities are
being considered. One option is a dry storage system in transportable concrete
containers.
This paper describes the development of a design for a concrete container that
could be used for storage and transportation of irradiated CANDU fuel. The paper
also discusses the dry storage demonstration program recently undertaken by
Ontario Hydro to test the system at Pickering Nuclear Generating Station.
Storage demonstrations have been carried out
containers holding 384 fuel bundles see figure 1.
it is practical to load the containers under
actively used fuel bay. It was also demonstrated
dry and seal the container and move it to an
radiation fields have also been found to be well
year cooled fuel loads.

on two full scale prototype
These tests have confirmed that
operational conditions in an
that it is practical to drain,
on-site storage location. The
below the targets for 6 and 10

The economics of concrete dry storage containers are further enhanced if it is
possible to use the same containers for transportation, since this reduces the
need to unload and re-handle fuel. Development tests carried out on scale models
have confirmed that a package consisting of a steel clad concrete container with
an energy absorbing overpack is capable of surviving the IAEA mandated 9 metre
drop onto a hard surface with virtually no damage to the container. These tests
confirmed that the steel-clad reinforced concrete container is very robust and
that properly designed impact limiters are very effective in spreading impact
load and reducing peak accelerations. Tests carried out to assess the effect
of concentrated impact loads (such as loads due to the IAEA 1 metre ''pin" drop)
showed that direct impact can cause local crushing of concrete, but that this
damage is highly localized and has little effect on the overall structural
integrity of the container.
A "fire test" on the model used in the impact experiments showed that the
container design can withstand prolonged exposure to an 800 C kerosene fire.
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CALCULATION OF THE RADIOACTIVE
INVENTORY OF THE DECOMMISSIONED NPD REACTOR
by
W.M. Smith
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
CANDU Operations
Sheridan Park Research Community
Mississauga, Ontario
L5K 1B2

SUMMARY
As part of the decommissioning of NPD, the
estimated radioactive inventory contained in the reactor
structures was required. As input, the composition of the
reactor materials and their irradiation history was
required.
The power history of Lhe reactor was obtained
from station data. The total quantity of materials in
coolant tubes, calandria tubes, calandria end walls (inner
and outer), calandria shell (inner and outer), end
reflector stepped tubes, end fittings, tube end supports,
closure plug assemblies, fuel latch assemblies, fuel spacer
sleeves, and radial and end wall concrete was estimated
from drawings.
The flux distribution at, full reactor power in
the coolant arid calandria tubes was calculated using the
WIMS code for an average power fuel bundle.
Using station data, average radial and axial
power shapes at full reactor power were estimated. These
were used for the source input in ANISN calculations of
the radial and axial neutron flux distribution. The flux
distributions from the centre of the reactor to the
shielding concrete were calculated.
These flux distributions were used to calculate
average: full power fluxes in each of the specified reactor
structures. In reactor structures with large flux
attenuation, the average flux over one mean free path into
the structures were calculated.

Using the full power neutron fluxes, the reactor
power history, and compositions of each of the reactor
structures, ORIGEN calculations of the radioactive
inventories at the time of reactor shutdown and times to
100 years after reactor shutdown of all specified
structures were performed. The inventories of important
radionuclides are reported.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SAFETY ASSESSMENT ON THE CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
OF THE USED NUCLEAR FUEL DISPOSAL CENTRE
- OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY ASSESSMENT AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS

M. Zeya and D. Petras
Occupational Safety Unit
Nuclear Engineering Department
Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario
M5G 1X6

11th Annual Conference of
The Canadian Nuclear Society
Toronto, Canada, June 3 - 6, 1990

ABSTRACT

The objective of the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program is to
develop a disposal concept which is technically feasible as well as
environmentally and socially acceptable. The Canadian disposal concept
is to immobilize used fuel from CAHDU reactors, or waste from
reprocessing of the fuel, and emplace it deep underground in a stable
geologic formation. At present/ environmental and safety assessments are
being performed on the conceptual design of a Used Fuel Disposal Centre
(UFDC) by Atomic Energy Canada Limited and Ontario Hydro.
An occupational health and safety assessment for workers at a UFDC forms
an integral part of the preclosure assessment. Radiological and
non-radiological (conventional) risks are considered. One purpose of the
assessment is to identify activities with unacceptably high occupational
risks and to recommend methods to improve UFDC design and activities
using the ALARA Principle. The assessment consists of collecting and
collating of applicable experience and safe work practices from operating
nuclear reactors and other relevant industries. Standards, targets and
guidelines for worker safety are established. Hazards from work
activities are identified, quantified and th» assessed risks compared to
the standards and targets.
Development of the site, UFDC construction, operation and decommissioning
of the surface facilities and vault closure will result in
non-radiological risk to workers. Conventional occupational hazards are
most significant in site clearing activities, excavation of shaft,
tunnels and rooms and the operation of heavy equipment in construction
and sealing activities. Preliminary assessment data indicate that
non-radiological risks dominate occupational safety.
The UFDC tasks associated with radiological risks to the workers are
divided into above ground activities: receiving, handling used fuel
transport casks, transfer of fuel bundles and their immobilisation in
disposal containers, and decommissioning of the surface facilities, and
underground activities: transport of disposal containers in shielding
casks, emplacement of containers in excavations, and sealing the
boreholes with buffer and backfill. A "critical" group is identified
which, due to specialized skills, activities and duties receives a higher
dose than others. Even for workers in this "critical" group, estimates
indicated that the annual radiation dose is well below the regulatory
dose limit of 50 mSv for Canadian atomic radiation workers.

Tritium Gas Handling Using Tritide Forming Materials
W. T. Shmayda, A. G. Heics
Ontario Hydro, Research Division
800 Kipling Ave, Toronto, Ontario, M8Z5S4
Over the past several years, the need for tritium gas handling has
progressively increased worldwide. Several factors are responsible:
the construction of the Tritium Removal Facility, the impending
growth in the tritium light industry, and the steady progress of
fusion machines towards tritium burning. Materials which can
incorporate up to three tritium atoms per host atom are particularly
well suited to safely store large quantities of tritium.
Uranium is
one example. Other materials, in particular zirconium alloys, can
extract tritium from carrier streams at concentrations below 1 ppb
and are particularly well suited for purifying a stream prior to
venting to the atmosphere. Zirconium iron alloys for example have
been used to scavenge tritium from nitrogen atmospheres and are
finding applications in glovebox cleanup systems. Ontario Hydro has
been involved in the development of getter beds for both storage
and scavenging applications. In both cases, the physics database is
sufficiently advanced that the technology is being transfered to
industry. This presentation will summarize the developments getter
technology, outline systems which have been sold offshore and
describe development trends.
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AN EFFICIENT HEAT TRANSFER PREDICTION PACKAGE
SUITABLE FOR STEADY-STATE AND ACCIDENT ANALYSIS
by
L.K.H. Leung and D.C. Groeneveld
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River, Ontario, KOJ 1J0

SUMMARY
The calculation of convective heat transfer rates in nucleate boiling, transition
boiling and film boiling usually involves a combination of complex equations.
In addition, the predictions of critical heat flux (CHF) and minimum film-boiling
temperature are cumbersome since the number of correlations available in the open
literature is overwhelming (more than 500 for CHF in tubes).
Hence, the
evaluation of wall temperatures for a series of heat fluxes at a specific set
of parametric conditions requires a considerable amount of time and effort.
Although the use of mainframe computer facilitates the evaluation significantly,
its high cost and limited availability makes it a less-than-ideal tool.
The proliferation of microcomputers has given us the impetus to develop a
microcomputer software package for the evaluation of convective heat transfer
for a wide range of conditions. This package can identify heat transfer modes
and predict heat transfer rates as well as transition points (such as the CHF
point). Its application ranges from laminar to highly turbulent flow, and from
highly subcooled liquid to superheated vapour conditions.
The selection of prediction methods or correlations employed in this package is
based on their accuracy, wide ranges of application, and correct asymptotic as
well as parametric trends.
These methods/correlations are combined by a
mechanistically-based heat transfer logic routine to determine the appropriate
heat transfer mode for a given set of parametric conditions. Other than its
application in a microcomputer, this code can also be employed in complex reactor
safety codes to evaluate the wall to liquid/vapour heat transfer.
This package also identifies the flow regimes in horizontal and vertical tubes,
and provides the thermodynamic and transport properties for a selected fluid.
The first version of this package has been designed for light-water application
only. Revision and updates are constantly introduced to improve its capability.
This package is currently applicable for both light and heavy water as well as
non-aqueous fluids such as freon, carbon dioxide and nitrogen. More features
are planned in the future, including applications specifically for horizontal
37-element bundles, and high-temperature steam conditions.

DEVELOPMENT OF A MODEL TO PREDICT CHF ENHANCEMENT
IN SUBCHANNELS WITH SPACING DEVICES

by
K.F. Rudzinski and C.tf. Snoek
Advanced Reactor Development Division
Thermalhydraulics Development Branch
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario KOJ 1J0
Canada

INTRODUCTION
In licensing submissions for water-cooled power reactors it has been assumed
that once the Critical Heat Flux (CHF) has been reached somewhere in the fuel
channel, the fuel downstream of the CHF point is in dryout. Fuel failure or
fuel center-line melting must then be considered. Recent experimental
studies into the extent [1] of sheath overheating and dry patch spreading, in
bundle strings have shown this to be a conservative assumption. These
studies have shown that cooling beyond CHF is much better than that predicted
by popular post-dryout (PDO) heat transfer predictions based on tube data
[2]. The studies established that once CHF is exceeded, local "dry" spots
appear with impeded heat transfer from fuel element to coolant. The size and
shape of these areas determine if sheath overheating occurs. Snoek [3J has
developed a prediction method for estimating the maximum dryout surface area
that would occur in a fuel sheath at heat fluxes beyond CHF. However, the
predictive capability of this correlation proved inadequate. The problem was
to obtain an adequate prediction of the local CHF for any axial location
given local conditions of pressure, mass flux and quality. Further studies
done by Rudzinski and Snoek have been aimed at improving this local CHF
prediction. These studies indicated that, to be able to adequately predict
CHF at different axial locations, one must account for the effect of quality,
mass flux and bundle appendage enhancement.

DATA BASE
The data used to develop a correlation capable of predicting the enhancement
factor (EF) was selected from a test program [A], where a large number of CHF
and PDO measurements were taken in a number of different test assemblies with
simulated interconnected subchannels. The correlation was developed witli
data from these experimental subchannel configurations:
(i) Three-equal subchannels
(ii) Three-equal (60-degree-misaligned) subchannels
The data taken, using water as coolant, covered a mass flux range of
1 to 5 Mg.m~2.s-1 and an inlet quality range of -25 to +352 at a pressure of
°.6 MPa. During the experiment, power was slowly increased from just prior

to CHF to about 100% overpower or until a preset temperature level was
reached. The power was then decreased slowly to a pre-CHF level. During the
power ramps scans of a series of axially-mounted test-section thermocouples
and loop parameters were recorded every seven seconds. The resulting
quantity of data was then reduced for use in developing an EF correlation.
From this reduced data base, enhancement factors defined as the ratio of CHF
local to CHF reference were evaluated. These EF's were then correlated using
an exponential expression similar to the one used by Tong [5J.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The effect of such parameters as mass flux, distance from a spacer plane and
local quality can be seen in figure 1, where it is evident that the
dominating parameter is distance from a spacer plane. This is reflected in
the functional form of the correlation:

P4
P1*L/DHV
P2+P3*X.n_
EF = (1 + e
) e

*G
... (1)

where PI - P4 are correlation constants.
L

=

distance from the upstream spacer plane or endplate to
the dryout (cm)

DJJY

=

hydraulic equivalent diameter (cm)

EF

=

enhancement factor, defined as the ratio of CHF,
^predicted

CHF,
CHF

=

d" t d
P

G

i

e x

=

e

at location

, to

L

local heat flux required to initiate dryout at a distance
L from the upstream spacer plane or endplate (kW.m~2)
predicted heat flux that would be required to initiate
dryout at similar local conditions for an element without
spacing devices (K.W.m-2).

=

mass flux (Hg.m~2s-1)

=

local quality at the dryout location of interest

The correlation when applied to data used for its derivation predicted the EF
with an RMS error of 7.89X, an average error of 0.42%, and within error
bounds of +20X (figure 2).
Equation (1) was also applied to data not used for its derivation, the 60degree-misaligned data. In this experiment the subchannel insert was axially
divided into three eqjal sections each misaligned by 60-degrees with respect
to the adjacent section. The EF correlation when applied to the gap dryouts
predicted the measured EF to within -30% to +25%. While for subchannel
dryout, the EF were predicted within 0 to -55Z.

CONCLUSIONS
This study shous that an EF correlation developed from equal subchannel data
can adequately account for the effect of spacers, mass flux and local quality
in predicting the CHF enhancement for upstream dryoutg. However, further
work is required to improve the correlations predictive capability,
especially in subchannels, when other factors such as misalignment affect
dryout enhancement.
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TUHELMM* FI£W STRUCTURE 3N aHE SUBCHfiNNEIS OF A 37-ELHMENT BUNDLE
by
S.C. Sutradhar
Ihermalhydraulics Development Branch
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario, KOJ U O

SUMMARY
The study of turbulent flow through the subchannels of a fuel bundle is
important for the estimation of heat transfer from fuel elements. Existing
literature contains a good quantity of data for subchannels bounded by
straight walls, but only a limited data exists for subchannels bounded by a
curved wall. This paper presents the velocity distribution and turbulent
characteristics in the outer subchannel of a 37-element bundle.
Local velocities, local shear stress, turbulent kinetic energies and turbulent
intensities were measured in the subchannels of an upscale (13:1) model of the
37-element CANDU bundle. The test section of the experiment consists of five
fuel elements, with the central rod near the pressure tube movable up and
down, to change the gap size. Air was used as the working fluid with a
Reynolds number of about 74 000. All measurements were taken near the testsection exit at a length-to-diameter (hydraulic) ratio of 110.
The subchannel closer to the central element (between the pressure tube and
element) is bounded by the curved surface of the element, lines of zero radial
velocity gradient (usually straight lines) and the line of maximum velocity (a
curved surface for CANDU bundles). The shear-stress distribution in this
subchannel was predicted using Ibragimov et al.'s1 method. The agreement with
the data was satisfactory. The velocity distribution differed moderately from
the ' law of the wall', and this suggests that the curvature of the subchannel
influences the velocity distribution. This effect was demonstrated by
Brighton and Jones2 for flow in annular geometries. For the design gap-todiameter ratio, the turbulent intensities were correlated using the data of
P-Thrae3 (rectangular channel), and Brighton and Jones2 (annular channel). The
curvature of the wall subchannel is considered to be within the limiting cases
of the straight and annular channels. The correlations for turbulent
intensities derived using these two limiting cases shov;ed good agreement with
the experimental data at the smallest wall-element gap for the design
condition.

REFERENCES
1. Tbragimov, M. Kh., et al. (1966): Soviet Atomic Energy; vol 21,pp 101-107.
2. Brighton, J.A. and Jones, J.B. (1964): ASME J. Basic Kngg; pp 835-344.
3. Rehtno, K. (1989): Experimental Thermal and Fluid Sci.; vol. 2,pp 341-349.

THERMALHYDRAULIC EXPERIMENTS IN SUPPORT OF THE MAPLE RESEARCH REACTOR
J.E. Kowalski, P.J. Mills, S.Y. Shim and R.L. Hembroff
Thermalhydraulics Branch
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Uhiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment
Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada ROE 1L0

SUMMARY
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited has developed a state-of-the-art
multipurpose research reactor called MAPLE (Multipurpose Applied Physics
Lattice Experimental) [1]. In this reactor type, power removal from the
core is enhanced by adding fins to the fuel surface. During normal
operation, heat is removed from the core by forcing the coolant to flow
over the finned fuel pins. However,the dominant heat removal mode is
expected to be subcooled boiling under some postulated upset conditions.
The heat transfer behaviour on a finned fuel pin must be understood in
detail for the design and safety analysis of this reactor.
An experimental program has been undertaken at the Whiteshell
Nuclear Research Establishment to support MAPLE thermalhydraulic research
and development. Computer codes used for design and licensing
calculations require accurate constitutive relationships suitable for the
unique MAPLE geometry (finned fuel pin) and operating conditions (low
pressure, high subcooling, high heat flux and high velocity).
This paper highlights recent single-pin heat-transfer
experiments. The objective of these experiments was to provide a data base
from which heat-transfer coefficient correlations could be developed
during single-phase forced convection and subcooled boiling. Criteria to
determine the onset of nucleate boiling (ONB), the onset of significant
void (OSV) and the critical heat flux (CHF) are also derived. The effects
of the pin spacing on these correlations are being investigated in bundle
experiments performed at the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories.
The heat-transfer experiments were performed in an annular test
section consisting of an indirect heater 0.6 m long enclosed in a glass
tube to permit visual observations of the boiling phenomena. The heater
represents a single pin of a MAPLE driver fuel assembly and was made from
a thin-walled stainless steel tube coated with aluminium oxide, and clad
on the outside with longitudinal, rectangular fins. Two glass tube
diameters (17 and 24 mm) were used to investigate the effect of hydraulic
diameter on heat transfer. The experiments were carried out at pressures
of 110 to 350 kPa, mass fluxes of 1000 to 5900 kg/(m »s) and subcooling
from 15 to 70°C.

A two-dimensional heat-transfer model using the Galerkin finiteelement method was used in our study to determine nonuniform heat-transfer
rates along the periphery of the finned pin surface. The model takes into
account nonlinear thermal properties and variable convective boundary
conditions over'the finned surface boundary. The steady-state power,
local pressure, coolant velocity, bulk and fin surface temperatures were
supplied to the model for each experimental data point to be analysed.
Several conclusions arising from the test results are:
Heat transfer in single-phase forced convection and subcooled
boiling is affected by the nonuniform surface temperature
distribution around the finned periphery.
- Bubbles and CHF phenomena appear first on the base between fins
because of the peak surface temperature at this location.
- The existing correlations developed for the plain tube geometry
are not applicable for the finned geometry.
New correlations to predict heat transfer during forced convection
and subcooled boiling and the criteria for ONB, OSV and CHF are
discussed. The correlations are in good agreement with
experimental data.

REFERENCES
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CANDU 3 DIRECTED EMERGENCY CORE COOLANT INJECTION
S.D. GRANT
O.N. PADHI

ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED
CANDU OPERATIONS
SHERIDAN PARK RESEARCH COMMUNITY
MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO L5K 1B2
SUMMARY
One of the fundamental choices In designing the Emergency Core Cooling
System for the CANDU reactors is the number and location of injection points to
the Heat Transport System. In all existing CANDU reactors the number of
injection points equals that of the reactor headers and injection occurs at all
points, irrespective of the break size or location. This is commonly referred to as
all-header injection.

The CANDU 3 reactor also has the same number of injection points (four) as the
number of reactor headers and employs all header injection for small LOCAs.
However, for large LOCAs a directed injection scheme is designed, where
injection occurs at only two points which are selected on the basis of the
location of the break.

This paper explains the benefits of the directed injection concept for the CANDU
3 and provides a description of the conceptual design.

TWO-PHASE PRESSURE DROP AND WALL-TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
AT STEADY-STATE IN HIGH-PRESSURE FILM-BOILING REGIME
by
L.K.H. Leung and D.C. Groeneveld
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River, Ontario, KOJ 1J0

SUMMARY
Methods for predicting two-phase pressure drop are primarily based on adiabatic
measurements or pre-critical-heat-flux (CHF) diabatic measurements.
These
methods do not predict the pressure drop at or beyond CHF well. The pressure
drop in the post-CHF region is particularly difficult to predict because of: (i)
a scarcity of data due to difficulties in measuring pressure drops in heated
sections having a high post-CHF wall temperature; and (ii) the change in wall
condition with a low-viscosity vapour blanket covering the wall in the post-CHF
region.
Although previous measurements have been reported for film-boiling
studies, these pressure-drop measurements were obtained across the complete test
sections, while only the far downstream section experienced film boiling.
Prediction of the post-CHF pressure drop has become important in various studies,
particularly for the evaluation of post-CHF temperatures using subchannel codes,
where the flow distribution is based on pressure differences among interconnected
subchannels.
A vertical test section was constructed and installed in a high-pressure steamwater loop. The test section had a 5.24 mm inside diameter (which corresponds
to the hydraulic diameter of the smallest subchannel of a 37-element CANDU fuelbundle) and 2.5 m heated length. Six pressure taps and 15 thermocouples were
installed along the heated length.
The flow conditions covered in this test
were:
Pressure
Mass Flux
Inlet Quality

5 000 - 9 600
1 000 - 10 000
- 1 - 20

kPa
kg.it
%

For a specific set of conditions, the power was increased in steps from 0 to a
value corresponding to a maximum wall temperature of ~630°C. The pressure drops
across 5 length intervals and the wall temperatures were recorded with a data
acquisition system. These tests covered the pre-CHF, CHF and post-CHF regimes.
Preliminary results indicate that, as a function of power, the pressure drop
over the last 50 cm of test section increases in the pre-CHF regime, and
decreases as the test section approaches dryout. The decreasing trend continues
until this section is completely dry and, beyond that, the pressure drop starts
to increase again with increasing power. The prediction method for pressure drop
in the post-CHF region will be presented in the full paper.
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CANDU FUEL CHANNELS
OVERVIEW OF PRESSURE TUBE MANUFACTURING ROUTES AND PRACTICES
J.F. Slavik
Atomic Energy of Canada, Limited
CANDU Operations
Sheridan Park (SP1F2)
E.G. Price
Atomic Energy of Canada, Limited
CANDU Operations
SUMMARY
The fuel channel pressure tube is an important component of
the CANDU technology. Since 1962, when the pressure tube
production for the first commercial CANDU unit commenced,
the supply route for this essential reactor component has
remained largely unchanged, with only a small number of
manufacturers participating in the process. The pressure
tube manufacturing technology has been however under a
constant development during the past 28 years, and a
significant acceleration of this development has occurred in
the past 10 years. This increased effort has been prompted
by the measurements of in-reactor creep and growth, and by
the need to avoid manufacturing flaws of the type that
contributed to the failure in Bruce unit 2 channel N06, This
presentation summarizes the background and development of
the current primary manufacturing route and identifies the
main technical aspects and requirements that have led to its
establishment. The increasingly stringent requirements for
material manufacture and the final component inspections are
described,
along with
the
alternate
pressure
tube
manufacturing techniques intended to yield pressure tubes
with improved in-reactor performance. Alternate pressure
tube supply routes, investigated in the early 1980s, are
described.
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CALANDRIA VESSEL STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY UNDER
A CHANNEL FLOW BLOCKAGE/LOSS OF
OXLANT ACCIDENT CONDITION

AUTHORS:

S.S. DUA, Supervising Design Engineer
LSFCR, F/C, COG Department
Projects Business Uhit, AECL - CO
W. Teper, Supervising Design Engineer
Nuclear Engineering Division, Ontario Hydro
T. Lee, Stress Analyst
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MAILING ADDRESS: S.S. DUA,
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CANDU Operations, Building SP1F2,
Sheridan Park Research Community
Mississauga, Ontario L5K1B2
SUMMARY
The consequences of a postulated low probability rupture of a fuel
channel due to the severe flow blockages have the greatest damage
potential on the calandria assembly. Severe blockages are defined
as those blockages (excess of 65% area blockages) following which
the channel fails and ejects its hot contents into the calandria
vessel.
This paper covers the stress analysis and structural integrity
assessment of the calandria assembly under the channel severe flow
blockage condition. It looks into the possibility of treating this
condition as a design basis accident condition as per the provisions
under the level C or Level D service conditions of the ASME code.
A preliminary assessment of the calandria assembly is first carried
out based on the elastic analyses. This is then supplemented by an
elastic-plastic stress analysis of the critical components using
advanced finite element features of the MARC computer code.
Axisymmetric models are developed in which pressure load is applied
in increments up to the flow blockage pressure of 174 psig (1.2 MPa).
The analysis results show that the calandria assembly maintains its
structural integrity under the severe flow blockage condition. The
stresses in the calandria assembly components, except the annular
plates, are generally in the elastic range. For the annular plates,
the membrane stresses are below the yield value. The annular plate
resultant stresses, including membrane and bending, slightly exceed
the yield strength. However, the yielding is limited to outer fibres
only.
Tt 3 limit load analysis is also carried out using the same 3 —D
calandria assembly axisymmetric finite element model. The pressure
load is applied in small increments until the collapse load is
reached.

-2The analysis indicates that the •fuel-channel flow blockage condition
can be accepted as a design basis accident condition as per the
provisions under the level D condition of the ASPE Section III code for
Class 1 components. The same condition can be accommodated under
the Level C classification by using strain - hardening material
characteristics as provided in the latest (subsequent to 1982 Winter)
Editions of the A3"E code.
The analyses confirm the assumptions in CANDU Safety Analysis that
Calandria assembly pressure boundary and its heat sink capability Mill
be maintained under the severe pressure loading associated with the
F/C flow blockage condition.

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF A
MECHANICAL ZONE CONTROL UNIT
FOR THE CANDU 3 REACTOR
R.S. Porter and JJF. Cameron
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
CANDU Operations
Sheridan Park Research Community,
Mississauga, Ontario L5K 1B2
SUMMARY
The Mechanical Zone Control (MZC) unit is a new reactivity control device being designed
for CANDU 3 reactor spatial power control. It will replace the Liquid Zone Control (LZC)
unit of current CANDU designs. Each LZC unit regulates the height of light water used as
an absorber in a number of vertical, tubular compartments, located in the core. The LZC
functions well but requires a complex and costly fluid control system.
The new device provides equivalent performance with significant cost savings. It regulates
the position of the metal absorber elements in the core, like current CANDU Adjuster and
Shutoff units. Design features are evolved from these proven devices, but the MZC is
different in three important aspects:
a. Each MZC unit must independently control an upper and lower element, to regulate
power in the upper and lower core regions. This requires two motor winches at each
MZC location.
b. The lower element is telescopic to enable its nested withdrawal from the core,
thereby avoiding a calandria bottom penetration.
c. The continuous cyclic operation of the Mechanical Zone Controller imposes
significant new fatigue and wear requirements on the design of its components.
The new design exploits the configuration of the CANDU 3 design, where, because of it size,
only two-zone units are required to obtain spatial control. A three-zone unit, as used in
current larger CANDUs is not feasible in a mechanical design, since a third element located
in a mid-core region would have to pass through the region above or below, to be withdrawn.
This paper describes the key features of the new device, and the AECL design and
development program applied to validate it.
The new Mechanical Zone Control unit is shown in Figure 1, and is similar to the proven
Adjuster Unit. In both designs, electric motor powered winches are accessibly mounted on
the reactivity mechanism deck to raise and lower elements in the core region, on metal cables
and push rods. The cables or rods pass through shield plugs to ensure on-power deck access.
The elements are freely enclosed in the core within a perforated guide tube, directly
immersed in circulating heavy water moderator.

The MZC has two motor-winch units in a common housing. To keep cables for the two
elements from entwining, the upper element has two gimbal-mounted push-rods and two
cable-drums, as in Figures 2 and 3. Stepping motors replace the usual induction motor, to
cater for 5 to 10 mm MZC position cycling, as frequently as every six seconds. This will
produce a very large number of reversals and a very large accumulation of element travel
in operation. The MZC employs large nylon sheathed winch drums and a set of moving and
fixed stepped shield plugs, to minimize cable rubbing and flexing to ensure adequate cable
life. The design also permits easy replacement of cables, through on-deck access, without
auxiliary shielding.
Ceramic coatings are applied to contacting surfaces of elements, guide tubes and shield plugs
to ensure against excessive component wear, and to preclude radio-active wear debris
contamination the external moderator system.
Component endurance characteristics have been demonstrated in laboratory tests.
Full scale laboratory tests have demonstrated that the upper and lower elements function
freely, together and separately, in vigourously circulated water and that the lower element
nests and extends flawlessly. They also demonstrated that, in the event of a cable break, the
lower element drops out of the core slowly enough that the regulating system can respond
to avoid a loss of regulation trip.
This paper describes the features of the new device in relation to its unique requirements,
and outlines key aspects of the design and development program at AECL.
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CANDU 3 FUEL CHANNEL ASSEMBLIES
ROLLED JOINT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
BY
I.M. BURNIE, S. VENKATAPATHI, C.A. KITTMER
ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED
SUMMARY
The CANDU 3 reactor will utilize shop-assembled fuel channel assemblies that
will be installed in the reactor as single modules to shorten on-site
schedules. These modules will consist of two dissimilar end fitting assemblies
connected to a pressure tube by means of 'conventional' rolled joints, two
dissimilar calandria tube extensions attached to a calandria tube by sandwichtype rolled joints, and four spacers installed in the annular gap between the
pressure tube and calandria tube.
The introduction of the modular fuel channel assembly has resulted in a fuel
channel assembly design which incorporates four new or different designs of
rolled joints. Because of space limitations, the pressure tube/end fitting
rolled joint assemblies have significantly thinner hub wall thicknesses than
is normal on CANDU reactors while the calandria tube/calandria tube extension
rolled joint assemblies incorporate thin-walled CTX hubs rather than the more
usual rigid tubesheets in current CANDU reactors.
These changes have necessitated the introduction of some unusual fabrication
techniques and procedures to achieve acceptable rolled joint assemblies. The
fabrication and testing of a limited quantity of each type of joint has
demonstrated the feasibility of producing joints which will meet their design
requirements. This paper reports on the extensive development program carried
out to optimize the fabrication parameters in terms of rolled joint integrity
and leak tightness and to establish practical tolerance ranges for these
parameters for the production assembly process.

USE OF A THICK PRESSURE TUBE FOR
THE IMPROVEMENTS TO THE CANDU NPP ECONOMICS

AUTHORS:

S.S. DUA, Supervising Design Engineer
LSFCR, F/C, COG Department
Projects Business Unit
A.R. DASTUR, Section Head
Technical Division
C. YAO, Stress Analyst
LSFCR, F/C, COG Department
Projects Business Unit
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SUMMARY
Pressure tube design for CANDU reactors has been influenced
a great deal by the use of the natural uranium fuel cycle and
the consequent demands of neutron economy. Pressure tube
thickness and consequently PHTS conditions which limit thermodynamic efficiency have been set by the fuel bumup requirements
which have arbitrarily been set at about 7000 MW.d/te(U). With the
advent of Advanced Fuel Cycles and the availability of high
reactivity fuel, the pressure tube thickness limitation is no
longer necessary and the improvement of thermodynamic efficiency
produces major economic gains with negligible enrichment
penalties. In this study we show the impact on fuel enrichment
and TUEC of upgrading present PHTS conditions to provide a 57.
uprating of the CANDU-6.
Studies have been carried out to examine the increase in the
PHTS coolant pressure required to increase the reactor electrical
power output. The pressure tube wall thickness required for the
uprated PHTS coolant pressure is determined based on the primary
stress criteria established by the provisions of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel code. The pressure tube stress considerations
account for the diametral creep strain and wall thinning and it
takes credit for the irradiation strengthening during the late
life of reactor operation.
Calculations show that a .01" increase in pressure tube thickness
produces an enrichment penalty of .007 wt7. U-235 for a CANDU-6 which
bums 1.4 intV. U-235 enriched fuel. The penalty for an increase of
.028", which is the increment required for upgrading the PHTS to
provide 57. power uprating through higher thermodynamic efficiency
is .0196 we/. U-235.^ JJr*=_ effect of this increase on TUEC through
fuelling cost is less than 1 m/kWh. The gain is a saving of 5"/. in
plant specific capital cost.

PROSPECTS FOR STRONGER CALANDRIA TUBES
by
C.E. Ells, C.E. Coleman, R.R. Hosbons, E.F. Ibrahim and G.L. Doubt

Fuel Channel Components Branch
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario KOJ 1J0

The CANDU calandria tubes, made of seam welded and annealed Zircaloy-2,
have given exemplary service. The calandria tubes provide:
1.

The gas annulus which
o reduces heat transfer to the moderator
o allows detection of leaks in the pressure tube

2.

Sag support for the pressure tube. The calandria tubes are not
designed to withstand the full primary coolant pressure.

Of the nearly 9000 Zircaloy-2 calandria tubes that have been installed
and operated in-reactor, only two tubes have failed, one from fretting in
Douglas Point and the other from cold overpressurization in the Bruce
Unit 2 N06 1 pressure tube failure. In each incident, the tube was
subjected to conditions far more severe than allowed for in the design.
When the Pickering Unit 2 G16 pressure tube failed 2 , the tube withstood
full primary coolant pressure, again beyond design requirements.
The annealed Zircaloy-2 retains a significant portion of its original
high ductility and toughness many years into reactor life, and the
combination of metallurgical condition and crystallographic texture is
particularly resistant to both sag and elongation in-reactor.
Nevertheless, if the resistance of the calandria tube to failure when
pressurized by primary coolant at operating temperatures could be
increased, confidence in the safe and economic performance of the reactor
would be further enhanced. This increment in tensile strength must be
achieved without any significant reduction in resistance to sag.
Laboratory burst tests in the fixed-end mode relevant to in-service
operation have now been done for about 25 specimens («500 mm long) of
calandria tubing, including seven tests on tubes removed from Pickering-A
reactors. Without exception, the tubes have failed along the weld and
heat-affected zone. Also, the Bruce Unit 2 N06 tube failed in the same
position. Therefore, some strengthening of the tube would result if the
weld was eliminated or strengthened in some manner. The current work was
designed to establish the reasons for failure at the weld, attempt to

decide on the strength increment available if the weld was eliminated or
strengthened, and then develop appropriate fabrication procedures for
stronger tubes.
Tensile strength of the weld in both the longitudinal and transverse
directions was higher than that of the bulk tube. Despite these
differences, an analysis using texture hardening theory3 and the
anisotropic deformation of the uniaxial specimens enables prediction that
the tube would be strengthened by 10 to 50% if the weld was eliminated.
This analysis has been supported by measurements of the crystallographic
texture in weld and bulk material.
F'"om the analysis, it is concluded that a stronger weld would indeed
strengthen the tube, and an immediate approach would be to make the weld
thicker than the bulk of the tube, or increase the oxygen concentration.
Some strength increment from cold-work may be permissible, but this route
involves a danger of decreasing sag resistance. Finally, a seamless
tube, perhaps having higher oxygen concentration, would be a good
candidate, if fabrication to the desirable dimensional tolerance and
suitable crystallographic texture could be achieved.
1

C.E. Ells, C.E. Coleman, V. Fidleris, E.T.C. Ho and A.R. Causey, "The
Behaviour of the CANDU Calandria Tubes". Proceedings of the 8th
Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society, 1987, also
AECL-9514, 1987 July.

2

C.E. Ells, C.E. Coleman and C.K. Chow, "Properties of a CANDU
Calandria Tube" Can. Met. Quart. 24 (1985) p. 215.

3

U.F. Hosford and W.A. Backofen, "Strength and Plasticity of Textured
Metals" in Fundamentals of Deformation Processing, Syracuse University
Pross, 1964.
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